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ABSTRACT
This document is one in a series covering the development
and use of the Generalized Spacecraft Simulation (GSS). The formula-
tion of the basic equations used in programming the simulation is
presented in ,I'wo volumes. Volume I, which supersedes Reference 5,
contains the derivation of a set of nonlinear, large -angle dynamics
equations for an N-body system, including gravity gradient and disturb-
ance torques and forces. Volume II defines and presents the equations
for a generalized active control system.
The basic spacecraft configuration consists of N connected bodies.
Body 1 is considered the main spacecraft structure wherein the orbital
experiments are housed. Each of the N-1 auxiliary bodies is assumed
to be attached to Body 1 at an arbitrary single point, to have up to three
degrees of rotational freedom relative to Body 1, and no interconnection
with the other auxiliary bodies. The relative rotation of the auxiliary
bodies, with respect to the main body, is assumed to take place about a
gimballed hinge. For axes with degrees of freedom, the reaction torques
may be zero for a frictionless pin, may be proportional to displacement
or velocity to represent springs and dampers, or may be control torques
for array drives. In addition, the motion about any gimbal axis is
limited by a system of elastic gimbal stops.
The disturbance parameters considered include solar radiation
forces and torques, thermal bending torques, aerodynamic forces and
torques, and magnetic torques. Magnetic disturbances are based upon
a simple dipole magnetic field representation. Thermvl. bending, both
in plane and out of plane, is computed for all booms. Solar and aerody-
namic disturbances include the effects of the thermally deflected boom,
and are based upon up to four basic shapes for each body. The shapes
considered are spheres, flat plates, cylinders, and parallelepipeds.
In addition, the equations necessary to incorporate the effects of
solar eclipse, boom deployment, and magnetic hysteresis dampers, have
been derived and presented in the form required for digital programming.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This document is one in a series of documents covering the devel-
opment and use of the 0.t^neralized Spacecraft Simulation (GSS). This
simulation is a general purpose digital computer program designed to
produce a time history of the motion of a generalized, multi -body space -
craft. The program input is provided in general form such that the major-
ity of existing and proposed spacecraft may be simulated in an arbitrary
orbit about any preselected body. The output is in both tabular and plotted
form. Provisions are made to plot up to 48 of up to 256 preselected vari-
able s.
The basic document covering the simulation is the User's Handbook,
Reference 3, which contains a complete description of the program. and its
uses. The present document is a reference document to the User's Hand-
book and consists of two volumes. Volume I, which supersedes Reference
5, contains the derivation of a set of non-linear large-angle dynamic equa-
tions for an N body system including gravity gradient and disturbance
torques and forces. The disturbances considered are due to aerodynamics,
solar radiation, the magnetic field, thermal bending, eclipse, and boom
deployment. The reaction 'torques between bodies may result from springs,
viscous dampers, stops, magnetic hysteresis dampers, and positioning
control torques. Volume II of the present document defines and presents
the equations for a generalized active control system. The sensor routine
provides for two rate gyros, two horizon scanners, and two two-axis sun
sensors complete with sensor dynamics. The sensors may be patched to
the control systems through saturating lead-lag compensation networks.
The control systems consist of three gas jet systems, four reaction wheel
systems, and two array drive systems, where each control system is
provided with 6 possible control laws. Reaction wheel speed control and
unloading loops are provided.
The digital programming of the simulation is covered in a fourth
document, Reference 2, which contains the program listings and flow
di -,.grams,
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2. SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
The basic satellite configuration under investigation consists of N
connected bodies. Body 1 is considered the main satellite structure r:`;,re -
in the orbital experiments are housed. Each of the N-1 auxiliary bodies is
assumed to be attached to bod y 1 at a single point, to have up to three de -
'
	
	
green of rotational freedom relative to body 1 and no interconnection with
the ,_ -,ier auxiliary bodies.
2.1 DYNAMIC REPRESENTATION
The relative positions of the mass elements of each of the N bodies
are defined with respect to corresponding sets of body coordinates. It is
assumed that the mass elements of the bodies may be in motion with re-
spect to each other and that this motion is defined with respect to the cor-
responding body coordinates.
The main body of the satellite, designated as body 1, is the only body
which is required to have some degree of rigidity. The relative positions
of the attach points or hinge points for the auxiliary bodies are assumed to
be fixed in body 1 coordinates. The vector location of the hinge point for
the ith body is given by u-i
 expressed as three constant components in the
body 1, xl, yl, and zl
 coordinate system. In general the allowable relative
motion of the mass elements of a given body with respect to its body axes
is used to simulate the effects of flexibility (thermal bending), changes in
shape (boom deployment), and momentum changes (reaction wheels).
These effects are expressed in the dynamic equations as momentum vec-
tors and Crime rates of change in momentum defined with respect to the
corresponding body coordinates.
4
	
	
The relative rotational positions of the N bodies are defined by the
relative positions of the corresponding body coordinates. As noted above,
each auxiliary body is assumed to have three degrees of rotational freedom
*	 about its point of attachment to body 1. The relative rotation of the ith
body with respect to body 1, ,where 1 may have values from 2 to N, is
assumed to take place about V. gimballed hinge nominally aligned with the
4	 three orthogonal body axes of body L The components of the hinge torque
about each of the gimbal axis is a function of the reaction torques at these
2-1
axes. For axes with degrees of freedom these reaction torques may be
zero for a frictionless pin, may be proportional to displacement or veloc-
ity to represent springs and dampers, or may be control torques for array
drives. In addition, the motion about any gimbal axis is limited by a sys -
tem of elastic gimbal stops.
Body 1 is assumed to be rigid with respect to the hinge points of the
auxiliary bodies and with regard to the mass moments of inertia. How-
ever, the body dynamics may include an arbitrarily oriented angular mom-
entum vector which may have programmed changes in the magnitudes of
its components. This momentum vector is used to simulate reaction
wheels in the main body. The inertia of the wheels is included in the
inertia matrix for the body and the momentum is defined with respect to
the body axes. The mass properties of body 1 are defined by its total
mass, Mi , and a constant nine element inertia matrix, Ull. The three
diagonal terms represent the mass moments of inertia with respect to the
body coordinates while the off diagonal terms are the negative of the cor-
responding products of inertia.
Each auxiliary body i is defined as k masses, m ik, supported by
uniform rods each of which is oriented, in body i axes, by the arbitrary
position vector Rik. The value of k may be 1, 2, 3, or 4. The auxiliary
bodies are allowed to change shape due to thermal bending and deployment
of the k rods or booms, and may contain arbitrary oriented and controlled
reaction wheels. These effects are represented dynamically by changing
l "ear and angular momentum vectors. In order to generalize the mass
properties of body i, represented by the masses m ik , each mass is given a
constant inertia matrix defined with respect to the end of rod R ik. The
total mass of body i is given by
4
i	 k=1	 ik
Due to changes in shape the expressions for the location of the center of
mass and the total inertia matrix for body i are time varying functions.
2-2
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2. 2 DISTURBANCE REPRESENTATION
The disturbance parameters considered include solar radiation for -
ces and torques, thermal bending torques, aerodynamic forces and torques,
and magnetic torques. Magnetic torques are computed upon the bases of
an arbitrary oriented magnetic moment on body i. Thermal bending bath
in plane and out of plane, together with solar and aerodynamic forces and
torques may be computed for all booms. Solar and aerodynamic disturb-
ances include the effects of the thermally deflected boom. The following
solar and aerodynamic shapes are considered for the main body and tip
masses.
0. Point Mass
1. Sphere
2. Flat Plate
3. Cylinder
4. Parallelepiped
:Each of the six bodies of the system may be represented by four
shapes. For the auxiliary bodies any one of the possible shapes may be
placed at the tip of each boom with any desired orientation. It is assumed
that the centroid of the shape is at the tip of the vector R ik. In the case of
the main body the four shapes may have any orientation and the location of
each centroid is defined by an arbitrary input vector.
Y
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3. COORDINATE SYSTEMS
	
In describing the motion of body I and the auxiliary bodies a number 	
^ . I
of right-ha%id orthogonal coordinate systems are used. These coordinate
systems a re defined and described below.
3.1 INERTIALLY FIXED COORDINATE SYSTEM
The inertially Mixed coordinate system has its origin at the center of
the earth and is defined by unit vectors xI , yI, and zI . The yI axis is nor-
mal to the equatorial plane, positive northward, and z I is along the autum-
nal equinox. The coordinate matrix for this system as defined by Equa-
tion 3-10 of Reference 1 is given by
xI
zI
Since the coordinate system is inertially fixed its rotational velocity
vector is given by
wI = 0
	
(3.1-2)
3.2 ORBITAL REFERENCE COORDINATE SYSTEM
The orbital reference coordinate system has its origin at the center
of mass of the total satellite and is defined by unit vectors xM' yM, 2 M'
The zM
 axis is directed toward the cener of mass of the earth, _the xM
axis lies in the orbit plane and forms an acute angle with the tangential 	
.th
velocity vector and the yM axis is normal to the orbit plane, see
.Figure 3. 2-1. The vector distance from the center of the earth to the
center of mass of the total satellite is SM•
E
f
YI
Y 
X 
CENTER OF MASS
OF TOTAL
CENTER OF
	 SATELLITE
MASS OF ,EARTH	
-M	 i
TI
Figure 3. 2-1. Inertial and Orbital Reference Systems
A second orbital reference system, designated as the body 1 refer-
ence system, has its origin at the center of mass of body 1 and is defined
by unit vectors xR , yR, and zR . This coordinate system is produced by
pure translation of the xM, yM and "EM .
 system to the center of mass of
body 1, therefore, the corresponding coordinate axes are parallel. From
Equation 3-14 of Reference 1.
S  -
 {SM.M. }T 1Q)M }	 {SMR } T { QR }
	
(3.2-1)
The coordinate matrices are
XM xR
ZM ZR
.. 3_2
..FS`.	 t
..	 }rr	 .r`y	 4' ^	 r
(3.2-2)
From Figure 3.2-1 it may be seen that
0
q {SMM }
	 {SMR } =	 0	 (3.2-3)
^S}	 M
where SM is the magnitude of the vector location of the total spacecraft
mass with respect to the center of mass of the earth. The rotational
velocity vectors for the orbital reference systems are
The coordinate transformation matrix between {QI} and the orbital refer-
ence systems is [E] such that
f^5M } _ [E] M	 (3.2 -6)
{QR }
	
[E] {QI}	 (3.2-7)
3.3 BODY 1 COORDINATE SYSTEM
The body 1 coordinate system has its origin at the center of mass of
body 1 to coincide with the origin of the body 1 reference coordinate
system, and is defined by the unit vectors x 1 ,
 
Vi ,
 
and -i i . The axes are
h	
oriented in body 1 such that they coincide with the corresponding axes of
the reference system when body 1 is in its nominal position. The
coordinate matrix for the body 1 coordinate system is
x1
{Q l} =	 yl	 (3.3-1)
z1
and the rotational velocity vector for the body 1 coordinate system is
wl where
cal = {call }T {Q 1 }
	 (3.3-2)
The coordinate transformation matrix between{ R} and {• Q,} is [A]
such that
{Q1} = [A] {Q R}(3.3-31
using Equation 3. 2-7
{Q1} = [A] [E] {O I}	 (3.3-4)
3.4 BODY i NOMINAL COORDINATE SYSTEM
The body i nominal coordinate system has its origin at the attach
point between body i and body 1 and is defined by the unit vectors xni, yni,
and i.. . The body i nominal coordinates are fixed relative to the body 1
coordinates and determine the nominal location of the body i coordinates
relative to body 1. The coordinate matrix for the nominal body i coordin-
ate system is
{Qni} - yni
.!
z
ni
(3.4-1)
• L
»lE .,..:	 ..	 SR'..,	 .^	 ...	 ue.,r	 _..A^,Y	 _ .. ..	 .r	 ^ . ( r^.. .. ... `^. .. .. ..1.	 ^.....^	 r. ..._	 k,	 •rt',	 ,a	 _	 ...
The coordinate transformation matrix between {Q1 } and {Qni}is [Bi] such
that
	
{Qni} = [Bi] {Q 1 }
	 (3.4-2)
where [B i] is a three by three matrix of constants. The rotational velocity
vector for the {Qni} system is the same as for the body 1 coordinate
system
wni _ W 1 	 (W 11 }r {Q'1 } 	 {w l ni Z, {Qni} -	Bi] {W11 } Z, {Qni} (3. 4- 3)
Let the vector location of the body i attach point with respect to the
body 1 center of mass be U  where the components of U  are defined in the
body 1 coordinate system
ui = {u id}T {Q 1 } _ [Bi] {u ii }IT {Qni}	 (3.4-4)
where the three components fu. l}are constants.
3.5 BODY i COORDINATE SYSTEM
The body i coordinate system has its origin at the attach point
between body i and body 1 coincide with the origin of {Qni}- system, and
is defined by the unit vectors xi , yi , and zi. The axes are oriented in
body i such that they coincide with the corresponding axes of the {Qni}
system when body i is in its nominal position. It should be noted that the
orientation of the {Qni} system is arbitrarily defined by the selection of
the constant [ Bi] transformation matrix which in turn defines the orienta-
tion of the body i axes with respect to body i. The coordinate matrix for
the body i coordinate system is
x.1
{Qi} =
	 yi	 (3.5-1)
z.i
3-5
^i = {wii} {Qi}T (3. 5-2)
f
(3.5-6)
1
and the rotational velocity vector for the body i coordinate system is Zi
where
The coordinate transformation matrix between {oni)and f6 i ) is [C il such
that
I(5' d = [ Ci] {Qnd	 (3.5-3)
From Equation 3. 4-2
{k) = [ Cil [ B il {611
Let
[Di] = [ Ci] [ Bi l	 (3.5-4)
then
[Di] {Q 1 }	 (3.5-5)
x
The body i coordinate system {Qi} has its origin at the attach point to
body 1 and not at the body center mass. Let the vectc-rrosition of the
center of mass of body i with respect to the attach point be v i where the
components of vi are defined with respect to the {(Zi} coordinate system.
Then
1i
4. METHOD
The equations of motion are sufficiently complexed to warrant an
initial discussion of the general approach to be utilized. The ultimate
objective of this derivation is to provide a set of differential equations of
motion to be programmed for a digital computer. `When provided with a
set of initial conditions and disturbances the program will then produce a
time history of the motion.
Considering each of the N bodies as a free body in space, it will
have six rigid body degrees of freedom neglecting any internal elastic
degrees of freedom. In general, the six degrees of freedom can be
expressed by three force equations and three moment equations, however,
for this derivation the matrix notation established in Reference 1 will be
used and the three force equations will be expressed as a single matrix
force equation ar l the three moment equations by a single matrix moment
equation. The 6N degrees of freedom of the N bodies considered as free
bodies may then be expressed by N matrix force equations and N matrix
r
	moment equations. At the attach point between an auxiliary body and
body 1 the reaction forces between the bodies may be equated thereby
eliminating three degrees of freedom and one matrix force equation.
Since all of the auxiliary bodies are attached to body 1, the system will
have 3 (N+1 ) degrees of freedom and the motion may be represented by
N matrix moment	 and one matrix force equation. Since the
reaction forces between the bodies are equal and opposite, the force
equation must equate the sum of the external forces to the product of the
total satellite mass and the acceleration of the center of mass. The
solution of the force equation will describe the motion of the center of
mass of the spacecraft and will, therefore, give the orbital equations for
the spacecraft from which the location of the center of mass and the posi-
tion of the orbital reference axes) can be computed for any instant of time.
The remaining N matrix moment equations are the dynamic equations
describing the motion of the N bodies v4th respect to a reference system
at the total center of mass. The 3N independent variables involved in
the equations express the relative rotational positions of the N-1
4-1
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{bN }
auxil,kary bodies with respect to body 1 and the relative rotational position
of body 1 with respect to the orbital reference axes.
It is assumed that for the time interval to be studied the external
forces, other than gravity forces, do not appreciably effect the orbit of
the center of mass. Orbital parameters are not integrated to determine
the satellite position and the matrix force equation is reduced to a set of
orbit equations. An arbitrary orbit is established and orbit position is
computed as a function of time.
The N matrix moment equations may be written in the form
[M 11 ]{0. 1 } + [M 12 ] {&2 } + [M13]3} + ......[M IN] {&N} 	 {b1 } (4.0-1)
[M 21] { Q1 } + [M22] {^2 } + [M231{&3} + ...... [M 2N ] {&N } _ {b 2 } (4.0-2)
[M 31 ] {mi l } + [M 32] 16' 2 } + [M33] {Y + ...... [M 3N] {&N } _ {b3 } (4.0-3)
[M NI ] {°-1 } + [MN2] {°"2 } +[MN3 ] {Y + 0 0 0 0 0 0 [M NN ] {&N } _ {bN } (4. 0 4)
where
{ 0
- } = a three element column matrix representing the three
variables associated with body i.
{bi } = a three element column .matrix representing the three
components of the driving torque on body i.
(M]
	 3 x 3 matrix of coefficients
Equations 4. 0-1 through 4.0- 4 may be written as the single matrix equation.
[M l 1 ][M 12 ][M 13].... [M 1 N]	 1 }
[M 21 1[m 22][M 23].... [M 2,N]
	
{6-2)
[M 3 , ][M 32][M 33].... [M 2N]	 {v3 }
[M N1][MN2][MN3].... [MNN ]	 N}
4- 2
r
If 	
^	 .`3	 Y	 ^	 .4
AZ
{b 1 }	 i
{b 2 }
	
k
{b 3 }
	
(4.0-5)
or simply as
[M] {Q) = fb }	 (4. 0- 6)
where [Ml is the 3N x 3N system matrix, { v) is a column matrix of
3N unknown variables and {b) is a column matrix of driving functions.
The first three elements of {6-} are 	 representing the components
^	 1
of the angular acceleration of body 1 with respect to the orbital reference
frame. In the case of auxiliary body i (2:5 i <_ N), with three degrees of
rotational freedom with respect to body 1, {6 i ) represents the angular
accelerations about the three gimbal axes. As noted in Section 2. 0 the
auxiliary bodies may have 0, 1, 2, or 3 degrees of freedom with respect
to the main body. For each degree of freedom eliminated the independent
variable representing the corresponding gimbal deflection is eliminated
s4nd a dependent variable. representing the locked gimbal reaction torque
is introduced.
	 One of the approaches to the solution of Equation	 0-6
for a locked gimbal con fists of eliminating the locked gimbal torques by
substitution and reducing the order of the system matrix, however, this
approa --h will destroy the matrix form of the equations and may greatly
complicate the computer programming.
	 A second approach consists of
maintaining the order of Equation 4. 0- 6 at 3N and introducing the locked
gimbal reaction torque as a dependent variable on '.he left side of the
equation.	 This approach introduces 3(N-1) additional variables such, that
for every possible gimbal axis there is a gimbal deflection and a locked
gimbal reaction torque one of which must be set to zero.
	 The factors
r ' involved in determining the most suitable method of solution with locked
gimbals are based upon digital. programming considerations. 	 Therefore,
the dynamic equations presented in Section 12. 0 of this report contain
both the gimbal deflections as
.
 independent variables and the locked gimbal
reaction torques as dependent variables.	 The formulation of these equa-
tions in the format desired for digital programming is presented in
Appendix for reference.. The method of solution selected consists of
elimination of the locked gimbal reaction torques by substitution.
	 The
order of the system matrix is maintained at 3N by placing ;unity on the
diagonal to replace the equations eliminated.	 In order to further simplify
the programming it is assumed that for bodies with one degree of freedom,
the degree of freedom is about the x gimbal axis, and for bodies with two
degrees of freedom the freedom is about the x and y girribal axes. This
assumption does not result in any loss in generality of the program since
the location of the auxiliary body axes is arbitrary.
At a given time, t, Equation 4. 0- 6 may be solved for the
accelerations by
{&} = [MI-1 {b)	 (4.0-7)
The accelerations may he integrated to obtain velocities which in turn
may be integrated to obtain the relative angular position of the bodies. In
order to provide a better understanding of the detailed derivation and
solution of Equation 4. 0 -6, a number of the factors involved in the
detailed approach are discussed below:
1. Integration is performed by a Runge-Kutta, Adams-
Moultun digital subroutine using a fourth order pre-
dictor corrector to control the integration interval.
Basically the integration is performed by fitting a
curve to the present and passed values of each variable
and integrating the curve in closed form. As a result
the effect of continuous varying parametere is obtained
using step by step integration, and both the accelera-
tions and the velocities at time t are integrated during
a single pass through the subroutine. A more detailed
description of the integration package is given in
Reference 2. 'In Equation 4. 0-6 the driving functions
{b} and the elements of the system matrix [ M] are
functions of position, velocities, and time.
2. The accelerations used in Equation 4. 0-6 are relative
accelerations while the accelerations used in the
dynamic equations are inertial accelerations. As a
result those portions of the inertial a,.- selerations which
are functions of position, velocity, and time are separ-
ated and placed on the driving function side of
Equation 4. 0-6
3. Integration of the three angular accelerations compo-
nents f or body 1, {6-1
 }, will result in the three angular
velocity components relative to the orbital reference
frame. Normally the velocity components are inte-
grated to obtain relative position, however, from
Equation 3. 3-3 the relative position of body 1 with
respect to the orbital reference frame is given by the
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nine elements transformation matrix [A]. Two
methods of integrating the three velocity components
to obtain nine position parameters have been pro-
grammed and used. In the first method the nine
elements of the [A] matrix can be aressed in terms
of the velocity components and the [AJ matrix since
all nine elements are not independent. A minimum
of four elements of A] may be integrated to obtain
four elements of [A^ from which the other five ele-
ments may be computed by the relationshi ps given in
Reference 1. The approach used consists of integrating
the six elements in the first two rows of [A] to obtain
the first two rows of [ A] . The third row of [ A ] is
then computed from the first two. The second method
of obtaining the [ A] matrix involves the integration, of
normal Euler parameters. The time rate of change of
the Euler parameters are expressed in terms of the
angular velocity components and integrated. The [ A]
matrix is then computed frnm the Euler parameters,
see Reference 1. The first method involving the
integration of six elements of [A] is currently used
in the standard *milestone program.
4. The [A] matrix defining the angular posiiion of body 1
is an orthogonal transformation matrix. Sin ge it is
obtained for each time step as a result of a double
integration process, a means of insuring orthogonality
is provided. The orthogonality is checked, compared
to limits, and corrected if necessary after each inte-
gration step. Details of the orthogonality checks and
corrections are given in Reference 2.
4.1 BASIC DYNAMIC EQUATIONS
The basic moment equation for a body with three degrees of rota-
tional freedom is given by Equation 6-18 of Reference 1. The general
subscript i has been used to denote the body being considered where i
equal unity is used to denote the main body of the spacecraft.
{T Eii } = M i
 [Jviij {Gnii } + [IiH] {wii } + [ Jwii ][IiH] {wH }
+ [V {W.{W. } + [Jwi ] {Hii } + {Hii }
where
{TEii }
	
	 components of external torque on body i
in body i coordinates
f vii } = components of center of mass location in body i
coordinates
(4.1-1)
0 -a az y
[ Ja ]	 = a  0 -ax
-a 0
Y
a
x
(4.1-2)
{Gnii } = components of inertial acceleration of body i referencepoint in body i coordinates
[IiH]	 = inertia matrix for body i with respect to body i
coordinates
{wii }	 = components of inertial angular velocity of body i inbody i coordinates
{ ^'ii }	 = components of inertial angular acceleration of body iin body i coordinates
{H	 } = components of angular momentum of body i withii respect to the body i coordinates.	 Hi results from
motion due to thermal bending boom deployment,
and reaction wheel rotation.
{Hii } = components of the time rate of change of {H	 } in body iiicoordinates
Mi = mass of body i in slugs
The [J] matrix is a 3 x 3 matrix obtained by operating on a three element
vector such as {a } where
A term such as [Ja ] f bI is the matrix representation for the vector
product a x b, see Reference 1, Section 3. 2. The inertia matrices are
defined as
iix	 ixy	 xz
	
[Iii] _	 Iixy	 Iy	 -Iiyz
	
-Iz	
-Iiyz	 Iiz
where
	
[I]	 - f [JR ][JR] dmM
from Equation 3-30 of Reference 1.
(4.1-3)
(4-1-4)
{FEii } = M  {G. }
ii
(4.1-6)
If Equation 4. 1-1 is written for a rigid body [IMI and {Hii} are both
zero. If in addition, the torques are taken about the center of mass of
the body, {v ii} = 0, or about a point with no inertial acceleration
{Gnii} = 0, the equation reduces to
{T Eii } _ [IiHI {wii } ¢ [Jwii ][IiH  {wii }
+.'	 If it is further assumed that the body axes are principal axes of inertia
such that [IM] is a diagonal matrix, the above equation expands into the
F
normal basic Euler equations for a rigid body.
The basic force equation for a beady with three degrees of transla-
tional freedom is simply
FEi = M i Gi	 (4.1-5)
where
G. = inertial acceleration of center of mass of body i
{FEii } = components of external force in body i coordinates
{G id} = components of inertia acceleration of body i centerof mass in body i coordinates
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15. RELATIVE MOTION BETWEEN BODIES
The relationships between the relative positions, velocities, and
accelerations of the bodies are presented in this section.
5.1 ROTATIONAL POSITIONS
The relative rotational positions of the bodies are defined by the
relative positions of the corresponding body axes, These axes and the
transformations between axes are defined in Section 3. 0 and are pre-
sented here for reference.
The reference axes are:
I^ = inertial reference system at center of mass of the earth(Equation 3. 1-1)
InMI = orbital reference system at center of mass of the space-
craft (Equation 3. 2 -6)
1?5RI = orbital reference system at center of mass of body 1(Equation 3.2-7)
body 1 reference system at center of mass of body 1(Equation 3. 3-1)
1 ?5nil = auxiliary body i nominal reference system at the hingepoint of body i on body 1. These axes are fixed relative
to body 1 and are the reference for motions of body i( Equation 3.4 -2)
( Qi^	 auxiliary body i reference system at the hinge point of
body i on body 1 (Equation 3. 5 -1)
The transformation matrices are
1 ^5MJ I El 	 ^I1	 (Equation 3.2-6)1
15R I = (E] 1 ?5,1
	
(Equation 3. 2 -7)
l 
_(11 [A
 I i CIR `	 (Equation 3. 3-3)l
1'5nil	 _ ( 	 111	 (Equation 3.4-2)
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lad
I ?)-i I
I D il
I
=
	 [Cil 1?5nil
=
	 [Dil 1 ?5i 1
[C
ii I Bi I
(Equation 3.5-3)
(Eq.-n,-tion 3. 5-5)
(Equation 3. 5-4)
function of orbital parameters and therefore a function of
time only
[A l = function of the pos Hon of body 1 relative to the orbital
reference frame
[Bi l = constant matrix
[Ci I = function of the body i gimbal deflections
5.2 ROTATIONAL VELOCITIES
The inertial rotational velocity vector for each coordinate system
has been defined in Section 3. 0 as:
0 = inertia rotational velocitywI	 =	 of ^	 (Equation 3.1-2)
I
W
	 -	 inertial
ofR' 	 1?5MI
rotational velocity
and [
(Equation 3. 2-4)
w	 =	 inertial1 rotational velocity (Equation 3. 3 - 2)®f
1 1
`^ - inertial rotational velocity^"'ni	 =	 1 y (Equation 3.4-3)
of Pnii
Z;	 =	 inertial rotational velocity (Equation 3. 5-2)of 1`5il
Since the independent variables of the system are relative positions, the
relative angular velocities will now be defined.
nR _ the angular velocity of 
I QR l with respect to { tQll
Q  will be defined in the orbital reference systems where I Q RRI is the
magnitude matrix giving the angular velocity components of the orbital
reference frame with respect to the inertial system [QI 1. The compo-
nents of I0RRI are expressed in terms of the orbital reference coordinates
and are functions of the orbit parameters and time.
	
52 1 	 = the angular velocity of the body 1 coordinate system
1 5 1 ,with respect to the orbital reference system 1?5R}
R
	 (5.2-2)
S21
 will be defined in the body 1 coordinate system where [Qlll is the
magnitude matrix giving the angular velocity components of the body 1
coordinate axes with respect ,' ) the orbital reference system IiMR 1 . The
components of I Q ill are expressed in terms of body 1 coordinates
= the angular velocity of the body i coordinates stem Pil
	
i	 with respect to the body 1 reference system 
	
and
the body i nominal reference system f	 l
ni
wi	 W1
	 (6. 2-3)
SZ, will be defined in the body i coordinate system where [52.. 1 is the
magnitude matrix giving the angular velocity , components of the body i
coordinate axes with respect to the body 1 coordinate axes. The
components of l^iil are expressed in terms of body i coordinates.
Using Equation 4-32 of Reference 1, the time rate of change of the
transformation matrices between coordinate axes may be written in terms
'	 of the relative angular velocity components
lEJ = - J JQRRI [
[A, - - (J011 1 JAI 	 (5. 2-5)l
1	
i".	 K-3-
I'Lid I D i 1
	
(s.2-6)
I ,Qii[ Ci l	 (5.2-7)1
where [ Ja , is given by Equation 4. 1-2.
The inertial angular velocity of body 1 may be written in terms of
the relative velocities and the transformation matrices. From Equa-
tion S. 2-2
wl = SZR + SZl
wl in body 1 coordinates has components
	
[A] I
	 + I Q11I
Wl in body i coordinate has componentsF
	
Wli = 	 A 1 0RRi + 1 Q111I	 [ Dij[ ^ 	 [ Di l
From Equation S. 2-3
wi = wl + 
^i
W. in body i coordinates has components
	
Wai^	 ^ W 1 i ^ + ^ iii
	
[A]Wiij - [D. 	 SZ	 + D	 ^Q
	
it	 t 1
	 R R	 i^. 	 11	 li
(5.2-8)
(5.2-9)
(5.2-10)
(5.2-11)
(5.2-12)
5. 3 ROTATIONAL ACCELERATIONS
The relative angular accelerations between the reference systems are
simply defined as j eZRRl P 1 6111 ' and 16, i l where
`
IRR^ - angular acceleration components of the orbital reference
frame with respect to the inertial axes	 The
	
f	 components are expressed in terms of the orbital
reference axes and are a function of the orbital
parameters and time.
I
e2 i j = ar,ular acceleration components of the body 1 axes with
respect to the orbital reference system MR1 . The
components are expressed in terms of the body 1
coordinates and represent three of the indc pendent
variables of the system.
angular acceleration components of the body i axes with
-respect to the body i nominal axes 1( S . The
components are expressed in terms oMhe body i
coordinates.
The inertial angular acceleration components of body 1 are found by
	
`	 differentiating Equa"..on 5, 2- 9.
I 
Wljl
	 [A ] I ^RR I + 1'k
 
1 1 RRI + 1 111
using Equation 5. 2-5
JAI-I^RRI 	 IJQ.111 [Al 12- RR I + 1 6111	 (5. 3-1)
Note that the first two terms of Equation 5. 3-1 are functions of positive,
velocities, and time while the third term represents an independent
unknown acceleration of the system. Torques resulting from the first two
terms are placed on the driving function side of Equation 4. 0-6 while
torques resulting from the third term are placed on the unknown side of
r	 Equation 4. 0-6. Therefore, as discussed in Section 4. 0 the inertial
accelerations will be separated such that
(wll( - (Aw ll[ + ( 	 (5.3-2)1	 I	 1
r
i
4 `'114
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(5.3 -6)
where
(w 11 unkAnown independent accelerations of the system
IN 3111
	
accelerations which are a function of positions,
velocities, and time
then
(5.3-3)
i N^),a = JAI rani - I'T0111 i 	 10aRi	 (5.3-4)
The inertial acceleration components of body i ( 2 :5 i 4 N) are found
by differentiating Equation S. 3-12.
1Wii) _ Jbil JA I I QRRI + J Di j 1 A 1 I QRRI + [ Dil [A ] I
+ Jbil
 J 	 + JDJ  4 	 + I. j
using Equations 5.2 -5 and 5.2-6
I(L 1i I = - JJS2iij I D i I 1 1A]I QRRI +`5211 + lDil [A ,J e2RRI -JJSZ11]I AIIQR T^ I
+ lDi^ X111 +^ 1 i	 ( 5.3 -5)
Then
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N ii	 Knil IDil JAI I QRRI + 1 01.11 + ^ D 1 [A] I ^R RI
[Jell J A I I
	
(5.3-7)
l "I I	
- 1 .1Q ,i j
 
[Di l 11,)ll J + [Di l I N111 1 (5.3-8)N   
5.4 TRANSLATION POSITION
The relative positions of the centers of mass of body i and body 1
(2, < i:5 N) are shown in Figure 5. 4- 1. '`rhe vector location of the body i
attach or reference point with respect to the body 1 center of mass has
been defined in Section 2. 0 as U
.
 and the vector location of the center of
Y i	 CENTER OF MASSOF BODY i
ORIGIN OF Q
vAND
A 7TACI-i POINT
FOR BODY i
CENTER OF MASS
OF BODY i
AND ORIGIN OF ^Qi^
z1
Figure 5.4-^ 1. Center of Mass Locations
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x1
pi = ui + vi (5.4-1)
}
mass of body i with respect to the reference point has been defined as
Let pi be the vector location of the centers of mass of body i with
respect to the body 1 center of mass. Then
The vector U  is defined in body 1 coordinates such that itscomponents in
body 1 coordinates are 
will. The vector vi is defined in body i coordi-
nates such that its components in body i coordinates are IV id . The
components luill are input constants while the components ,viii are
computed time varying functions of thermal bending or boom deployment.
The components of vi in body 1 coordinates are given by
IV il l 1, [Di IT IVJ	 (5.4-2)
The components of pi in body 1 coordinates may be computed from
1 pil) = jDjI,r I viiI +will	 (5.4M:,,'•1
Let Rai
 be the vector location of the total system center of mass
with respect to the body 1 center of mass. Then
N
Ml.
_	 -RM	 MT pi
i=2
where
N
MT = .I
 M.
i=1
(5.4-4)
(54-5)
Then in body 1 coordinates
N'
.	
``
	 v-, M.
^ Rmil - ^ M 1pill	 (5.4-6)
i=2 T
The vector positions of all of the reference systems are shown in
Figure 5.4-2.
TOTAL SATELLITE CENTER OF MASS
AND ORIGIN QM
BODY i CENTER OF MASS AND
RM 
	 JT)R^ORIGIN OF 	 AND 1Qil
 l	 JJ
Pi
U.i --
v.i
SM 	 S
R	 S .
	
ni	 CENTER OF MASS
OF BODY i
	
S.	 ATTACH POINT FOR BODY i
	
i	 AND ORIGIN OF 15 
ni  AND
CENTER OF MASS OF EARTH AND
ORIGIN OF QI
Figure 5.4-2. Relatives Position Vectors
The vectors RM, ui , V. , and pi are in feet while the vector SM' OR' Sni'
and S.3. are in naW cal miles. Then from Figure 5.4-2
	
SR 	= SM - K R 	 (nautical miles)	 (5.4-7)
N
	
$R + K ui	 (nautical miles)	 (5.4-8)
N
.3	 Si	 = SR + K pi	(nautical miles)	 (5.4-9)N
where RN is the number of feet in a nautical miles.
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,
(5.4-10)
(5.4-11)
The basic form of the displacement vectors are given in Table 5-1.
Table 5-1
Basic Forms of Displacement Vectors 	 . ,
Vector Components Coordinate System Dimension
U
 I uil^
body 1 feet
vi j v body i feet
pi I Pill body 1 feet
_RM (RMil body 1 feet
S I S MRI orbital reference nautical miles
SR I S Rl l body 1 nautical miles
Sni I Snill body 1 nautical miles
S. lSiiI body i nautical miles
2.
Since the zR axis is directed toward the center of the earth it can be
seen from Figure 5.4-2 that the components of S  in orbital reference
coordinates are
where SM is the magnitude of the orbital radius vectc.r in nautical miles
and may be computed at any instant of time independent of the relative
motion and positions of the zpacecraft bodies. Then from Equations 5.4-7,
5.4-8, and 5.4-9.
isni 1 y	 ISR ly + KN luill
I siil = [DilI{SR11 + 	 (pillN
(s.4-12)
(5.4-13)
5.5 TRANSLATIONAL. ACCELERATIONS
The translational acceleration vectors are defined as
H	
_i
2ft sec
H	 =	 V. ft /sect
V`1	 I
-9	 =	 pi ft/secpi
HM
	= R t ft/sec
GM	= K  S t ft/sec
G R	 = K  S R ft/sect
GM	K  Sni ft/sect
G i	= K 	 Si ft/sect
The translational acceleration components required for the dynamic
equations are the components of the acceleration of the reference point
and the center of mass of each body, Gni and G  (1 <- i s N),	 Since the
reference point for body 1 is at its center of mass, which in turn is at
the origin of the orbital reference system
Gn1 = G 1 = G 
From Equation 5.4-1 the acceleration of the body i center of mass with
respect to the body 1 reference point is
Pi - u +V
c	 ,,
and
r
N
M.iHM = MT Hpi
i=2
(5.5-3)
and
Hpi = Hui + Hvi	 (5.5-2)
From Equation 5.4-4 the acceleration of the total spacecraft center of
mass with respect to the body 1 center of mass is
N
RM	 MT pi
i=2
From Equation 5.4-7 the acceleration of the body 1 center of mass with
respect to the inertial origin is
.. 001
SR = S  - RN R 
and
aR=GM - HM	 (5. 5-4)
From equation 5.4-8 the acceleration of the body i reference point with
respect to the inertial origin is
5M=SR+K ui
N
and
^:	
G=GR+Hm	 (5.5-5)
9
iFrom Equation 5.4-9 the acceleration of the body i center of mass with
respect to the inertial origin is
..	 1 _.
Si
 = 3`R + KN pi
and
	
Gi - GR
 + Hpi
	 (5. 5 -6)
The components of the translational acceleration vectors will be
defined in the same coordinate system as the corresponding displacement
vectors. Therefore, the components of the inertial translational accelera-
tion of the spacecraft center of mass G m, defined in the orbital reference
system, are IG MRI , the components of the acceleration of the body i
hinge point relative to the center of mass of body 1, defined in the body
1 system, are I H Uil I and the components of the acceleration of the total center
of mass relative to the center of mass of body 1 defined in body 1 coordi-
nates are I HM1l .
The components of the reference point inertial accelerations and the
center of mass inertial accelerations def'Ined in body 1 coordinates are
^Gni11 -	 GRII	 + IHUi11	 (5.5-7)
(Gil li 1	 +	 I H ill	 (5.5-8)-	 IGR1.	 p 
where
I G R11	 ' (Al IGMR I
 - IHM11	 (5.5-9)t	 1
I H Mil
N
M.
_	 M 
1. IHp.11	 (5.5-10)Ti-2
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From Equation 5.5 -1
IGnllj _ I G 111 - IG R11	 (5.5-11)
and from Equation 5. 5-2
pi 1 1 	 I ui 1 I 	 [Dil T 1 vii 1	 (	 )
From Equation 3-41 of Reference 1 the total inertial acceleration of
the components ill defined in body 1 coordinates are given by
+ 2f Jwl11 1 ui11 + [J w.11l 1 uil) + kall l iwii j lu-I11
Since the components I u ii I are constant in the body 1 coordinate system,
the derivations (U. and IU: are zero and the acceleration components
are due only to the motion of the coordinate system and
I 	 [ PTwill rJw11l + 11,J] luill
	
(5.5-13)
The inertial acceleration of the components IV ii I defined in body i
coordinates are given by
^ HviiI - Iv::iI + 2 [Jw i . I I vii^ + JJwj I vii^ + [,T(,,,] t w it IV iii
(5.5-14)
The acceleration and velocity components of the bendy i center of
mass relative to the body coordinate frame I v-. I and Iv:ij  are the result of
the %mal bending and boom deployment motions.
The translational acceleration components for the total center of
mas s I GMR I will be defined in connection with the discussion of the
motion of the orbital reference frame in Section 9. 0.
R
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6. FORCES AND TORQUES ON SPACECRAFT BODIES
The basic force and torque Equations, 4. 1-1 and 4. 1-5, are
{TEii ) _, M  t Jvii I {Gnii ) + [ IiHJ { `iii ) + ljwii 11IiH1 Lij
+ IIiHI {wii } + wii } {Hlii^ + {Hlii}
{FEii } M  {Gi }
where the forces and torques are summed at the origin of the body i
reference system. The body 1 reference point has been defined as the
center of mass of the body while the awdliary body (2 < i <_ N) reference
point has been defined, as the attach point on the main body.
6.1 EXTERNAL APPLIED LOADS
The external loads are assumed to result from the earth's gravity,
the disturbances, and the reaction at the attach points between bodies.
Ir addition, it is assumed that the main body, i equal to 1, may have
applied control forces and torques. The disturbances to be considered
are solar radiation forces and torques, aerodynamic forces and torques,
magnetic torques, and the effects of changes in shape of the auxiliary
bodies.
The applied loads are defined as follows:
Fgi = external gravity force on body i applied at its center of
gravity
Tgi = torque about the center of mass of body i due to gravity
force Fgi. Tgi is the external torque that must be
applied to body i if the gravity force F i is assumed to
act at the center of mass instead of at the center of
gravity.
a
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vi x Fgi = torque about the reference point of body i due to the
gravity force F applied at the center of mass. v. x F
is the additionafexternal torque that must be applied tog'
body i if the gravity force Fgi is assumed to act at the
reference point (v l = 0 for body 1).
FSi = solar radiation force on body i applied at the solar center
of pressure.
T Si = torque about the body i ref erene: ^ point due to FSi. TSi
is the external torque that must be applied when F Si is
assumed to act at the body i reference point.
FAi = aerodynamic force on body i applied at the aerodynamic
center of pressure.
TAi = torque about the body i reference point due to F 	 TAiis the external torque that must be applied wheAAi is
assumed to act at the body i reference point.
TMi = magnetic torque on body i assumed to be a pure couple.
FC1 = external control force on body 1
TC 1 = moment of Fr 1 x:'bout the body 1 center of mass(reference point).
FRi = internal reaction force on body 1 due to body i; applied
at the body i attach point (2:5 i < N. )
THi = internal reaction torque on body 1 due to body i;
applied at the body i attach point (2 <_ i < N )
FEi =- the net applied force on body i, at the reference point, to
be reacted by inertia forces.
TEi = the net applied torque on body i, at the reference point,
to be reacted by inertia torques.
6. 1. 1 External Loads on Main Body
The external applied loads on the main body (i = 1 ) are
N
F	 S- F + F. +F +F + I F^1	 gl	 1	 Al	 C1	 Ri
=2
(6.1-1)
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TE1 - Tg 1 + TS1 + TA1 + T1vi 1 + TC 1 +I(ui x "Ri ) + 	 Hi:=2
(6. 1-2)
It should be noted that the reaction loads between the bodies have been
defined as positive for loads transferred from the auxiliary bodies to the
main body. The vector ui
 has been defined in Section 2. 1 as the vector
location of the body i attach point with respect to the body 1 cen,er of mass.
Therefore, the moment u i x FR
 
 is the moment of the body i reaction
force on the main body. Equations (6. 1-1) and 6. 1- 2) may be written in
matrix notation as
N
{FE11} _ {Fgl l } + {FS11 } + {FA11 } + {FC11 } + I [DOT {FRii} (6. 1- 3)i= 2
{TE11} _ {Tgll }+ (TS 11 } + {TA11 } + {TM 11 } + {TC11)
N
+[ .ruil' [Di
	 {FRii} +	 [DOT {THiil.i=	 i= 2 (6.1-4)
The components of the reaction loads between bodies {FRii } and {THi}will
be computed in body i coordinates, and transformed to the body 1 system
by [DJV The vector u  is defined by constant components in body 1
coordinates.
6.1. 2 External Loads on Auxiliary Bodies
The external applied loads on the auxiliary bodies (2 <_ i <_ N) are
FEi = Fgi + FSi + FAi FRi	 (6. 1- 5)
T Ei	 vi x Fgi + Tgi + TSi + TAi + TM - THi
	
(6. 1- 6)
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It should be noted that the torque equations for the auxiliary body
are written about the reference or attach point and not the center of mass.
The vector v i has been defined in Section 3. 5 as the vector location of
the center of mass of body i with respect to the reference point. The
moment v i x Fgi is the ad(i tional hinge moment since T gi has been written
about the centez of mass. These terms have not been combined since
vi x Fgi will ..0 canceled by an identical term in the expansion of Vi x Gni'
All other terms in 6. 1-6 represent moments about the reference point.
In matrix notation Equations 6. 1-5 and 6. 1-6 become
fFEii" = °Fgii) + FSii" + fFAii" 	 {F Rid(6. 1-7)
{T E i } - [j viii{Fgii} + {Tgii} + {TSH + {TAii} + {TMii } - (THii}
(6.1-8)
6.2 TORQUES DUE TO BODY MOMENTUM
The basic torque Equation (4. 1- 1) contains the terms [J Wii ] f Hid
and f Hii}' These torques result from the fact that the body axes are not
rigid body axes and the mass elements are :assumed to have motion with
respect to the axes. The motion is assumed to be due to reaction wheel
rotation and changes in shape of the auxiliary bodies, where the changes
in shape result from thermal boom bending and boom deployment.
Let
{Hwii} = the components of the body i reaction wheel angularmomeaturrrn in body i coordinates.
{HRii}	 the components of the body i angulai momentum dueto changes in shaa expressed in body i coordinates(for body 1 {HR11^	 0).
then
{Hwi} + {HR ii} (1 <_ i <_ N)	 (6.2-1)
H'ii}	 w)ii 	 Rid (1 <_i <_N) (6.2-2)
6. 3 FORCE EQUA'f°.tON,
As noted in Section 4. 0 on method and approach, the matrix force
equation for the complete spacecraft, sh:^ ltld simply equate the sum of the
external forces to the product of the total mass and the aLcele.ration of the
total center of mass. This result will be verified by equating the reaction
forces at the attach points.
From Equation (6. 1- 5) and (4. 1- 5) the body i force transmitted to
body 1 is
FRi _ Fgi + FSi + FAi - M  Gi	(6. 3-1)
Defining the forces as components in the body i coordinate system
{FRii} _ {Fgii } + {FSii } + {FAii,I - M {G i} (2 :5i s N) (6. 3- 2)
and the equation for body 1 is given by Equation (6. 1-1)
M
M 1
 G 1 = F gI + F Sl + F Al + F C1 + i= FRi	 (6.3-3)
Substituting (6. 3-1) into (6. 3-3)
	
N	 N
M 1 G 1 +	 M i G i = FC1 +	 Fgi + FSi + FAi
	
(6.3-4)
	
1=	 i=
Since SM is the vector location of the spacecraft center of mass
with respect to the inertial origin and S i is the vector location of tha
center of mass of body i
N
M,r SM =	 Mi Si
i=
(6. 3-5)
6-s
Then
4
N
M Z, GM
 =	 Mi G i = M 1 1G +	 M. G.	 (6.3-6)
i=	 i= 2
and Equation (6. 3-4) becomes
N
M T C M = FC1 +	 (Fgi + Fsi + FAd 	(6.3-7)i=
74rwI -
i
7. HINGE TORQUES AND MOTION
The hinge torque, THi , at the attach point between both , i and body 1,
has been defined a.i the torque on body 1 due to body i. The components of
THi in the body i coordinate system appear in the torque equations for all
bodies (Equations 6.1-4 and 6.1-8). The magnitudes of these components
are functions of the reaction torques developed at the hinge. They may be
zero for a frictionless hiit°ige, may be proportional to displacement or
velocity to represent springs and dampers or may be functions of control
torques. For this analysis it is assumed tliat a gimballed hinge is used
and that the reaction elements are located oi ,;^ a set of gimbal axes nomin-
ally aligned with the three orthogonal body axes. As a result the motion
at the hinge points must be resolved into components about the gimbal
axes. For a given auxiliary body i, let the displacements about the gim-
bal axes be 0. , ei ,,and 0 iz , the transformation matrix from the nominal
body i coordinates ni} to the body i coordinates { Q i } has been def ;,ned by
Equation 3. 5-3 as [C i]. Using Equation 4-54 and Section 4. 2 of Refer-
ence 1, [C i] is given by
(Ce. Ce. )(Se. Se Ce. +Ce. Ss. )(-Ce. se. r '0. +se. se. )
	
iy ^.z	 ^x iy iz	 ix iz	 ix iy iz	 ix iz
[C. ] _ (-Ce	 ise	 i)(_se	 i
	
se. se. +Ce	 i
	
Ce	 i)(CE) se {i	 e. +Se. COi	 y	 z	 x iy iz	 x	 z	 x ::Y	 iI 	 ix	 z
( Seiy )(	 -SO ix Ce iy	 )(	 Ce.xCely
(7.0-1)
where
1
u.
f
SO _ sine ( )
CO	 cosine ( )
The transformation matrix ,from the body 1 coordinates{ Qi } to the nominal
i coordinates { Qni has been defined by Equation 3.4-2 as [Bi]. The ele
me, nts of [ B  ] are constants which are functions of input parameters defining
the ^ ed orientation of the body i nominal -reference system with respect to
the body 1 coordinate systerr,' ". Rather than input all nine elements of [ B.i
which are not all independent, the input parameters are the three ordered
x y, z Euler rotations ,ix' tiy' Tz' The nominal angular orientation of
7.-1
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the body i axes is produced by performing the ordered rotations on the
body 1 coordinate system. The transformation matrix [B i] is found by
replacing 0ix , 0iyj and 01Z in Equation 7. 0-1 by T , T iy , Tiz'
Then from Equation 3. 5- 4
[DiJ = [Ci][BiJ
7. 1 VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION TRANSFORMATIONS
The three gimbal deflections Dix, O iy, and O1z may be arranged in
a 3 x 1 column matrix {00 such that
e.ix
{Oi }	 0Y
	 (7.1-1)
e.iz
where {ei } is not a magnitude matrix for a vector quantity. Then from
Equation 4-61 and 4-62 of Reference 1
fu id} _ [Gi] { 0 i }
where (coseiycose1z) (sinO iZ ) (0)
[Gi ] _	 (- cose iysin01Z ) (cosez) (0)
(	 sinOiy	 ) ( 0 ) (1)
Differentiating Equation 7. 0- 3
{Slii } _ [Gi] {Oi } + [Gi ]{ei }
where
•	 -(0iysinOiycosO1z+01zcoseiysinOiz)(Oizcose1z)(0)
[G. J	 (0 sin0. sin0. -6. cose. cose. )(-e	 isin0 )(0)ii	 y	 i	 iy . 1z 1z	 iy	 1z	 z	 z
{	 0.yCos 0. y
	)(	 0	 )(0)
(7. 1- 2)
(7.1-3)
(7.1-4)
(7. 1- 5)
It should be noted that for a system for which body i has only one
degree of rotational freedom, the variables 8 y a.nd O1z are zero and [Gil is
equal to the unit matrix [U] and [6i] is Y,,-^r:o. The elements of {0i} are the
independent variables of the syst:ern ^,iveo^4,tjitteLA with the auxiliary body
degrees of freedom and are th p rJ	 tee >« c )Mputed and printed out giving the
time history of the auxiliary body il.a Uwi with respect to the main body.
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7.2 'TORQUE TRANSFORMATIONS
Let T gix, T giy , and TgZ 1e the gimbal reaction torques about the
x, y, z gimbal axes of body i. These three gimbal torques may be
arranged in a 3 x 1 column matrix such that
Tgix
{Tgi } = Tgiy	 (7.2-1)
Tgiz
where the elements of {T gi } are not orthogonal components of a resultant
torque vector.
From Equation 5-6 of Reference 1 the torque components of the total
gimbal reaction torque, transmitted from body i to body 1, defined in body
coordinates is
{T Hii  _ [GO T1 {T gi }
where
cos 0. z	sine.yCos
 
8z
sine.cose i	az	 cosey	 ly
1	 sine1Z	 sin 9. ysin e.z(G 1	 .i; - _ co
	
cose iz
	
coso iyly
0	 0	 1
(7.2-2)
Since
{T Hil } - [Di ]T{THii }
f
{THil } = [D, ] T [L'i ] T1 {Tgi}	 (7.2-4)
7.3 GIMBAL TORQUED
The gimbal torques about the x, y, and z gimbal axes of body, i are
defined as
{ Tgi } - [K i] {8i } + [Pi ] {6i } + {TBi) + {T Ni)+ {T Yi}	 {TLi}
(7.3-1)
whe re
[Ki ]{gi} = the spring restraint torques
[Pi ] {gi} = viscous damping torques
{TBi} = magnetic hysteresis damping torques defined inSection 15. 0
{T Ni stop torques
	
{TYi} 	 reaction torques resulting from the elimination of
degrees of freedom
{T .} = motor to. , ques used in connection with controlled
	
LJ,	
^.uxiliar y bodies
4
bix	 0	 0
[Pi ] =
	
0	 biY	 00	 0	 b.iz
bix, biy , and b1z are the damping constants associated
with the x, y, and z gimbal axes of body i (ft-lb per
radians /sec)
The elastic stops used in the program are implemented by intro-
ducing and addition spring restraint and viscous damping when the gimbal
deflection is greater than the stop position. The introduction of the addi-
tional torque represents a discontirivity of the system and an integration
step must end at the point of contact and, the integration must be restarted
with the corresponding initial conditions. The stop torques are then com-
puted as the sum of the products of the stap, spring times the deflection
past the stop angle and the stop damping coefficient times the gimbal
velocity. Since the stop torques are Uirge, the
	
ration step size must
be kept small during the time any auxiliary body is inin its stops. The
exit point must also be determined, the step size reset, and the integra-
tion restarted.
The elements of {T i} represent the locked gimbal reaction torques
and are non-zero only when a degree of freedom has been eliminated, in
which case all of the other corresponding elements in ,Equation 7. 3-1 are
set to zero. The non-zero elements of {T Yi} then become the dependent
unknowns of the system and provisions must be made to eliminate them
from the equations. The selection of the elements of {6i} and {TYi}, based
upon the specified degrees of freedom of body i, is made at the start of
the program and the formulation of the (M] matrix is then set.
The auxiliary body control torques {T L } are computed in the control
routines and can be non-zero only for those gimbal axis which are given a
degree of freedom.
A.
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Equation 7. 2-1 may be written as
{Tgi) = {Tsgi ) + {Yi}	 (7. 3-2)
Vhere the elements of {T s gi ) are zero for axes without degrees of freedom
and the elements of {TY-I are zero for axes with degrees of freedom.
8. ORBIT EQUATIONS
As noted in Section 4. 0, the solution of the force equation will
describe the motion of the center of mass of the spacecraft. The vector
force equation given by Equation 5. 8-6 is
_	 N
MT G M
 = F Cl +
	 (Fgi + F Si + F Ai)
The effects of the disturbance forces and the control force will be neglected
in the computation of the orbital position of the spacecraft. 'Therefore, the
force equation for orbital computations reduces to
N
MT GMO	 F g i = F g M	 (8.0-1)i=1 
In addition, it is assumed that the magnitude of the gravitational, force at
the center of mass is equal to the force that would result if the total mass
were concentrated at the center of mass. 'then
-	 YMT S MF	 K	 8. 0-2gM	 N S 2	 S	 (	 )
M
where
Y = earth gravitational constant = 62746.8 (n mi 2.,)3
sec
Sri = magnitude of orbital radius ~rector S M in nautical miles
MT
	total mass of spacecraft in slugs
TER OF MASS
SPACECRAFT
PERIGEEAPOGEE
I
Figure 8. 0-1. Orbit Parameters
The semi-major axis of the orbit a is given by
a = 2/3 = nautical milesw0
(8. 0-3)
whe re
w= 1800 P = equivalent circular orbital frequency inradians per second
2tan-1 1 + tan 2 E
(8.0-4)
(8.0-5)
where E must be found from
E - e sin E = wo (t - tp)	 (8.0-6)
The angle ^ is the orbit angle from perigee at time . t and t  is the time
at perigee.
2,
S	 = a (l - E a
 = nautical miles	 (8.0-7)
M	 1+E cod 41
8-Z
	
.
ay(1 - E
=	 2	 -_ radians per second
SM
by differentiating
AM = K N	 Y----- e sin w	 ft/sec
all- E
 )
(8.0-8)
(8.0-9)
SM	KN E Cos
 
= ft /sec 2
S 
•	 2e sin
_ -	 2	 = radians/sect
S 
(8. 0-10)
(8.0-11)
t
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9. MOTION OF ORBITAL REFERENCE SYSTEM
The inertial reference system Co I ), the orbital reference system
{Q M }, and the transformation between them [E] have been defined in
Section 3. 0. The components of the relative angular velocity {fl RR ) and
the linear acceleration components {GMR)have been used in the equations
of Section 5. 0. These parameters are independent of the relative motion
of the bodies of the spacecraft and can be written as functions of the orbit
parameters and time.
9.1 THE INERTIAL REFERENCE AXES
Y1
AUTUMNAL EQUINOX
Figure 9. 1-1. Inertial Reference System
The inertial reference axes have their origin at the center of mass of
the earth. The yI
 axes is normal to the equatorial plane and is positive in
the northward direction and the LI axis lies along the autumnal equinox.
The coordinate matrix of the inertial reference ax, ,-,.s is given by Equa-
tion 3. 1-1 as
xI
{QI }	 yI
zI
zl	
- ASCEND NC,. NU J^
9. 2 THE ORBITAL REFERENCE AXES
.A rotation of the inertial reference axes through an angle p about
the yi axis produces the {a p} system in which zp ties along the line of
nodes (intersection of the orbit plane and the equatorial plane,
Figure 9. 2-1). The positive direction of the zP axis i& toward the
ascending node.
where
xp
{15	 yp
Zp
Let [ Epi] be the transformation matrix which tra,5nsforms the MY
system into the {Q p) system such that
{Qa) = [Epi] {QI)
	 (9.2-2)
it yp
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whe=re
	
cos (i	 0	 - sin ^3
	
[ E LI ] =	 0	 1	 0	 (9. 2-3
	
sin (i	 0	 cos a
and
-sin (i 0 -cos (3
[ ELI ] _	 0	 0	 0	 (9.2-4)
cos (i 0 -sin
Rotation of the {C^^} system, Figure 9. 2-1, about z through an angle
the orbit inclination angle, produces the { Qo } system Figur( 9,, Z- 2 where
x0 lie s in the orbit plane.
YI	Ya
Figure 9. 22. Orbit Inclination
then
x
0
{ 0 } 
= Y,
z0
9
-3
75,.
(9. 2-5)
Let [ op] be the transformation matrix which transforms the {Q p) system
into the O) system such that
{Qo } 
_ 
[Eon] {Q^}	 (9. 2-6)
where
cos sin 0
	
[E op]_ -sin cos 0	 (9.2-7)
0	 0	 1
Since 9 is a constant j = 0 and
[Eoa] = 0	 (9.2 -8)
Rotation of the {Qo ) system, Figure 9. 2-2, about yo through an angle a,
produces the (Q a )system, Figure 9. 2-3, where za passes through the
orbital position of the center of mass of the spacecraft.
YI
Figure 9. 2-3. Orbit Angles
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Then
Xa
{ Q a}	ya	 (9.2-9)
za
Let Eao] be the transformation matrix which transforms the (Q- o) system
into the {5 } system such that
{5 }=[ ao] {Q5 }
	 (9.2-10)
where
cos a
[Eao]	 0
sin a
and
0 -sin a
1	 0
0	 cos a
(9.2-11)
-sin a 0 -cos Q'
[Eao1 =a	 0	 0	 0	 (9.2-12)
cos a 0 -sin a
.r,
The orbital reference system {QM}, Figure 9.2-4, with unit vectors XM,
yM , and zM ire defined in Section 3.0 with its origin at the center of the mass
of the total satellite, with the zM
 axis pointing toward the earth's center of
mass, the XM in the orbit plane forming an acute angle with the tangential
velocity vector, and witih yM normal to the orbit plane.
9 5
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Figure 9. 2-4. Orbital Reference System
Then
X  = X 
YM = ' Ya
zM = - za
Let (EMaj_be the transformation matrix which transposes the {Q a) system
into the {QM) system such that
{QM} = [EMl {Qa}
	
(9.2-13)
where
1 0 0
[EMa^
=
0 -1 0
0 0 =1
9-6
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and
	
[EMa1 = 0
	 (9.2-15)
Combining Equations 9. 2 -13 and 9. 2 -10
{ QM} = [ EM , I rl;" ] {Q}
and letting [ EMol
	[EM a I [Eaol
{QM}	 [EMo1 {QO }	 (9.2-16)
and
cos a 0 -sin a
[EMo^ -
	
	 0	
-1	 0	 (9.2-17)
-sin a 0 -cos a
and
rsin a 0 -cosy
= a	 0	 0	 0
Substituting Equations 9. 2-3, 9.2-7, and 9. 2-17, the transformation
matrix [E] defining the angular position of the orbital reference frame
may be written as
(coca cost coop aina sing)( cosasing) (-cosacost sing-sins cos
[E] = (	 sing cos p 	) (-cos
	 ) (	 -sing sing
(-sin-acos g cos p- - cosasin (3 ( -sin sing ) ( subacosF. sing-co9acosP)
(9.2-21)
where [E] is a function of the three parameters a, 9, and P. The angle a
has been defined as the orbital position of the spacecraft with respect to
the ascending node while ^ has been defined in Section 8. 0 as the orbital
position with respect to perigee. Therefore, if a  is the orbit angle
between the ascending node and perigee
a = ap + ^
from Equations 8. 0-8  and 8. 0-11
a =, = a^ .(i - E 2) = radian/sec
M
Y sin4j, _ radian/sect
S 
(9.2-22)
(9.2 -23)
(9 . 2-24) •	 l,r
where R e is the radius of the earth in nautical miles. If Po is the value of
P at time zero the parameter P is Amply defined by
p=P o +P t	 (9.2-26)
Since the matrix [ EoP] is zero (Equation 9. 2-8) differentiating
Equation 9. 2-20 gives
ril = P^-Mo] 1E, P][EPII + [EMo, [EoPI [EP, ]
and from Equation 5. 2 -4
[E] = - [JnRR] [E]
Then
[JaRR] - [EMo] [EM ]T [EM^ [EoP] [EPIC [EPI] T [EoP] T [EMo]T
(9.2-27)
expanding
J sing cos o	 J	 0
[JQRR] = P	 -cos t	 + a	 -1
-sin 9 sin a j
	 L 1 0
therefore,
i
a sin g Cos a
{S^Rx}	 Pcos - cr
-'P sin g sin a
9-9
(9. 2-28)
1'
and since E is constant
- a c sin sin a
{ ERR) =	 a
4 ;sin cos a
9.3 LINEAR ACCELERATION OF SPACECRAFT
CENTER OF MASS
(9.2 -29)
Since the moment equations are written about reference points
which do not coincide with the syste.'^ center of mass, the acceleration of
the reference points appear in the equation„ The expressions for these
accelerations contain the linear translational acceleration components of
the spacecraft center of mass {c-. NM 	 In defining the orbit equation of
Section 8. 0, the control and disturbance forces were neglected and the
acceleration of the total center of mass was ,assumed to result from only
the gravity force. This assumption is not valid for the dynarnic equations
defining the relative angular motion of the spacecraft and Equation, 6. 3-7
will be used
i
NN
MT ^M = FC 1 + I^F i + FSi + F,,i )i=1	 g
From Equations 8. 0-1 and 8. 0-2
N	 YMTI F - K (arm -.i=1 gi	 14—SM2 SM
Letting
go = K  
S Y 
2	 (9. 3-1)
M
.where go
 _ magnitude of the acceleraVon of cavity at the center of mass
of the spacecraft. Then
N
S 
	
Fi-"goM c	 9.3-2i=1 8	 T SM	 (	 )
Equation 6. 3-7 may now be written as
SMG - - g	 - + _	
N
	
1	
—M	 o ASM	 M T + M T L (rSi + F'Ad
	
(9.3-3)i=1
If the forces are defined in the corresponding body axes and [Di ) for body 1
is taken as the unit matrix [U], the required acceleration components in
the reference coordinate system are
0
N
{G MR} _ go 0 + NI [A ]' {FC 11 } + MT [A )T	 [D • ] {F .	 . .
	
T	 i=	 i T	 Su. } + {F Ali }1
(9.3-4)
and in the body 1 coordinates
0	 N
{G }=[A] {G } = [A] 0 +.T
	
1 `,MI	 MR go
	 1f{FC 1 ,1H , + M ,L [Di )T {F,Si} + { F .. }1	 T	 T a=1
	
Ai
(9.3-5)
From Equations 8,. 0-1 and 9. 3-2 the accelerations components assumed
in defining the orbit equations are
0
	
{GMOR} A ,._ go 0	 (9.3-6)
1
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where {GMOR} are the components of the total tenter of mass accelera-
*,ion due to orbital motion. In defining the motion of the center of mass in
Section 9. 0, Equation 9. 3-6 was violated in that a constant nods: regres-
sion rate (i -was introduced with no consideration given to the forces
required to maintain P constant. The magnitude of this neglected force
will now be determined.
From Equation 3.41 of Reference 1
{CMOR} _ {SIv R } + uJSZRRI {SMR} +K N  f
	
E JORR] +[JQRR]l {S MR'
(9.3-7)
Y
t
where
0
{SMR} - - SM 0 nautical miles
1
0
{S .. .j = - S	 0	 ft/seca,	 M
1
0
	
{S1VR} = - SM 0	 ft/sect
1
0	 _0RRz 92R Ry
[JSZRR ] -	 "RRz	 0	 -.0IRRx
	
_nRRy nR Rx	 0
(9.3-8)
(9.3-9)
(9.3-10)
(9.3-11)
1.
	
0	 %Rz %Ry
1 '6R^ - 6RRz	 RRx	 (9.3-12)
k
-0R Ry C'R Rx	 0
Substituting Equations 9. 3 -8, 9. 3 -9, 9. 3 -10, 9. 3 -11, and 9. 3 -12 into
Equation 9. 3-7
0
{GMOR} - {A GM+ go 0	 (9.3-1,3)
1
where
2S  nRRy + K  S  (%Rx "RRz + %Ry)
MOR
	 M RRx	 N M fRRy %Rz - RRx
2	 02
-KN SM (%Rx +	 cos	 + 2 (ia cos )
(9.3-14)
{AGMOR} - components of the acceleration of the center of
mass du .e to nodal regression.
Substituting for the orbit rates and accelerations from Equations 9. 2-28
and 9.2-29
22S 	 cos ^ -- X  SMP sing sin a cos a
{AGMOR} = P 1 2S M sin g cos a - KNSM P sing cos g sin
`
KN SM (p sin 2	 2	 2g cos a + pCos g + 2acosg)
(9. 3-15)
7
..	 ..	
1. .v
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g
and
{Fa }	 MT { 6GMOR)
	 (9.3-16)
where {Fp) are the components of the total external force required to
produce nodal regression. It is assumed that the acceleration field is
uniform such that the force { Fp} on element of mass dm is equal to
{AG MOR I  dm. The total external moment on the spacecraft is zero,
however, the nodal regression forces create internal moments between
the bodies which cause relative motion. It should be noted that these
internal moments are neglected in this derivation.
10. DISTURBANCE PARAMETERS
The parameters required in determining the disturban ce torques
and forces on the bodies are presented in this section. The disturbances
to be considered are solar radiation torques and forces, magnetic torques,
aerodynamic torques and forces, and the effects of changes in shape due to
thermal expansion.
10. 1 THE APPARENT MOTION OF THE SUN
It is assumed that the earth is in a circular orbit about the sun and
that the sun appears to be in a circular orbit about the earth in the ecliptic
plane, Figure 10. 1-1.
The angle 0S is the apparent displacement of the sun from the
autumnal equinox measured in the ecliptic plane. Since the period of
revolution is 365. 24 days,
eS	 365 24 DA 	(10.1-1j.
where DAE = days aft^.: r autumnal equinox.
APPARENT PATH OF SUN
SUN
ECLIPTIC PLANE
AUTUMNAL
EQUINOX
Figure 10. 1-1 Sun Angle
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It is assumed that 0S
 is a constant for the period being considered
and DAE is a mean value.
The relationship between the ecliptic plane and the inertial reference
system is shown in Figure 10. 1-2.
Let; bs be a unit vector in the direction from the sun toward the cen-
ter of the earth. In terms of the inertial reference system Ind P S is
given by
-8S = (sin0
s
 cos 23 0
 27 1) x`I - (sin 0s sin 23 0
 27 1 ) yI
 + (cos 0S) zI
In matrix notation the components of the sun vector in inertial coordinates
are
-sin0S cos 23 0
 27'
bs l =	 sin 0S sin23 0
 27'	 (10.1-2)
-cos 0S
The components of 15
S:t 1 are constant during the time beirYg con-
sidered and may be computed from input data. Transforming to the orbital
YI
ECLIPTIC PLANE	
z  = AUTUMNAL EQUINOX
.EQUATORIAL PLANE
	 -
^^,	
x I
E A R T
	 jH	 23` %?'
SUN
Figure 10. 1-2 Ecliptic Plans
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I	reference system through the transformation matrix J 	 then to thebody 1 axes through the transformation matrix ,[Al, and finally to the
body i coordinates through the matri,;; [D il, the sun vector components in
body i coordinates are
rasa - [ Dil i 	 i=i 1 6S. 1
	 (10.1-3)
Since [Di ) for body 1 has been defined as the unit matrix Jul, Equation10-1-3 will hold for (1 :5'i  < N) .
In order to determine the dynamic torques resulting from the thermal
deflection of the auxiliary bodies, it will be necessary to compute the first
and second derivatives of the sun vector components with respect to time.
Since the components with respect to the inertial axes, l 6 Sill have been
taken as constants, the first and second time derivatives with respect to
the inertial axes are both zero, and the changes in components in body
coordinates result only from rotation of the body axes. From Equation
3 -38 of Reference 1
0	 l 6Si l+ [jWiij 16sil
Therefore,
l beSi l - - 1jW l bSi l	 (10.1-4)
11
and from Equation 3-41 of Reference 1 and 11. 1-4 above
0	 lSSil + JjWiij 1 6sil - liwiij ii Wid 16Sil
therefore,
lsSi	 [Jwii I Wid - l Jwiil I Si l
	
(10.1 ^-5)
values of 16'S i l and 16*S-i j need only be computed when the effects of thermal
deflections are to be considered, and then only for (2:5 i < N).
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The apparent displacement of the sun from the autumnal equinox in
the ecliptic plane has been defined as 0S . Let the apparent displacement
of the sun from the autumnal equinox measured in the equatorial plane be
0S I . Then
-1 sin6 S cos 23 0
 27'
8S = tan	
cos0 S
where eS is a constant angle required in the compatation of the magnetic
field strength at body i.
10.2 POSITION OF ,MAGNETIC AXES
Le?: the I t5G I coordinate system be fixed in the earth with its origin
at the center of the earth, the yG axes normal to the equatorial planee and
coincident with the yI
 inertial axis and the zG
 axis passing through the
prime meridian, Figure 10. 2-1.
xG
rIt is assumed that the suit crosses the prime meridian at noon (GMT)
on each day of the year. Then
^G	 e 1 + 40 tG = degrees	 (10.2-1)
where tG is the elapsed time in minutes after noon (GMT). 1'G is a variable
and must be computed for each instant of time. The position of the I
coordinate system is obtained by rotating the ^ZSI axes about yI by the
angle ^G , Figure 10.2-1. Therefore
1 'QGI - IOG I ICI) 	 (10.2-2)
where
cos 
^G 0 -sind^G
	
^^G) =	 0	 1	 0	 (10.2-3)
sin^G 0 cos^G
The magnetic coordinate system, I 'Qm l, is obtained by rotating 1 ?5G J about
itsyG
 axis through an angle of 20 degrees to form. the (
	
system, '1'; .
^ZG'' ^ system is then rotated about its z G ' axis through an angle of
11 degrees to form the liaml axes. Then letting
cos 11 0 cos 20° sin 11 0
	-cos 11° sin 20°
AN 	 -sin 11 0 cos 20 0
 cos 11 0
	sin 110
 sin 20 0 	(10.2-4)
	sin 20°	 0	 cos 200
Inmi
	
['&I JZGJ	 (10.2-5)
where [&I is a constant matrix.
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Then the position of the magnetic coordinate system is
I m^ = i&I [
	 1 ?51 1
	
(10.2- 6)
10.3 MAGNETIC FIELD STRENGTH
It is assumed that the earth ' s magnetic field strength for each body
of die satellite is equal to the field strength at the center of mass of the
satellite. This field strength is computed in relationship tc the magnetic,
axes of the earth + r5m f at time t, Figure 10. 3 -1.
In terms of the angles, a l and 
X2 
the magnetic field strength at the
center of mass of the satellite is
ym
CENTER OF MASS
OF SATELLITE
i ORBITAL RADIUS VECTOR
CENTER OF EARTH
	 X2
	
x
I	 / /
	 M
i	 /
zM
Figure 10. 3-1 Magnetic Reference System,
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t	 ^	 4	 ,
y^,	 ,.	 r	 Y t	 r	 i	 ^	 t`	 t
t	 !	 t
3 sink  sink  coax 
B	 = - Me
	
2	 111MI3 sin2 A	 (10.3-1)m	 S 3 M
3 cook  sinx2 coax 
T
whe re
Me	 1. 266 x 10 10 gaus s (NM) 3
Leta be a unit vector along 
*9M then
a	 M	 (10.3-2)
M
and from Figure 10.3-1 the components of cr in the magnetic coordinates
are
amx	
cosk2 sink 
laml = my -	 sink 
a	 cook cosxniZ	 l
and Equation 10. 3 -1 becomes
r
amx amy
B = - 3Me a m 1; 3
m
;-3 
my	 mlM
amy amz T
(10.3-3)
(10.3-4)
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(10.3-7)
defining the magnetic field vector in the magnetic coordinate system
°mx amy
3M
^Bmm) - -	 m a 1/3	 (10.3-5)
S 
3	 yM
°'my "mz
Since the zR axis of the orbital reference system is directed toward the
center of the earth, the components of Fin orbital reference coordinates
are
la	
°
RI
0ll
(10.3-6)
transforming to the inertial reference system
1
aI j = [E
IT 1CeRj
The matrix product [EIT
' aRl = I a,I is a column matrix of the negative of
the third row of the [E] matrix. 
I 
all are the components of a unit vector
from the center of the earth directed toward the center of mass of the
spacecraft expressed in inertial coordination. This vector should be com -
puted and stored since it will be used in other computations in the program.
From Equation 10.2-6 the components of Win the magnetic coordinates are
I ceml = J'Al ['G] jCeIj	
(10.3-8)
S
S
11
The elements of a I may now be used to compute the components of Bmin magnetic coordinate; using Equation 10.3-5. The components are
transformed to inertial coordinates by 
[j& I J 	 T, and then to body i
coordinates by I D il (A, J so that the components of the magnetic field in
body i coordinates are
Bmi	 DiI	 IlllAllllG I IG IIT^ I	 (10. 3 -)IBmm	 `1
where
ID 11 ",4 lul
10.4 ECLIPSE
For eclipse computations it is assumed that the sun's rays are
parallel and that the earth's shadow is cylindrical, see Figure 10.4-1.
The axis of the cylindrical shadow lies along the unit sun vectorb S .
From Figure 10.4-1 it may be seen that the spacecraft will enter into or
exit from eclipse when the quantity (S 1 sin TE ) is equal to the radius of
the earth.
The unit sun vector A and the unit vaM ,,r Tare both defined in the
inertial coordinate system I I I. From Equation 10. 1-2
CM OF SPACECRAFT
Figure 10. 4-1 Earth Shadow for Eclipse
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,^..^'A+r.^+.s^.yv"'Fr'^"'^`R"i"+'+^'^raw.+.- 	 .r , —	 F.	 .	 -	 -	 •	 .	 -
-sin 6s coo 23  27 =	xbSi'
1 6s, I -	 sin a sin 23 0 27' - y 6 S = a constant matrix (10.4-1)
-coo so	 z 6SI
From Equation 10. 3 -7
(E31
iaIl	 - E32	 (10.4-2)
E33
The components 
1a
j
I 
are required in nearly all of the disturbance
computations and will thc, ,refore be computed at each integration step.
From Equations 9. 2-21 the components lad may be expressed as
cost cosp sins:„- + sinp co, 1&lad =	 sing sing
	(10.4-3)
-cost sing sin g
 + coop Cosa
From Figure 10.4-1
coso,E = 6  a
cosa” E 
= 16SIIT
Using 10.4-1 and 10.4-3
COST  
= Ds sins + he
 Cosa
(10.4-4)
(10.4-5)
(10.4-6)
whe re
Ds = ( 5 cost coop + 6SIy sing - 6SIz cost sing) 	 (10.4-7)six
Dc = ( 6SIx sing + 5SIz coop)	 (10.4-8)
Since the components of +6 SI `axe constant and the orbit inclination 6 is
constant, D s and D c will be constant if p is assumed constant. Then from
Equation 10.4-6 Cosa- F will be maximum or a minimum when
D
CIO
= tan -1 D 6 	(10.4-9)C
where ao is the orbit angle for maximum or minimum Cosa- . The two
values of o found from Equation 10.4-9 represent the orbit angles for the
closest approach of the orbit radius to the sun vector; one on the sun side
and one on the shadow side of the earth. Substituting either value of a 
into Equation 10.4-6 will give a value of (Cosa- ) o for minimum approach
to Ss . If (coscr	 is positive the correct value of a for minimum
approach on the shado v std was used. If (coso E ) o is negative, the other
value of o, equal to the one used frr is the correct value. Using the com-
puted value: of (- osT E ) o
 the value of (sino-E ) 0 may be computed from
(sin E ) o
 =	 1 -(Cosa,U 	 (10.4-10)
Using Equations 9.2-22 and 8.0-7 together with, the value of a, the orbit
radius at minimum approach, SMo , may be computed and the quantity
'M
 sinuE) o
 at minimum approach may be found. The value of (SM sinaE)o
will be computed once during each orbit and if greather than 1. 1 times the
radius of the earth, Re , It is assumed that eclipse will not occur during the
orbit, and no further eclipse computations will be made, see Figures
10.4-1 and 10. 4-2. The value of 1. 1 is used since p is not constant during
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PATH OF C. M. CYLINDRICAL
SPACECRAF'r	 SHADOW
a  = (SM
 sin of - R.ej^	 PATH OF C. MSPACECRAFT
`	 1
C YLINDRICAL
SHADOW	 \
R	 R
e 	
e
(SM sin cE)o	 (SM sin crdo
POINT OF
MINIMUM
APPROACH POINT OF
MINIMUM
APPROACH
ECLIPSE	 NO ECLIPSE
Figure 10. 4-2 Minimum Approach to Eclipse
the orbit and p has a small value. If the value of (SM sinvE)o is less than
1. 1 Re , eclipse ma occur at an orbit angle near ao and further eclipse
computations must be performed.
Eclipse computations are started at the first integration step aftor
the orbit angle a becomes greater than a given by
TIME
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where sin 1 2Re /SMo is Tr/2 when 2Re /SMo > 1. 0. With the current value
of (3, the values of ao and ae are updated and a value of (SM sinTE)o is
computed. If (SM sina-E) o is greater than 1. 1 Re no further eclipse com-
putations are performed until the orbit angle a becomes greater than the
revised ae approximately one orbit later. If (S M cosa-E ) o is less than
1. 1 Re , the current value of the quantity
J	 a  = S  sinTE - Re	(10.4-12)
is computed using already available components 1 6sI } and 16d computed
from Equations 1C.4-1 and 10.4-2. From Figure 10.4-2 it may be seen
that a  is the distance between the center of mass of the spacecraft and
the earth's shadow and the spacecraft will enter and exit from eclipse
when a  is zero. The integration continues computing a value of a  at
each step and retaining one past value. If after a given integration step n,
the value of (aE ) n is negative or zero, it is assumed that eclipse occurred
at the end of step n. If, however, the value of (a E) n is positive, the
quantity
n
ASSUMED TIME OF
ENTRANCE
INTO ECLIPSE
Figure 10. 4-3 Prediction of Eclipse
4",
A
BaE = (a On - (aE)n-1
	
(10.4-13)
is computed. If &aE is positive or zero no further eclipse computations
are made until a again becomes greater than e . If &a E is negative the
quantity
(a On Atn
atE	 A aE
is computed. Where at  is they length of integration step n and At  is the
linear interpolated length of time to eclipse. If AtE > Atn+l the integra-
tion continues and if At  `Atn+l the value of Atn+Iis set equal to At 
and eclipse is assumed to or.cur at the end of integration step n+l , see
Figure 10. 4-2. The value of a  at the time of entrance into eclipse is
denoted by a  I and the quantity
	
Re = Re + a'	 (10.4-.15)
is. computed. Where Re is the radius of the earth shadow used to deter-
mine exit from eclipse.
After entrance into eclipse the integration is restarted with the
solar radiation ,forces and torques set at zero. However, when thermal
bending is being considered there will be an eclipse transition period
after entrance into or exit from eclipse. Normally, in sunlight, boom k
of auxiliary body i is bent and in motion with respect to the body i coor-
dinate system. When the satellite enters eclipse the boom will return to
its nominal undeflected position during the short period of time tE , after
which the deflection and motion .remains zero until exit from eclipse. At
exit the boom deflects to its normal deflected position in time t E . The
boom motions during these transition periods is represented in the pro-
gram by allowing the bending coefficients to reduce linearly to zero during
time tE at entrance to eclipse and to increase linearly from zero to their
nominal value 7?.n time t  at exit from eclipse.
(10.4-14
For each integration step after entrance into eclipse the quantity a 
is computed from
a 	 = S  sincrE	Re	 (10.4-16)
	 I n
retaining one past value. If after a given integration step n, the value of
(a On is positive or zero, it is assumed that exit occurred at the end of
step n. If, however, the value of (a On is negative, DaE and At  are com-
puted from Equations 10.4-13 and 10.4-14. If At E > atn+1 the integration
continues and if O E s Atn+l the value of Atn+1 is set equal to AtE and
exit from eclipse is assumed to occur at the end of integration step n+l .
After exit from eclipse the solar radiation forces and torques are again
computed and the integration is continued. However, no further eclipse
computations are performed until the orbit angle a again becomes larger
than ae .
When thermal boom bending is being considered, sufficient data must
be computed and stored, during the transition periods, to allow the Cher-
.	 mal bending routine to properly modify the bending parameters. The
parameter p is used to indicate the rate of change of the thermal bending
coefficients (see Equations 14. 3-1 and 14. 3-2). The current value of pE
must be set in accordance with the following logic:
PE = 0	 when not in eclipse transition
P - - 1	 when in entrance eclipse transitionE	 60 t 
PE
	 + 60 t
	
when in exit eclipse transition
E
If the input value for the length of eclipse transition, tE , is zero, the
program should set it to four minutes. The parameter k  is used to com-
pute the current value of the thermal bending coefficients (see
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Equations 14.3-3 and 14. 3-4). The current value of k  must be set in
accordance with the following logic:
k  := 1. 0
	
for no eclipse and no transition
kE _ (1 + p  At) for entrance transition
k  _ (PE At)	 for exit transition
k  = 0	 for eclipse and no transition
where At is the time since start of transition. It is assumed that four
integration steps during eclipse transition are adequate, therefore, the
integration step must be maintained at 1/4 tE during transition.	 At the
start of the program initial values of o, a  and a  must be computed.
If a  is negative the program has been started in eclipse. If a  is posi-
tive and e s a s ao the spacecraft is approaching eclipse and if a  is
positive and o s a s e nof urther eclipse computations are made until
a exceeds ae . It will be noted that when the spacecraft enters into or
exits from eclipse on the first step after the start of integration, there
is no past value of a E from which to predict the time of transient. How-
ever since entrance is assumed if a  is negative and exit is assumed if
a  is positive, transient will occur at the end of the first step. Since the
integration step size small at the start of integration this error may be
neglected.
10. 5 THERMAL BENDING AND DEPLOYMENT PARAMETERS
Auxiliary body i has been defined in Section 2. 0 as k masses mik
oriented at the tip of k arbitrary vectors It ik defined in body coordinates
(1 s k < 4). Changes in shape are expressed in terms of variations in the
components of the vectors IXik It is assumed that these variations result
from either thermal boom bending or boom deployment which may not
occur together. The nominal positions of masses mik are input as k col-
umn matrices lo R iki . Then the components of IXik are given by
I Rikj	 I OR'ik j + J 	 (10.5-1)
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and
J 	 = I&R:Ikl
	
(10.5-2)
I Rik' = I a Rik [	
( 10.5-3)
where 1AR iki and [&Rik[ are functions of position and velocity. Since
I
ZRik I is a function of the body i angular acceleration let
I 	 1kid  + [kiklPid
	 (10.5-4)
The 3 x 1 column matrix I k ik I contains the components of I ARik [ which are
functions of position and velocity and the 3 x 3 square matrix [kik] containso
the coefficients of the components of;wii [ '	l
The parameters required at any instant of time are:
[ AR ik
IARik[
Pik
[ ik
These parameters may result from either thermal boom bending or boom
deployment and are used to compute the instantaneous inertia and body
momentum parameters.
10. 6 BODY INERTIA AND MASS PARAMETERS
The inertia matrix for each body represents the inertia eiements
with respect to the body axes located at the body reference point. The
diagonal elements are the mass moments of inertia about the body axes
while the off diagonal elements are the negative of the products of inertia.
The inertia of any reaction wheels which may be attached to the bodies is
assumed to be included in the body inertia matrix. The inertia matrices
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and the time rates of change of the inertia matrices are functions of
positions and velocities and do not contain the unknown acceleraVions
of the system.
10. 6. 1 Body 1 Mass and Inertia Parameters
The main body of the spacecraft is assumed to be a rigid body, for
which the inertia and mass parameters are constant. Therefore, the
mass and inertia parameters are input constants where
M 1	mass of body 1 in slugs
I 1
 = 3 x 3 inertia matrix for body 1 giving the 9 elements with
respect to the 
1 ^1 1 coordinate system in slug-ft2
It should be noted that the components of the vector location of the center
of mass of body 1, 1vill are zero.
10. 6. 2 Auxiliary Body i. Mass and Inertia Parameters (2 <_ i N)
Each of the auxiliary bodies has been assumed to consist of k point
masses supported by rods, where k may have values of 1, 2, 3, or 4.
The mass data is input as k values of mik , and the total mass of body i
is given by
M  = I mik = slugs
k
where M  is a constant computed at the start of the program. The location
of the kth mass in the 
I M I 
coordinate system is given by the vector Rik
and the vector location of the center of mass of body from the body i refer-
ence point is
v i	
1	
m	 ikR	 (10.6-2)
	
. M	 ii k	 k	 (
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From Equation 10. 5-1
v = 1 I m.	 i! R + 1 IiI  I	 Mi k	 k 10 k I Mi k
(v.. = 
	 + 1 1 mik AR.k11 	 l Mi k	 i
mik I ARik I (10.6-3)
(10.6-4)
where
1
10 v ii
 I _ M 
I m i R .
k	
k {0 1kl (10.6-5)
The components 10 v  are constants computed at the start of the program
and the additional term 1/M i
 E mik I 	 need only be computed whenk
thermal bending or deployment is being considered.
From Equation (10. 5-3)
I
•	 1 
vii I = M  k mik Ii
and
I
•s	 1	 ••
vii I - Mi	
mik 14 Rikl
 k
From Equation 10. 5-4
vii - M. I mik i ^ ik + M i I mik Xik l "I	 i	 k	 k	 1 iii I
(10.6 -6)
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kLet
x i -' M i 1 mrk Xik	 (10.6-7)l k
Then
p ! _
	 I Xik ]mik(10.6-8)i k
l
( vii	 = I Xi Il + 1PIL! 	 jtI 	i I	 (10.6-9)
From Equation 3-30 of reference 1, the inertia matrix for body i with
respect to the (^i `coordinate system with its origin at the hinge point is
given by
I.H] = - I m ik f J 	 + [ikI.(10.6-10)Jk	 Rik, jjRikj 	k
The terrrx I Iik] represents the inertia matrix for mass m ik with
respect to body i axes translated to its own center of mass. Provisions
are made to input tip to four I Iik, matrices for each auxiliary body. The
matrix k I Iik] is the sum of the inertia matrices for each of the k masses
mik with respect to the Ii coordinate system when translated to the cen-
ter of mass of mik . This provision is made in order that r:lgid bodies of
arbitrary shape may be considered as auxiliary bodies. When considering
booms, the inertia of the tip mass about its center of mass is usually
small and would normally be neglected. However, if the k masses lie
along a coordinate axis the matrix 1IiHI is singular and the inverse of theL
system matrix cannot be found. In order to insure that 
I 
IiH , is non-
singular the diagonal elements of k (Iik1 are tested for zero. If zeros
are found the mass Mi is assumed to be a solid steel sphere and each zero
is replaced by .03(Mi) 5/3 . Since the matrix E is a constant matrixkj Iikj
computed at the start of the program, this correction is made only once
at the start of the program.
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By differentiating Equation 10. 6 -10
( IiH ^ - - k mik ^IJORikI ji 	 +RikI  I Riki IJ&RikI
J 
110.6 - 11)
The matrix I I iH I occurs only as a result of changes in shape and is
used to compute the dynamic torque I Iii I 1 w il'
The inertia matrix for body i with respect to its center of mass is
required in the computation of gravity gradient torques and may be obtained
by using Equation 6-19 of reference 1.
I Ii	 j'iHj+(J^.	 "I	 (10.6-12)
10. 7 BODY ANGULAR MOMENTUM 1^E11 .e,VLr ;F'r,i^.
The torques due to body angular momentum appear in the dynamic
equations as f Jwii l I Hi y and [4 'ii I and result from reaction wheel momen-
tum and momentum due to changes in shape. From Equations 6. 2-1
and 6. 2-2
I i Wid I H ii I _ [ Jwiil I 	 +Pwid I H Rii 1	 (10.6-13)
	
^H	 (10.6-14)Yi	 -$	 Rii
The body momentum torques due to reaction wheels, 
I 
J 
l I 
H 
IwIIwiiand( H ' are computed and introduced into the equations by the controlwid
system subroutines. The angular momentum due to changes in shape
occurs for the auxiliary bodies only and are given by
HRii	 Jmik 1RikI I Rik	 mik ( ik11'& .(10.6-15)k	 3t	 l
	
k	 t R	 R ik4
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dix to rentiating
HRii _
	
mik JRik 	 -mik 	 aRik
 ! 	 k	 [	 liI	 k	 I RRikll
Substituting Equation (10. 5-4)
	
Rig `	 ik I Rik, (ik I	 ik I Rik, [ kk	 k
Let
! 
TTH -	 mik J	 I ik li	 k	 l Rik I
	
I
( 
w i	 `-^ mik ( J Rik l ( ik lt	 k	 !	 1 l	 1
Then
HRii} - I THI + lwi I I wo I
(10.6-16)
(10.6-17)
(10.6-18)
11. GRAVITY FORCES AND TORQUES
The ex?r p ,,:sions for the gravity force and torque at the center of
mass of a rigid body have been presented in a number of published works
on gravity gradient systems. 	 Since the forces and torques are functions
of positions only, these expressions are also applicable to flexible bodies
if the instantaneous position and shape parameters are used. However,
when the effects of the gravity forces in producing changes in shape of a
flexible body are considered, the forces and moments at points within the
body* are needed, and additional computations are required. 	 The flexible
spacecraft being considered here, consists of N flexibly connected bodies.
It has been assumed that the center of mass of the total spacecraft
is in an elliptic earth orbit defined by equating the gravity force to the
radial centrifugal torce.. 	 If all of the mass M 1 were concentrated at the
center of mass of the system, the centrifugal force would be KN wo SM
• MT and the gravity fort':; would be - K 	 Y M T M/SM 2 , (Figure 11. 0-1).
However, the mass	 occupies a finite volume, and the mass elements
dm are in a varying centrifugal force field and a varying gravitational
force field.	 The centrifugal force field is linear, the magnitude of the
force at any point is a linear function of the distance from the center of
mass of the earth, therefore, the net moment at the center of mass is
zero.
	 In addition, the principle of superposition is valid for the centrifu-
gal field and the change in forces and moments between points within the
body are linear functions of the change in the distance from the system
center of mass.	 The gravitation field, on the other hand, is not linear,
'the magnitude of the force at any point varies inversely, as the square of
the distance from the center of the _earth, therefore, the net moment at
the center of mass is not zer. c.
	
In addition the principle of superposition
is not valid, and the forces at any point within the body must be based
upon the distance from the total spacecraft center of mass.
11-,1
Xce--.:
SPACECRAFT CENTER OF :MASS
YKN MT
^ SM
M
"^ rd
K  Y drxi
g =	 r
r
Off' EARTH
dF cf = w02 r dm
K^{^^^^ 2KNW0 MTS M
Figure 11. 0-1 Inertial Position of Mass Element
Consider a portion of the spacecraft designated as body i with
mass Mi
 and flexibly attached to the remainder of the mass. The center
of mass of body i may have an orbital radius different than that of the
total spacecraft center of mass, however, the angular orbit rate WO is
the same and the gravitational forces do not balance the centrifugal
forces. The internal forces and torques required to keen all elements
of the spacecraft in the same orbit will cancel over the total system and
the normal rigid body equations are valid, however, these forces and
torques are effective in producing relative displacements between the
spacecraft elements. The gravity force and torque equations for body i
attached to another body will be derived in this section in order to
determine the relative magnitude of these internal forces and torques.
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11. 1 GRAVITY FORCE EQUATIONS
The gravity force on an element of mass dm is given by
_	 K  dm
gM	 dF =- N 3	 r	 (11. 1 • 1)
r
where y is the earth gravitational constant and r is the distance from the
center of the earth to dm.
r = r
from Figure a, 1. 0-1
jr = SM
 + R
r 2
 = r - r = SM2 +2 (SM • R)+R2
where
M
I
- I SM
•	 R	 (R4
Then
2	 2 (S • R)
	
2
r 2 = 1+	 M2 + 3L2
MS 	 SM
and
	 3_	 _ 3
1	 1	 r2	
2	
1	 2 (SM • R)	 R2	 2
3	 3	 2	 -	 3 1+	 2	 +	 (11.1-2)
	
r	 S"'M ^SM
	
SM	 SM	 SM 2
In general R 2 <<< SM 2 . A nominal value of R/SM is 5 x 10- 6 and R2/SM2
is 25 x 10- 12 , therfore, in comparison to unity the term R 2 /SM 2 may
be neglected. Expanding the term (l + 2( gM • R)/ SM 2 )- 3/2 into a
binomial series and letting
R2
	
? = 0	 (11.1- 3)
SM
t1	 1	
3(SM. R)
r 3 	S 3 1 -
	 2	 (11.1-4)
M	 SM
Substituting Equation 11. 1-4 and r + SM
 R into Equation 11. 1-1 0 the
expression for the gravity force on mass element dm becomes
K NY	 _	 3K NYdF _ -	 (S + R) dm +
	 (	 - R) (SM + R) dm (11. 1-5)
S M	 SM6	 3 
M	 5
Consider some portion of the spacecraft for which the gravity force and
torque expressions are desired. Designate the portion as body i and let
the mass be Mi and the mass of the total spacecraft be MT. If the vector
location of the center of mass of body i with respect to the total center of
mass is RMi , it may be seen from Figure 11. 1-1 that
fmdm0
 i
N
I RMi M  0i.1
(11.1- 6)
(11.1-7)
R - RMi + ti
^i
	 dm
BODY i CENTER OF MASS
RMi
	 A
(11.1-13) ^.r
Substituting Equation 11. 1-8 into 11. 1-5, the gravity force on mass
4	 element dm in body i is
X	 KY
dFgi
	
	(SM + RMi + t i ) dm
SM
3K NY_	 --	 -	 - -+	 5 (SM . RMi)(S +RMi +Vii) + ( SM • i)(S+RMi +^i) I dmS^.	 M
(11.1-9)
Integrating over the mass of body i, the gravity force on body is is
F i = - KN3 (S+R .)M• + 3KNY (^• R •)(S+ R .)M. + (S• ^,) ^. dmg	 S	 M* i S 5	 Mi	 Mi i	 i
M	 M	 _i
(11.1-10)
From the triple cross product expansion A x (A x B)
(B. A) A = A x(AxB) + A2
 B
Then
,I	 (S .	 ^i)	 dm	 = f	
-ti x (-ti x S) dm + S f dm	 (11.1-11)Mi M1 Mi
Let
Li 2 f	 2	 1= KN
	
	dm = 2 (Ixx + I.yY + IZZ)	 (11.1-12)M1
Li
 is a constant for a given rigid body and is independent of the orientation
of the coordinate system. It is equal to one half the sum of the diagonal
elements of the body i inertia matrix
where the inertia elements are with respect to the center of mass of
body i.
Then
f(SM . C i )
 ti dm = 12 Li SM - Ii • S	 (11.1-14)Mi	 KN
The gravity force Equation 11. 1-10 then becomes
_	 K NYM i _	 YM i _	 3K YM .
S 3 SM - S-3 RMi + N 5 1 (SM • RMi)(SM + RMi)M	 M
3K NY
+	 2 5 Li SM - Ii • SK N SM
(11.1-15)
The first term in Equation 11. 1-15 is the gravity force that would exist
if the mass Mi were concentrated at the total spacecraft center of mass.
The second and third terms, containing RMi , represent the additional
force due to the fact that the center of mass of body i is not in the same
orbit as the total center of mass. The fourth term, not containing RMi'
is due to the finite size of body i.
Force Equation 11. 1-15 may be written as
SM RMi SM RMi
	F --g M.	 1-3	 +	 +g i	 o i	 SM SM (SI 4
3 L.SM -I.. SMiSM
 i S
Mi KN2 SM2
(11.1-16)
The second term in the brackets is approximately three times the radius
of gyration of body i divided by the orbital radius squared. This term is
less than R 2 /SM 2 which has been neglected in comparison to unity, Equa-
tion (11. 1- 3). Therefore, the additional force due to the finite size of
body i will be neglected. The vector RMi will normally have a magnitude
of less than 50 feet while the orbital radius has a mirdmum magnitude
of about 3500 nautical miles or 20 x 10 6 feet. The magnitude of RMi is of
SM
11-6
is
i
the order of magnitude of 10 6 which will be neglected in comparison to
unity. In other words the assumption that the orbital radius of body i is
the same as the orbital, radius of the total spacecraft produces negligible
errors for size of spacecraft to be considered. The gravity force equation 	 iI
may then be taken as
F ^ - g ° 
M1 
Sg i -	 SM M (11.1-17)
11. 2 GRAVITY TORQUE EQUATION
Let Tgi be the gravity torque on body i with respect to the body i
center of mass. The torque on mass element dm is then
dTgi = KN ^i x dFgi (# - feet)
Substituting Equation 11. 1-9 and integrating over the mass Mi
^	 2
Tgi	 5	 (SM ^i) ji dm x (SM + RMi)	 (1.1.2-1)
SM Mi
using Equation 11. 1-14
Tgi -	 S x (Ii • SM) + ^ RMi x Ii • SM - Li SM (11. 2- 2)
SM	 SM	 .
The first term in equation 11. 2 -2 1s the gravity gradient torque due to
the finite size of body i, while the second term is the additional torque
due the difference in orbital radii.
11-7
}
The torque equation may be written as
3go
	
-M	 RMi	 SM	 RMi'^.	 SMT	 =	 +	 x	 xg i 	KNSM	 SM	 SM	 i	
SM)	 i 	 S(SM
11.2- 3(	 )
Neglecting KMi/SM as in the force equation
3 _
T i = —	 l SM x (Ii • SM )So (11, 2-4)
8	 KN
11. 3 MATRIX NOTATION
From Equation 9. 3-8 the components of the vector from the center
of the earth to the spacecraft center of mass y:h orbital reference
coordinates are
ri	 0
SM	 0
1
and in body i coordinates
0
{SMI} - - SM	 Di ] (A)	 0 (11.3-1)
1
x Let
Fi]	 -	 [Di] [A] (11. 3-2)
then
`"Mi} - - SM {Fi3} (11.3-3)
11-8
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where SM is the magnitude of S  and { Fi3)is a column matrix formed
from the third r^lumn of [Fi]. [ Di ] having been defined as [U] for body 1.
The gravity force equation for body i, 11. 1-17 now may be
written as
0
IFgii } = go M  IF 	 = go M  [ D i ] [A] 0	 (11.3-4)
1
The gravity gradient torque equation for body i, 12. 2 -4 , now may be
written as
{T.. } =
	 3g°	 [J	 ] [ ii {F. }	 (11. 3-5)gii	 KNSM Fi3	 i3
where [I i] is the inertia matrix of body i with respect to a set of body
axes translated to the center of mass of body i.
12. DYNAMIC EQUATIONS IN BODY COORDINATES
The dynamic equations in terms of body coordinates are developed
in this section. As noted in Section 4. 0, the motion of N bodies is defined
by N matrix moment equations and N matrix force equations. Since the
(N-1) auxiliary bodies are attached to the main body, (N-1) matrix force
equations were eliminated in Section 6. 3 by equating the reaction forces
at the attach points. The remaining matrix force equation, describing the
motion of the total spacecraft center of mass, was used in Section 8. 0 to
define the orbit equations and in Section 9. 0 to develop the inertial trans-
lational accelerations. The remaining N matrix moment equations are
the dynamic equations describing the motion of the N bodies with respect
to a reference system at the total center of mass.
12. 1 MATRIX MOMENT EQUATION FOR MAIN BODY
The basic moment equation for body i is given by Equation 4. 1-1 as
{TEii } _ M  [J.vii] {G ; . } + [ IiH] {c'aii } + [Jwii ] [IiH] {wi,i }
+ [I H] ^ii } + [_Tuu ] {Hii } + {Hii }
for the main body (i = 1. 0) the reference point is at the body center of
mass, therefore,
	
{V11) = 0	 (I2. 1-.1)
	
[IiH] = [I 1 ]	 (12.1- 2)
In addition the body is rigid, therefore,
[If ] = [Ii ] = [0]
	
(12.1-3)
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From Equations 6. 2 -1 and 6. 2.2 the body momentum results
only from, reaction wheel momentum, and
{H11 ) (Hwl1) (12.1 -4)
{H11 } {Hwl l ) (12.1- 5)
The body 1 matrix moment equation reduce& to
{T E1 '1	 111 {wl l } + [Jwl l ][ I1 I {wl l )+ [ Jwl Y1 Hwl l } + {Hwl l } (12. 1- 6)
From Equation ( 6.1-4) the external torques on the main body are given by
{T E11 } - {Tgl l } + {TS11 ) + {TA11 } + {TMl l } + {TC11 }
+
	
	 [Juil JEDi'T { FRii } + i=2 [Di 'T{THii }i=2
where from Equation 6.3-2
IFR.9i } _ {Fgii ) + {FSii } + {FAH} - M  {G ii}
and from Equation 7.2-2
-
{THii} - [Gil 
T 
1 {Tgi)
The body 1 matrix moment equation may now be written as
N
{Tg11 )+ {TS11 }+ {TAIL}+ IT	 }+ {T	 )+ , [ju t l I[DOT{F ii)-M {Gil}1
^.=	 g
N	 N
+ I rjuil ][D i ] T krSid + {FAii}I +	 [Di] [Gil- {T i}i=2	 T	 g
[I 1 ] {c`'11) ^ 41 wl lff I ll {wl l ) - (Jwl 11 {Hwl 1) {4w, 1 } = 0	 (12.1 -7
12-2
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12. 1. 1 Translational Accelerations of Body i
The translational acceleration components of the center of mess
and of the, reference point for each body were derived in general foam in
Section 5 . 0. Repeating Equations 5. 5-7 through S. 5-14 for reference
(5.5-7) (G nil )= {GR1}+{Hui,}
(5. 5-8) {Gil }	 = {GR1 } + {Hpil )
(5.--9) {G Rd_ [A] {GMR} -
 {HMI }
(5. 5-10) {H M1}
N M.
N"" {Hpi l }i=
el
(5. 5-11) {Gnll } ={G11 } _ {GR1}
(5. 5-12) {H pi l} = {Hui 1} + [D i ]T {Hvii }
(5. 5-13) {Huil } = [Jwl l][Jwl^ {u 1 I- [Juir {wl1}
(5. 5-14) {H } _ {V. } + 2[1 ]{v: }+ [J i] [J i] {v. } - [J	 {w; }VII	 ii	 wii	 ii	 wi	 wi	 ii	 vii Ii
From Equation 10. 6 -9 the componen s of the acceleration of the center of
mass of body in body coordinates are
{vii } = {Xi} + i, pi] {wii }
12-3
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Substituting 10, 6-9 i n
 S. 5-14 and then 5. 5-13 and S. 5-14 into 5. 5-12, the
components of the acceleration of body i center of mass relative to the
body 1 center of mass are
{Hpil} _ [Jwll][J w11l{uil} - [Juil1 {wli }+[D i , Kj -[p]{w i}
+2 PwiiHvii } + liwip' f Jwii ]{vii } - [Jvi) {wii}I	 (12. 1-8)
The expressions for {Hpil }contain terms which are functions of only
position and velocity and terms which contain the unknown accelerations
of the independent variables. Referring to Section 5, 3 and Equation 5. 3 -2
the inertial angular accelerations have been defined as
{"11 } = {Nwi l } + {Awl l }
Wii} = {Nwii} + {Awii}
where the prescript N denotes terms which are not a function of the
unknowns while the prescript A denotes terms containing these unk,nOtA;jAr--,,,
Then
{Alipil} = - LJuilHAwll }+ [D i IT [B/I - [JviiI {Aw ii}	 (12. 1-.9)
{NHpil} = [Jw113 Ej wl11 {uil } -
 EJui11 {Nwl l}+
{Nwli }+2[Jwii^ {vii} +^ Jwii^^Jui1 vii 	 (12.1-10)
Letting {HHpil } = kil
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where {Kil } is the symbol used for this term in the digital program, using
[DiI T (i Q iI [DiI = lipall
[Jw11 1 = [iail l - [JS2i11
{Nwl 1) = [D i IT {Nwii} + [J wi 11 { wl 1 }
{kia = [Di^T[ Bi	Pil[Dil - [ J 11 J[Di] T{N"ii}^
+2[JwiiI l{vil} - [JSZalHuil}I + [Jwi,I[ I{pil}
+ [DOT {Xi} + [JSZiI] [j Oil]{uil }	 (12, 1-11)
Then
{Hpi1 }	 {k11 } + {AHpi1}
and from Equation 5. 5-10
N M.	 ^N M.
{H--!
 1 } _	 ! {ki l } + L' Mi {A.H i t }i=2 T	 i2 T	 P
Let
N M.
IM1 {ki l } _ {kT
 TO	 (12, 1-12)i_2 T
Then
and from S. 5-9
N M.
{G R1 } _ [A]{GMR} -{k Td -	 MI { A Hpidi=2	 T
and from 9. 3-5
	
1 ,1 1	
N
[A]{G MR  - go [40♦ M
 {FC11 } + vi [D i ] T{ {FSii } + `FAii}}
 T	 T i=
Then
0	 N{C, } = g [A] 0 + 1
	
{F	 } + 1	 I [D^ {F .. } + {F: }} - {k }R1	 0	 1 MT C 11 MT i-1 i T( Su	 AA	TI
N M.
M1 {AH i1}i=2 T
	
P
Let
N
{F } _
	 {FC 11	 i=1ivi } 
+ I [DiT	 J{F 5ii } + {FAi } - {kT 1 }	 (12.1-14)
then
(12.1-17)
From Equation 5. 5-13 and S. 5-7
{ NHuil ) = [Jwll][Jwll]{uil) - [Juil){Nwll)
{AHuil } = - [Juil](Aw l I)
and
(12.1-18)
M.A
{Gni 1 }	 go [A ] 0 + `{F) + {NHui 1)l - . =2 Mi {AHp 1 } + {AHui 1 }i	 T
(12.1-19)
12. 1. 2 Main Body Driving Torques in Body Coordinates
Returning to the main body moment Equation 12. 1-6 and consider
the term
N
i= [Juil
I I [Di1 T {Fgii) - M  {Gi1)1
From Equation 11. 3-4 the gravity force on body i is
0
{ Fgii } = M  go
 [Di] [A) 0
lll
Then using Equation 12. 1-15
N	 N
I[J 	'T{F. ) - M i Wil = -	 M i uilit[J l {F) + {k )i=2uilgia	 i.2 
Substituting Equation 12. 1-20 into 12. 1-7 the main body moment
equation in body coordinates is
	
N	
N M.
I 1^ Aw i l } -	 Mi [Juil^	 M 1 {AHpil} - {AHpil}
	
s=	 i=	 T
N
{ql 1 } +	 [DiIz' [GiE I {T i}i=2	 g (12.1-21)
where
N
{qll}	 - [Jwlll[11l{x'11}- [I1^{Nall}	 Mi[Juil^ I {F}+ {kil}!
i=	 f
+ {Tgll }+ {TS11 }+ {TA11}+ {TM11 }+ {TC11}
N
+ i= [Juil][Di} T I fFsii} + {FAH
	
} {Nwll}- {Nw11}
(12.1-22)
The components of {q l
 }are the r,iain body driving torques in body coor-
dinates (torques about body 1 axes) and are functions of position and velocity.
12. 1. 3 Coefficients of Unknowns in Main Body Equations
The unknown of left side of Equation 12.1-21 will now be expanded.
From Equations 5. 3 -3 , 5. 3 -6 and 12. 1-8 .
{Aw 'l l } = {011 }
{Awii } 
= [ Di^ {^11 } + {nii}
and
{AH il}	 [[DO TIPi}[Di] [J il^ {911 } + [Di ] T [ai l - [Jvii l 	 ii,pp ll
 23)
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Letting
M.
M '
 [Di]T [ai 1 ][Di ] = [R11]
	 (12.1-24)
i=2
and from (5. 4- 6)
1
NM1
i= MT {pi l } _ {RM 1 }
Then
and
N M.
i= M I {A"pi 1 ) _ [R 11 ] [ JRM 1] W11)
M.
+	 TM [DOT [ [P t ]i 	[Jv i] - {iii}	 (12.1- 25)i= 2
	
!=2 M T {AHpid- (AHpid ° [ [R11^ - ^JRM1J + rj,, 1] - [Di JT{Pi^ [Di J^ {n` l ) +	 M (D	 [DI^PiJ-^Jviial - [ dTT1[p{J- DJ jjJ {Dli}i
	T 	 J	 L	 ^,
(12. 1-26)
The main body moment equation may now be written as
[L11] {0i,) +	 { Li.] W.) = {411} +	 [Di ]T [Gil-I {T i}J = 2	 J	 JJ	 i= 2	 g
(12.1-27)
{HR i.} = {T T i} + [wil {wii} (12.2-3)
i
where
N
[L
	 [I 1 l +	 Mi [Juil l [JRM1 ] - [Jpi' l + [Di ]T[p ][Di'j - [R11i=
(12.1-28)
[Lij ] 
= M  [[J.jl] - [j.V 1 [Dj]T 	 [J Vii j	 (12. 1- 29)
N
{UT1 	 M 	 M  {ujl }	 (12. 1- 30)T j_
12.2 MATRIX MOMENT EQUATION FOR AUXILIARY BODIES
The basic torque equation for body i is given by Equation (4. 1-1) as
{T Eii} = M  [Jvii l {Gnii} + [ IiHl {wii} + [ -TWii , [IiH, {wii}
+ [IiH] {wii} + [Jwii] {-'Iii} + {H ii}
Fr om Equation 6. 2 -1 and 5. 2 -2 the body momentum results f rom
reaction wheels and changes in shape.
{Hii} _ {Hwii} + {H Rid 	(12.2-1)
{Hii} _ {Hwii} + {H Ri}
	 (12.2-2)
and from Equation 10. 6-18
tFrom Equation 6. 8-8 the external torques on auxiliary body i are given by
{TEii } ! [Jvii ] {Fgii } + {T gii } + {TSii} + {T Aid + {TMii}-- (T Hid
(12.2-4)
where from Equation 7. 2. 2
-1
{T HidEGO T {T gi }	 (12.2-5)
The body i matrix torque equation may now be written as
-1
{Tgii} + {TSii } + {TAii} + {TMid
	
Gil T {T gi} + [ JviiI I{F gid
- Mi [D i] {G	 [Ii
 ^ I
 H^ {w ii } 	wii l [I HI {w ii } - IIiHI {W id
wii] {Hwii } {Hwii }	w	 }ii' {HR 	 {TTH - ^wil {w ii} - 0
(12.2-6)
12. 2. 1 Auxiliary Body Driving TorqueF
The torques due to the translational acceleration of the body i
reference point and due to the gravity force on the body are given in
Equation 12. 2-6 by the term
[JviiI IfFgii) ` Mi [Di]{Gnil }I
Mi
RM {A w ii} + [wJ
 { Av id - Mi [Jvii^ [Di^	 MT {AHpid - to uil}	{9 i} - [Gi l -  {Tgi}
i
(12. 2-9)
Let
IFi } = {F} + [Jw I II [Jw I l  {u;, l} - [Juill (Nw i 1)
Then
{Fii} _ ` D i l {Fil}
and
[J vii I I {.E g ii} - Mi [Di] {'G nil) ' - - M  [J vii I {IF id
N M.
+ M  [Jvii I [D i l	 M,' { AHpil } f AHuil}
i=2
!12. 2-7)
Substituting Equation 12. 2-7 into the body i. Equation 12. 2-6 and letting
{qii} _ - [I iH , Iw ii} [JwiiI [IiHI I ii} - RMI {Nwii} - M  [J vii I {F ii}
iJwii^ {Hwii } - {Hwii } - [Jw iI {H	 ITITTii} 1w I f{Nwii}
+ IT gii } + ITSH + ITAi } + { TMii}	 (12.2-8)
the body i moment equation becomes
12
-2.2 Coefficients of Unknowns in Body i Equation
The unknown or left side of Equation 12. 2-9 will now be expanded.
From Equations S. 3-3, S. 3-6, 12. 1-180
'
A'i l } _ {ttil}
{A W ii } - [D i I {n11) + {o id
{A Huil }
 ` - [Juil] {Acv l 1 } = _ [Juil] f nl* l }
N Ml { H } _ I [R
	
_ J
	
^. + N M. 	 .
MT A pil l
	! 1,1^
	 RM1I, { 11 } 	M [D•] lip, I -[J ..] fn : .)
 T 1 T 	 i	 vii j
Then
.e
N M.
M 
i 
{AH} - { H }	 [R ] _ J
=2 T	
pil	 A uil
	 11	 RM1, + [Juil,^ {SZi l }
M,M.
[Li' ]	 tC1H)	 [wi) b i` M [j vii) [Di] [D.],I,T	 lip!] - [J )
(12.2-13)
9 " 6
 
= 0
A ij = 1. 0	 j = i
12.3 BASIC DYNAMIC EQUATIONS
The basic dynamic equations expressed are terms of body coordinates
are summarized in this section. The main body or body 1 equation given
by 12.1-27 is
4
	
[L ] {SZ^ } +	 [L ] {si• ; }	 {q } + N [D.] [Gi Ti {T i}11	 11	 1^	 ^,,	 11	 I	 i T	 g
a=2	 i=2
The auxiliary body or body i equation [2:5 i _< N) is given by
Equation 12. 2-11 as
[L, ] {SZ 011 } + 4	
-1 {
	
[L..] {SZ ..} _ {q..- - [Cr.,)	 ,rli}	 (12. 3-2)i l
	 1J	 JJ	 ii	 i Tj=2
From Equation 7. 3-1 the gimbal torques {T gi } may be written as
	
{T gi } _ {T sgi } + {TYi}	 (12.3-3)
where {T g .} are the gimbal reaction torques for gimbal axes which havedegrees of freedom while {TYi} are the gimbal reaction torques for
gimbal axes which do not have degrees of freedom. Therefore, for a
given axis the corret ,iponding element in either { T ggi ) or {TYi } must be
zero. Substituting Equation 12. 3-3 the basic dynamic equations become
12-14
-1
[L 11 ] {ill} +	 [L	 j} _ {q ll } +	 [Di] [Gi]T {Tsgi}
j=2	 i=2
-1
+	 [Di] T [ Gi ] T {TYi}
	 (12. 3-4)
i=2
-1	 -1
[ Lil l {2 11 } +	 [Lij] {no	 = {qii} CG,] T {T sgi } [G ] T (T YOj =2
12.3-5)
The basic dynamic equations may be written as the single system matrix
equation
[L 11 ] [L121	 (L 1j][Lin]	 {R11 }
[1, 21 1 [L221	 {t122)
I
[Lil	 [Lij]	 {rajj}
t	 t
[LNIJ	 (L NN{1YNN}
{411} +	 [Di]T [Gi J T ( " oo }
=a
-1
(922) - [G 21 T (T, g2)
I.1	 0 +
(4ii ) - (Gi ) T (T,Qi)
I 
-1
(FNN) - [GN]T (TeQN)
[Dil T [Gil T (Tyi)
i '-*
-1
- [C; 2]T (T Y2)
I
[G1JT1 (Tyi)
I
- {GN ] T {TYi}
(12. 3 -6)
or
[L]	 {q} + f l {T sgi } + f2 {TYi}	 (12. ,i"7)
Equation 12. 3-7 can be solved directly for the unknown accelerations
only if all auxiliary bodies have three degrees of freedom about their
gimbal axes. All of the elements in the {T Yi} mo*;rices are then zero
and since {T sgi} is a function of only position and velocity the elements
of the [L] matrix arvi the right hand side of Equation 12. 3-7 do not contain
12-15
the unknown accelerations. The elements of {6) cars then be found by
inverting the [L] matrix. From Equation 7. 1-G
[G^] {®^}
	
!12.3-8>
[G^) {8^} + [c^) {e^}
	
112.3-9)
1
-1
[G^)
	 '^} - [G^] {6 i }
	
(12.3-10)
For each degree of freedom eliminated a locked gimbal reaction torque will.
appear in the {TYi} matrices and Equation 12. 3-7 cannot be used to
directly solve the equations of motion. Methods of solution for locked
gimbals were discussed in Section 4. 0 covering 'method of approach. As
noted in Section 4. 0, the reformulation of Equation 12. 3 -4 and 12. 3 -5 in
the desired form for digital programming is presented in Appendix A.
(13.1-1)
t
13. SOLAR AND AERODYNAMIC FORCES ANr TORQUES
Both the aerodynamic and the solar forces on an element of area are
assumed to result from a parti cle flow against the area. Using one of the
	 11 1
simple and most commonly used particle -surface interaction models, the
same set of force and moment equations will apply for both aerodynamic
and solar disturbances. The equations derived in this section are expressed
in terms of a unit flow vector SF, a pressure VF and the normal and
tangential coefficients vN and vT- For solar disturbances, of is the
unit sun vector 6S , VF is the solar radiation pressure Vg, and ''N
and vT are the normal and tangential reflectivity coefficients. For aero-
dynamic disturbances, S F is a unit vector along the negative of the
spacecraft velocity vector, VF is the dynamic pressure VA, and vN
and v T are she normal and tangential momentum exchange coefficients.
13. 1 SOLAR AND AERODYNAMIC REFERENCE SYSTEMS
For the derivation of the force and torque equations, it is convenient
to define time variant reference systems for each shape. These reference
systems will be designated as flow oriented systems. The general sub-
script F will be used which may be chaaged to S for solar disturbance
computations and to A for aerodynamic disturbance computations. The
solar oriented reference systems are the same as the l?rr)om reference
system used to describe thermal bending except that the boom reference
axis is replaced by a unit vector defining the orientation of the body shape.
Let ANik be ,a unit vector defining the orientation of a surface of
the 'kth element on the ith body, and let bFi be the unit vector defining
the direction of partial flow, Figure 13. 1-1. The angle ^ Nik, between
S fi and A, Nik' may have values in the range 0 s INik !!c w' therefore
sin INik is always positive
cos "Nik - b Fik' ANik
sin '
j Nik - + 1 - Cos2 '1Nik
13-1
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Figure 13. 1-1. Relative Position of Flow Vector
The flow oriented reference system is defined such that yN equals ANik
x F, is in the di jection of the component of -6Fi normal to 
-ANik' and
z  forms a right hand orthogonal system, Figure 13. 1-2. The component
ofSF, i along zN
 will always be zero, and the unit flow vector S F, i may be
defined in the flow oriented system as
z
(sin .n	 )	 + (cos
	
) A	 (13.1-3)b Fi	 Nik 'Nik	 Nik Nik
The flow oriented reference system varies with time. From Figure 13. 1-2
S Fi - (cos 
'1 Nik ) ANik
'Nik -	 sin '1
	
(13.1-4)
Nik
yNik	 ANik	 (13.1-5)
"Fi * ANik
zNik	 sin rl Nik	
(13.1-6)
If all. of the vector quantities in Equations 13. 1-4, 13. 1-5, and 13. 1-6 are
expressed as components in the same coordinate system, the equations
may be written in matrix form as
!Uw!
	 Ak
 ^(13.1-7)I xNikI
	 4T. x 
`iv ik
13-2
^ik
x Nik
yFik '
 Anib
zNik
Figure 13. 1-2. Flow Oriented Coordinate System
1 yNikj _ [ 	 ( 13.1-8)
1ibFil [[Z Nik[	 sin
	
(13.1 -9)
^^ Nik
If SFi and ANik are in body i coordinates, Equations 13. 1-7, 13. 1-8,
and 13. 1-9 give the components of the flow oriented axes in body i coordi-
nates. The flow vector 6Si in body i coordinates is given in Section 10.
In the case of the auxiliary bodies the vector Ar^zk for the tip shapes may
change orientation with respect to its body axes due to thermal bending.
From Equation 14.2-25 the transformation from the body system to the
boom coordinates is given by
r(:)Bikl	 [Tiki roil
(13.1- 13)
t
From Equation 14.5-9 the transformation from the boom coordinates to
the thermally deflected boom coordinates at the tip is given by
^ 5Bik) - la iki IF Bikj
Let I 	 be constant input components defining the nominal orientation
of the kth shape on the ith body in body i coordinates. The components
in nominal boom coordm,4tes are IT ik] I AN iki ,;1d in deflected boom
coordinates they are ia ik]T [T ik] J
	
' Transforming back to body i
coordinates the deflected orientation is then defined by
( 	 ITJT Icl ikIT JTikJ jp"Nikj	 (13.1-10)t
In the case of the main body of the spacecraft, there is no thermal bending
and 10ik]l = [U, and since 1T ikJT  [ 	 [U,, [Nik = IA4ik l
 
for body 1.
In general the distrubance forces and torques will be computed in the
flow oriented coordinate systems and will then be transformed into com-
, onents in the body axes before substitution into the dynamic equations.
Let the 3 x 3 matrix I"Niki be the transformation matrix bet% , een the
body i coordinates Oi l and the flow oriented system 1^Nikl where
xNik
InNA1
	 yNik	 (13.1-11)
ZNik
then
1^NJ	 I"Nik] IF:lil
	 (13.1-12)
	
>s
and
Using Equations 13. 1-7, 13. 1-8, and 13. 1-9
16Fil 	 Nik ( 	 ij 6Fil IANiId
19 NikIT -	 s n 	 JANik " ei—nNik	 Nik
(13.1-14)
si"
	
"	 -	 I ik 	 ,lNik sin 9 TNik lNik1T	 (b	 -cos'Fi)	 N ^ Nik 	 11A	,	 ikI\
11j6FiJ J
	
(13.1-15)
where InNikIT is the matrix which transforms components in the flow
oriented system to body coordinates if 18FIl and 1ANik` are in body i{	 coordinates
13.2 GENERAL FORCE EQUATION
In this section the general expression for the 0r-le on an element of
•	 area dA will be defined. Using the unit flow vector 8., and the equationo
of Sectf, on 13. 1, define the flow oriented reference system -6 t , en ,
 
and em,
Figure 13. 2 - 1. The unit vector e n is normal to the element of area dA
and corresponds to the unit vector AF, and the y axis. e t and em represent
t-he x and z axes respectively. Then
cos -q = en • 8 F, = SF. • en	 (13.2-1)
sin q = + F- 	 ►^	 (13.2-2)
sin Ti et = 6 F, - cos Tj en
	
(13.2-3)
From Equations 4 and 5 of Reference 4, the force components along en,
et , andem are
d-F - VF
,
n (1 + vN) cos T dA eh
	
(13.2-4)
i;
-i
4	 ,
e
n
	 .
sin	 bF
I
i
cos
l/	 i 4 e
1
1
1
1
INCIDENT RAY	 REFLECTED RAY
Figure 13.2-1. Surface Coordinates
dFt = VFn (1 - v T ) sin q dA e t	 (13.25)
dFm
 = 0	 (13.2-6)
where ,
v  = normal reflectivity coefficient for solar forces and normal
momentum exchange coefficient for aerodynamic forces
v T, = tangential reflectivity coefficient for solar forces and
tangential momentum exchange coefficient for aerodynamic
forces
VFn = VF, `cos Tj,
VF, = VS = .94 x 10 -7 #/ft2 for solar forces
VF, = VA = 1/2 OVA =
	
d ynamic pressure in Oft  for aerodynamic
forces.
(13.2-b)dFt = VF, (1 - v T,) cos ri) sin Yj dA et
Then
d7r	 VF,(1+ vN) i coo ill coo n dA en	 (13.2-7)
using Equations 13. 2-3, Equation 13. 2-8 becomes
d7 = VF, 0 - v,r) I cos q I dA 7F - VF, (1 - v ,l,) I cos q I dA coca n en
(13.2-9)
The total force on the element dA is dF given by
dr = dFn + dFt + dFm
dF = VF, !cos	 dA ((1	 v Z,) SF4 + (vN + v,r ) cos YJ en )
(13. 2-lOj
if S F, and en are defined in the same coordinate system, the force
Equation 13. 2-10 may be written in matrix notation as
IdF1 = V
	
cos rl dA (1 - v ) 	+(v+v )cos^FT JbF^ 	N	 '^'	 lenI
(13.2-11)
Let dA be an element of area of a surface enclosing a volume and let en
be an inward directed unit norm, al to the surface element. From
Figure 13. 2 -2 it may be seen that the flow does not reach an area for
which cos q is negative or an area which is shaded. Therefore when
integrating to .obtain 'the total force, the integration must not be carried
out over these areas. Introducing the restriction that cos '1 must be
positive Equations 13. 2 -10 and 13. 2-11 become,
dF	 VF. C0 vT) cos .9 S F, + (vN + v T,) cos 11 e
n/1 dA	 A
(13.2-12)
1dFj	 VF	 T	 F(1 - v ) coo 71 S } + (v1^ + v,I,) cos 2 le J  dAl
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AR EA
Figure 13. 2 -2. Body Self Shading
Equations 13. 2-12 represent the general force equations for solar and
aerodynamic forces. It should be noted that the total force on an element
dA is the sum of two non -orthogonal forces, one along the flow vector
and one along the inward directed normal to the surface. The following
factors must be considered when using these equations for obtaining total
forces:
1. cos q = I6FIT le nI
2. cos rj must be positive
	 ^ ` -`
Tr
3. 1dF1 are zero if area is shaded.
13. 3 FORCES AND MOMENTS ON A FLAT PLATE
The flat plate area attached at the end of boom k of auxiliary body i
is defined by the unit vector AF ik and the scalar area AFik' For
example the third boom on body two would have area AF,23• In the case
of body 1 which may have up to four shapes attached, the same symbols
apply except the subscript k refers to the shape number. For example
if the third shape placed upon body 1 is a flat plate, its area is defined
by AF ;13'
b F,
"a-
i ---- P -,	 I	 J%
AR
CE
A	 AFikF ^k	 A
6F i
T PLATE
Figure 13.3-1. Forces on a Flat Plate
Referring to Figure 13. 3-1, the angle'n F, iv constant and ejl is equal
to AFik for every element of area dA. Since the area of the plate does
not enclose a volume and e n
 is not an inward directed normal, the total
force on the plate is found by integrating Equation 13. 2-11.
t PFik I _ VF ' :"'ik ( cos "Fik ' (1 - v TFik ) bFi)
+ (VNFik + "TFik ) cos 'rFik IA Fikj
	 (13.3-1)
where
cos 'IFik = I 6Fi IT (	 (13.3-2)
I AF ik I is found from Equation 13.1-1
IP FikI
	
components of force at centroid of the plate
Ithe flow is against the under side of the plate in Figure 13.3-1 cos 'nFik
is positive and when the flow is against the top of the plate cos 
'IFik is
negative. Either side of the plate can be shaded by setting 
I 
P Fiki to
zero in accordance with the sign of cos ►1Fik• For the, general expressions
for a single flat plate neither side will be shaded.
The moment of the forces about the centroid of the plate area is
I dM Fik 1 '2P j  = PdA (constant)
Therefore
(MFikI _ 0	 (13.3-3)
13.4 FORCES AND MOMENTS ON A SPHERE
The spherical shape attached at the end of boom k of auxiliary body i
is defined by the scalar radius RSik' For body 1 thus parameter is RS1 k
r
where the subscript k denotes tho kth shape of body 1. The element
t
of area dA and the inward directed unit normalen will be define -41. in a
right hand orthogonal coordinate system established in the sphere such
that —YS -b^, , Figure 13, 4-1. Then in the bS system
0
I bFS) -	 1
0
sin 0 cos
I R) = R cos 0
[sin 0 sin
(13.4-1)
(13.4-2)
The inward directed normal to the surface is
T8
a r a_ ia F
	^
4
-4
Z 
8
Figure 13 . 4-1. Coordinator for Cylindrical Shapes
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(13.4-6)
sin 0 cos
( en i =	 cos 0
sin a sin
Then
sin 0 cos	 0
cos	 cos 0	 -1 = cos 0
sin 0 sin
	
0
T
cos Tj is positive if 0 < 6
dA = R2 s in 8 de d^
(13.4-3)
(13.4-4)
(13.4-5)
Then from Equation 13. 2 -12
0
_	 2
1 dpSik	 - F.
	 vF (1 - vT) sin0 cos 0 de 0 1
0
sib 0 cos
2
- R'Sik VF (V N + V T ) sin 0 cos 2 0 cos 0	 de do
[
sin  0 sin ¢^
(13.4-5)
Integrating with respect to d8 from 0 to 1 ,
( pSik) -	 RSik VF 1 + vNSik	 "Tsik) J 	 (11.4-7)
if &Fi is in body i coordinates PSik is also in body i coordinates. For
solar forces v  = VT and the reflectivity W arbitrary and no solar
reflectivity need be input for a sphere.
The moment of the force on element dA about the centroid of the
spheres is given, by
dMFik = R x dPSik
(
	 - I"RI I dPSik I
Substituting Equations 13. 4-2 and 13. 4-6 and integrating gives
13.5 FORCES AND MOMENTS ON AN ELEMENL' OF A CYLINDER
The force, and the resulting torque, due to an element of area of a
cylinder will be required for both the body shapes and for the booms.
Therefore the equations for the differential forces and torques will be
derived in this section. The element of area dA and the inward directed
unit ,normal, en will be defined in a flow oriented coordinate system
established in the cylindrical volume such that yc lies along the axis
of the element, Figure 13.5-1. From Section 13. 1
cosil c = I'FITlycl
x _ I6F1 cosh 
c yc
cl	 sm'1 c
f JbF, ycl!z ! - l
cl sinTl C
13-13
(13.5-1)
(13.5-2)
(13.5-3)
X
C
X
C
rC
f	 '
1
1
AXES OF CYLINDER
Figure 13. 5-1. Coordinate for Cylindrical Element
From Figure 13. 5 -1
sin 
Tic
cos '1c
0
(13.5-4)
Zc
Figure 13. 5-2. Coordinate for a Cylindrical Element
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(13.5-5)
cose
I Rc l = - Rc 	0
f	 sine
The inward directed normal to the surface a isn
R
cen - - Rc
core
^en j =	 0	 (13.5-'6)
sine
4
dA = R de dh
	 (13. 5-7)
Note that q
c is the angle between . the unit flow vector b and the
axis of the cylindrical element and is constant for all area elements dA
of the cylindrical element. Let q  be the local angle between the unit
flow vector and the normalen
 to the area dA. Then
cos '9e	 le nIT  1 6FI
core	 sinil c
cos IIe =	 0	 cosq c	 = sin7i c cose	 (13.5-8)
sineIT0
cos71 a is positive if
x	 < 8 <7T
^ Y
`,s sume that the inside of the cylinder is shaded. Then from Equation 13. 2-12
the force on the element of area dA is
s in q c
dPI F, = roc VF (1 - V T cos? c sinrj c cos e d e dh
0
(13.5-9)
cos 6
+ R.c VF ( vN + VT ) sin2 n c cos t 6 de dh	 0
sin 8
Integrating d6 from - Z to + r
2s in T1 cF	
f dPIF = 2 R  VF, 0 - vT) 1 sin rj c cos 71 c dh
0
a	 (13.5-10)
4
3
+R VF ( vN + v T ) sM c 0 dh
0
Since the flow vector SF1 and the unit normal en were both defined in
the flow oriented system given by Equations 13. 5-1, 13. 5-2, azd 13. 5-3,
the force components (BPIF are also in these coordinates (denoted by
the subscript F). From Equation 13.1-12 the force components in body i
coordinates are given by
I 
dP I
	
	 T Ji
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r,
From.Equation 13.5-10 and letting Dc = 2Rc = diameter of cylinder
s in rl
c
I dPI = D.'-	 111CIT
VF(1 - vT) sin ric
	
cos 71 C 	 dh
0
+ Dc VF (vN + v T,) sin ►1c ('nclT	 0	 dh
	
l	 J
0
Substituting Equations 13. 5-1, 13. 5-2, and 13. 5-3 into Equation 13. 1-13
sin nc I11cjT
	
16Fil	 cos 
ric Iycl
	
I yc I 
sin 71c 
III i 6Fij I yc[(13.5-11)
sin it c
sin Tj c I T1 cl T cos qc	 I 6Fi j sin'1c
_	 0
sin r) c
sin Tjc
 [ Tl c]T' 0	 - J 	 sin ro c - sin 9c cos 71c lycl
0
The force components in body coordinates then become
I dPI = Dc VF (1 - Y sin Tjc I 6Fi} dh
(13.5-12)
2
3 Dc VF (vN + v r) sin ,9	 { 	 - cos Tjc Iy cl dh
13-17
Equation 13. 5-12 is the general expression for the force on a cylindrical
element of length dh in body coordinates where y  defines the axis of
the element and 5 F defines the flow direction both in body coordinates.
The moment of the force dP about the centroid of the cylindrical element
is
d1Z = R dPc
and in flow oriented coordinates
^ dM'F = I j Rcl I dP IF
	
0	 sin 0
	
0
1JRc 1 = R 	 - sin 0	 0	 cos 0	 from 13. 5 -5
1	 0	 - cos 0	 0
Using Equation 13.5-9
r (	 0	 ) (sine cosy: d®) (	 0
IdMIF = R2 VF, dh ( 1 - vZ,) ( -sin 0 cos 0 de) {	 0	 ) (cos 2 a de)
I(	 0	 j(-cost 0 d® )(	 0	 )
s in2
c
•	 sin plc cos 11c
0
Integrating d0 from - r to
}where 1dMjF are 'the components of the moments about the centroid of
the cylindrical element in flow oriented coordinates. From Equation 13. 1-12
the moment components in body i coordinates are
Using Equation 13. 5 - 11 and 13. 5 - 13
D2
IdMI	
n 
8 VF dh ('1 - Y cos ?1c I i ycl 1 5 Fil	 ( 13.5-14)
Equation 13. 5-14 is the general expression for the moment on a cylindrical
element of length dh in body coordinatt.,s, where yc defines the axis of
the element and SF;i defines the flow direction both in body coordinates.
13.6 FORCES AND MOMENTS ON A CYLINDRICAL SHAPE
The cylindrical shape attached at the and of boom k of auxiliary body i
is defined by the unit vectorAcik and the scalars Lcik and Rcik' For
body 1 the subscript k denotes the k th shape. The unit vector Acik lies
along the axis of the cylinder and Lcik and Rcik are the length and
radious of the cylinder in feet.
The total force on the side of the cylinder is obtained by integrating
Equation 13. 5 -12 over the length Lcik
I Pciklside
	
Dcik L'cik VF (1 vTcik) ®m '^cik Ib Fil
2
+ T Dcik Lcik VF (vNcik + vTcik)	 (13.6-1)
sin qlc ik j 18Fij - cos g cik J
The total moment about the centroid due to forces on the side is obtained
from Equation 13.5-14
IMI	 - n D2 L	 V ( 1 - v	 ) cos ^1	 1-T	 I ^ bcikside	 $ cik cik F	 Tcik	 cikAcik Fi
(13.6-2)
13 -19
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Figure 13. 6-1. Definition of Cylindrical Shapes
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where
1. Dcik	 2 Rcik
2. 1Acid is obtained f rom Equation 13. 1- ! 0
3. The inside of the cylinder is assumed to be shaded
4,	 cos il cik	 16Fi1T I A cikl
r5. sin q cik - + V 1 cos 11 ik
The ends of the cylinder may be considered as flat plates of area
1/4 rr Dcik ' Since the flow can reach only one end of the cylinder at any
instant and the inside surface of each end is shaded, the two ends can be
replaced by a single two sided plate. From Equation 13. 3-1 the force
components on this plate are
^ poikIends	 Dcik VF cos
 cik	 ( 1 v Tcik)
 1"Fil
+ (v Ncik + vTcik) Cos 'lik j
	
( 13.6-3)
A cik
where the primes are used to allow different surface conditions on the ends
and sidee of the cylinder. From Figure 13. 6-1 the component, I Acik fends
are applied at the centroid of the lower end when cos 9cik is positive and
at the centroid of the upper end when coo rlrik is negative. The vector
location of the applied force is -1 /Z Lcik Acik when coo 9cik is positive
and 1 /2 Lcik Acik when cos ncik is negative. From Equation 13. 3 -3
the moment about the centroid of the end is zero, the moment about the
centroid of the cylinder due to forces on the ends is
1
Acik -	 l''cik Acik	 cik
or
Mcik I ends = - {o ign cos r^ ciky 2 Lcik I Acid I cik I ends
Substituting for Pcik ends
IMcikiends _ - $ n Dcik Lcik uF (sign coo A cik ) ( yo8 9cik
Ij Acik I (1 - v cik ) I'Fil + (vNcik + vTcik)
• cos A cik I A cik I
However
(sign cos Acik ) I cos Acik I = cos Acik
Ij Acid IA cik I = 0
Therefore,
^ Mcik lends	 - $ ' D^ik Lcik VF, cos 'cik (1 v' cik) 11-TAciki b I Fi
(13. 6-^^
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The total force and ,mment on the cylinder may now be written as
i^
^ Pcik, - ( 	 + Ipcik?,ends
?cik` - D cik L'cik VF (1 v Tcik) ""' c k I Fi)
2
+ T Dcik L'cik uF (v Ncik + Tcik) "''cik
1 bFi -
 
cos cik Acik + T n Dcik V F I cowl cik iI
1 ( ' - 'Tcik) 16Fi I + ( "Ncik + 'Tcik) Cos" cik (
I Mcikl	 IMciklside + IMcikiends
(Mcik} _ 'T D 	 Lcik v F ( ^Tcik - Tcik) Co 'cik
11JAcij 
I 
'Fil
	
(13.6-6)
It should be noted that for a cylinder of uniform reflectivity the
net moment is zero for any position of the flow vector.
13.7 FORCES AND MOMENT ' S ON A RECTANGULAR PARALLELEPIPED
The rectangular parallelepiped attached at the end of booms k of
auxiliary body i is defined by three unit vectors normal to any three non-
parallel sides .nd the length, width and depth. The order of the dimen-
sions W p , .LP , and Dp is arbitrary as long as the vectors are defined
consistently. The two opposite sides normal to a given vector can be
treated in the same manner as the sends of a cylinder. Since the flow can
reach only one side of a parallel pair at any instant and the inside surfaces
are shaded, the two sides can be replaced 'by a single two sided plate.
From Equation 13. 3 -1 the force components on this plate ar I
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VLDik
VWDik
VLW ik
Figure 13. 7-1 Definition of Parallelipiped
Ip piklWD - W pik Dpik VF ICOB''WDikl
(1 vTWDik)
 16Fi l + ("NWDik + vTWDik) cOBgWDik WDikIV	 !
(13.7-1)
whe re
From Equation 13. 6-4 the moment of the centroid of the parallelepiped is
_ 1
^ N1pik1WD
	
WpikDpikLpik VF, co""WDik (1 - TWDik) f JVWDik] 16Fil
(13.7-2)
The forces and moments due to pairs of sides LD and LW are found in the
same manner and the total force at the centroid of the parallelepiped is
I P pik i = j
	 + ( 	 + + 	 ( 13.7-3)
and the total moment is
IM pikj = jMpikjWD + IMpikILD + jMpik j LW	 (13.7-4)
13.8 FORCES AND MOMENTS ON A DEFLECTED BOOM ELEMENT
The kth boom of auxiliary body i is defined by the vector Rik along
the undeflected position. Vector o''ik is defined in body i coordinates with
magnitude R equal to the length of the boom in feet. The cross - section of
the boom is assumed to be circular with diameter D ik . A flow w.­iented
coordinate system is established with its origin at the base of the boom
and its yBik axis along Rik . The solar oriented system is then identical
to the solar oriented system established for the derivation of the boom
bending equations. For boom computations the angle 'l is replaced by the
angle X . Since the equations are long and involved, the subscript ik will
be dropped in the derivation and reintroduced into the final equation. In
boom flow oriented coordinates, Figure 13.8-1.
sinx
16FI
= 	 cosh	 (13.8-1)
0
sam	 Ty B T
zB
Figure 13.8-1 Boom C oordinate s
dxB
{dsl =
	
	 dyB	(13.8-2)
dzB J
The boom is assumed to be cylindrical in shape and ds is a vector
defining the axis of a cylindrical element of length ds. Let the flow
oriented coordinate f9 for the cylindrical element be RBe' YBe ' 'and 'Be .
In boom flow oriented coordinates
dx B'
I yBel 	 ' sdyB	 (13.8-3)
 Idz B
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ds
^e
^B e
ds
yB e = C a
Figure 13.8-2 Boom Element
	
sink'	 dxB
	
coSTIa = F yBe = ds cosk	 dyB
0 T (di B
dxB	 dyB
cosrl e - ds sink + s cosk
For small deflections
dyB
— w 1. 0
dxB N dxB
d ^.dB =xB
dz B dzB
ds d B = zB
	
1 t (xB)	 1 t (zB) 2	1.0
Then cos-n = cosk + xB sink	 (13.8-4) 1
and for no deflection cosvle f cosh
sin 2 9 e = 1 - coo Ti e = (sin X - x8 cosh )2
sinne = sink - xh cosh
	
( 13.8-5)
and for no deflection sin ne = s ink
From Equation 13.8-3
x'B
( yBe )
	
	
1	 (13.8-6)
zB
The force components on the boom element in the element flow oriented
coordinate system xBe , yBe, a .nd z$e may be obtained from Equa -
tion 13.5-10.
2sin tle
Idpl e
 = DV ( 1(  ,, v,1.) sine cos ale dyB
0
4
3
f	 +D V F ( v N + v,r) sin 2 tle 0 dyB	(13.8-7)
0
Y
	
	 Let the transformation matrix from the boom flow oriented system to the
element flow oriented system be ( reel, then the force components on the
boom element in the boom flow oriented coordinate system x^, y B , and
zB is
Idp IB	 J1IejT Idpl.
13-27
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7.
Then from Equation 13. 8 -7
sinke
I dP I B = DV F, ( 1 - vr ) sin Ile ITIejT c os il e dyB
0
111
2D V F ( vN + VT ) sin21 11'elYB0 d	 (13.8-8)
10,
Since I dpl B is in boom-flow oriented coordinates .^  quaV,on 13. 8-8 may be
integrAted over the length of the boom to get the total force. 'However,
the variables sinil e , cosTJe , and IIIejT must first be put in the boom
parameters xB, zB, and A . The expressions for sine and cos?l are
a
given by Equations 13.8 -4, and 13. 8 -5 while
I T1eIT -	 Bey I yBel 	 Bel x 	 z	 (13.8- 9)
From Figure 13.8-2
S F = sinrle xBe + cos'ne yBe
and
1
I XBel	 sin	 ISF .y - cosr)e (ale(
13 -28
1
From Figure 13. 8-1, Equations 13.8-4, 13.8-6
sink - xB coax
	
xBe) - s in +^	 - xB sink 	 (13.8-10)e
- z$ (coax + x$ sink'
From Equations 13. 8 -5 and 13.8 -6
x' sin?l
e 	 B	 8
x' sink - (x' ) 2 coax
B 
IyBel _ sinrl sin gle	 = si= sink - xB coax	 ( 13.8-11)e	 e
	
's
	zB (sink - xB coaxzB sin 
	 )
Iz Bel - -
 I'TyBel IxBel
where
0	 -zB	 1
	
l Jv Be J - zB	 0	 -xB
	
-1	 xB	 0
from which
zB coax
ll
	 _	 -
I zBel	 sinrl	 zB sinke
[sink - xB coax
(13.8-12)
From Equations 13.8-9, 13.8-10, 13.8-11, and 13.8-12
sinA
	
0	 0	 (-xBcosA )(xBsinN. )(zBcosA )
	
sinil ['le]T -	 0	 sinA	 0	 + ( -xBsinA )(-xBcosA )(-zBsinA )
0	 0	 sinA J	 ( -zBcosA )(z$sinA )( -xBcosA )
	
0	 (-3V?,C osA
	
0
+	 0	 0	 0	 (13.8-13)
(-xBzBsinA) ( -xBzBcosA) 0
From Equations 13. 8 -4, 13. 8 -5, and 13. 8 -13
sinTle	sin2A - xB sinA cosA
sin e [l'e,T cosTle =	 sinA cosA •- xB cos ZA	 (13.8-14)
	
0	 0
1
	
sin 2A	 -2xB sinA cosA
	
(xB)2 Cos 2A
	
sin 27l 
e keiT  0	 B	 B=	 0	 + -x° sin 2A 	 (x' ) 2 sinA cosA
Oj	 0	 -zB sinX. cosA
	
xBzB(cos2A - sin 2A )
(13.8-15)
Stustituting into Equations 13.8 -8
$in2x - xB sinx cosh
I"PIB	 DAVF, (1 - v T dyB sinx coax - xB r,002X
0
sin 2A - 2x$ sinx coax + (x$) 2 coo 2x
+ 2D VF, (v1V + v,i.) dyB -xB sin 2x + (x$) 2 sin% cook
q q (coo 2x - sin 2x) - aB sin% coax
(13.8-16)
Equation 13.8-16 is tl ye general expression for the force components on
an element of a boom in boom coordinates.
Let IdM 01 equal the components of th at moment about the centroid of
the cylindrical element. From Equation 13. 5 -13 the components in
element -flow oriented coordinates are
0
2
	SiViole 	- 8 VF , (1 - vZ,) dyB since cosrIe 0
1
and
0
17'e]T 	
2'
d1ViI -	 IdMo le - " '^8 VF` (1 - vT ) dyB sin ee cos'ne ^^e1T 0
1
(13.8-17)
F 1
From Equation 13. 8 -4, and 13.8 -13
0
s in rj ec o s yl I'n. I Tr 0	 =
11,
q Cos 2X xB q sinA cosX
-zB sinA cosX - x$ zB sin 2A
I sinX cooX - x$ (Cos 2A - sin 2X )
Substituting into Equation. 13.8-17
zB coo 2X 4, xBzB sinA cosy
2
I dM OIB
	
-
 IWD7 VF (1 - v,T ) -zB sinX cosX - xBzB sin g
	dyB
sinA cosX - x  (coo 2A - sin 2A )
(13.8-18)
Equation 13.8-18 is the general expression for the moment components
about the centroid for an element of a boom in boom coordinates.
The moment at the base of the boom resulting, from the forces on
the the boom element is given by
I dM IB	 I 	 IB + JjpB] Idp IB
where pB is the vector from the base of the boom to the centroid of the
boom element.
Ix B
I PBJ	 yB
tz B
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_d
Then
v 
-ZB yB
IdM IB = JdM IB + 	ZB
	
0	 -xB Idp 1B
	 (13.8-19)
	
L'yg x 	 0
Substituting Equation 13. 8-16
-z B sink cosA + x'B z B coo 2X
z  sin 2A - Y B sink cosA
IdMIB _ IdMoIB DV F (1 - vT ) dy B 	 2	 2
-y B sin A - xBy B sinArosk +x B sing cosh - xB x'B cos A
+Z BxB sin 2A - y B ZB sink coeA - Z B% ) 2 sink coeA + y Bx Bz B' (cos 2A - sin 2A )
+ 2rD"r F, (vN + vT dyB z B sin2A 2z BxB	 sink coeA + xB zB sink coeA + Z B (xB) 2 coo 2A - xE,x'i3 z= ( coe 2A -ein2A)
-y B
 sin LA + Zy B x6 sin? coeA - xBxB sin 2 A - yB ( xB)2 cos ta + xB%) 2 sink coeA
(13.8-20)
Equation 13.8-21 0 is the general expression for the moment components
about the base of the boom for an element of a boom in boom coordinates.
13.9 SOLAR FORCES AND MOMENTS ON A DEFLECTED BOOM
The expressions for the force and moment due to a particle flow
'impinging upon an element of a deflected b•;r^m element are derived in
Section 13. S. The force at the centroid c,;' the element is given by
Equation 13.8-16 and the resul^, g rno, -ne,at at the base of the boom is
given by Equation 13. 8-20. T1•as 171 ti c% 	 moment components are with
respect to a flow oriented coordinate systP' -,A xB , y$, z  (see Fig-
ure 13 . 8-1), and are expressed in terrrar^ z;f the element location xB' yB,
and 
z  
expressed in this sytem. In the case of solar force and torques
the components are defined with respect to a solar oriented system and
the boom deflection with respect to this system are derived in, Section 14. 0.
v
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r
rFrom Equations 14.5-1 and 14-5-2
2
Y
xB = ke CB	sin X	 (13. 9-1)
2
Y
z  = k  CB sin a RB sink	 (13.9-2)
differentiating with respect to yB
	
x^ = 2ke CB 
Y R sin X	 (13.9-3)
zB' 4 2ke CB sin a 
Y R sin A	 (13.9-4)
Substituting Equations 13. 9-1, 13. 9- 2, 13. 9- 3, and 13. 9- 4 into Equa-
tions 13. 8-16 and 13. 8- 20 and integrating dyB from 0 to R Equations 13. 9- 5
and 13. 9- 6 of Table 13. 9-1 are obtained. Equation 13. 9- 5 gives the com-
ponents of the total solar force on a thermally bent boom in solar oriented
coordinates.
Equation 13. 9- 6 g vefs thu, components of the total solar moment at
the base of a, thermally beat boom in solar oriented coordinates. The
corresponding force and moment components in body i coordinates are
given by Equation 13. 9-7, and 13. 9-8 where [ T ikJ is the transformation
from body i coordinates to boom coordinates. The matrix [T ik ] has already
been computed in connection with thermal bending disturbances, Equa-
tion 14. 2- 27. In programming Equations 13. 9- 5 and 13. 9- 6 the second
and third order terms in C B and Cg have been neglected.
13. 10 TOTAL SOLAR FORCES AND TORQUES
Let the general expressions for the solar force and solar torque
about the centroid of the kth shape element of body i be PNik and MNik'
The subscript N will change to indicate the type of shape considered: F for
flat plate, S for sphere, C for cylinder, and P for parallelepiped. In
I
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i
addition let CPik be the vector location of the center of pressure of the
kth shape of 'body 1 in body 1 coordinates. Then for body 1
IF Si ll	 I IpNlkl	 13.10-1)k
IT Sill	 I 
1
I MN1kl + 13CP1k] IpN1kl
1
	13.10-2)
k
and for auxiliary body i
IF Sid ! I l i p Nikl + IpBikl
k
IT Siil
	
J IMNikl + I -T Rik] IpNikl
l
	13.10-4)
•	 k
13. 11 AERODYNAMIC FORCES AND TORQUER
The present version of the program, Version C, does not include the
capability for computing aerodynamic forces and torques. However, pro-
visions have been made for the future incorporation of this capability.
Aerodynamic force and torque components have been programmed into the
dynamic equations of motion, and a duminy aerodynamic subroutine is
provided which presently sets these forces and torques to zero. Future
expansion of the program will consist of replacing the dummy routine by
one which computes aerodynamic forces and torques using the composite
equations already presented for solar disturbance.
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14. 0 BOOM DEFLECTION EQUATIONS
It is assumed that each of the rods supporting the masses mik of the
auxiliary bodies may change shape due to thermal bending. All of the
forces and torques associated with thermal bending are internal and there
is no net change in the momentum of the system, however, the bodies
will change their relative positions. The torques are reflected into the
dynamic equations in a number of ways. Consider Equation 4. 1-1
{TEii }	 Mi [ Jvii] {Gnii } + [ Iin] {wii } + [ Jwii] [ IiH] {wii }
+ [I iH
1  {wii } + [ wii] { lid + (H id}
If thermal bending changes the body inertia matrix by [AI iH1  , the torques
[ DIiH] {wii } and [ Jwii] [DI iH] {wii } are created. Since [ IiH] .s due only
to thermal bending, the torque [I iH] { wii } is a thermal bending torque.
The change of body i momentum and the rate of change of momentum
with respect to the body axes are partly due to thermal bending and the
torques [ J wii] {HRii} and {HR ii} are created. The center of mass loca-
tion {vii } together with the linear acceleration {+Gnii } are affected by
thermal bending. Therefore,' all of the inertia torque terms at the right
hand side of Equation 4. 1-1 are affected. In addition the inertia change
is reflected into the gravity torques and the center of mass movement is
reflected into the hinge reaction forces. If {ARik} are the components of
the deflection of mass mik due to thermal bending, all of the above effects
may be expressed in terms of the components .{ARik} {'Rik}' and
{OR. -. Expressions for these components will be derived in this section.
14. 1 NORMALIZED DEFLECTION EQUATION
Consider a single rod or boom deflecting in t
thermal heating, where the x B , yB plane is the pla
undeflected boom position yB
 and the unit sun vectc
ai
t
t
x 	 DEFLECTED BOOM AXIS
x 	 f(YB)
A + d9
g = UNIT SUN VECTOR
s
dxB
dS	
so-REFLECTED
SUN LINE
e	 ^^
I `	 dyB
90- A
	
a	
-
YBNORMAL TO dS
SUN LINE
Figure 14. 1-1. Deflected Boom Parameters
The heating of element dS is proportional to (1-v) cos (90-k +0), where v
is the 'reflectivity constant for the boom and (90-k+0) is the angle between
the sun vector and the normal to the element dS. The change in direction
of the boom in length dS is d0 where d0 is proportional to the heat absorbed
by the element.
Then
d0 = P B (1-v) [sink cos0 dS - cosk 3in0 dS]
	
(14.1-1)
where P B = radians per feet for total absorption and a normal sun !,,sector.
From Figure 14. 0-1
dS cos 0 = dy$
dS sine = dxB
_ 1 B
0 = tan dy B -
then
dxB
d9YB a	 (i B (1 -v) sink - cosh d YB
a
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7	 •.	 !	 ,rM	 - n	
.,., .e8,: M?a,p++...-asnG	 ""urcaitW'cswk
	 _	
wa'-".wwa.'P.!'A" q W	 ,q..r^ ;!.a;»a'p''r"yyy`:
but
dx 2B
2
d 8 
=	
dyB
	
dyB	
(^^a)
 
2
1 + 
dyB
and
	
2	 2
	
dx 
B = 1 
+Vd-
^dxB	
(i (1-v) sink - cosX dxB
	
dy2 	 B	 B	 dyB
dx 2
assume that 1 + y
	
1 then
B
2
dxB = (3 (1-v) sinX - cosX 
dxB	
(14.1-3)dy2 	 B	 dyB
B
Let
P1 = B ('-v) sin X
constants for time t
	 (14.1-4)
P2 = (3 B (1 v) cos a
Then
d 2 x B r	 dx,
dy 
2 - P1 - P2 dyB
B
Integrating
dxB
= P1 yB P2 x 	 (14.1- 5)dyB
Substituting for P 1
 and P2
sin ^ (. -P B yB (1-v)Cos	 1
xB 	 cos X	 aB (1- v) cos X	 + yB
Let
yB = kb L
x  = m L
where L is the length of the boom and 0 < kb 
:5 	 the normalized deflec-
tion equation is then
-[ pB L (1-v) cos X ] kb
m = sin a e	 - 1 +
cos X	 (3B L (1-v) cos X
PB L (1-v) = 2C B where C B is a non-dimensional coefficient defining the
material and length of boom.
Then
. - (2C B cos %) k
	
M = 2CB sin	 e	 1 + 2C
	
(14.1-7)
	
(2CB cos X) 2	 B cos
Consider the expansion, of a-ak
e -ak	 1 ak + a 
2 k 2 -
 a 
3 k 3
 
+ a 
4 k 4
 - 
a 
5 k 5 +
2!	 31	 4!	 5!	 ••••
Then
e-ak - 1 + k _ [IS2 a
  b3 + a 2b4  a30 +
a
2	 a	 2	 6	 24	 120
Letting a 2C  cos X Equation 14.0-7 becomes
k3 (2C B cos A) k4(2C B cos X ) 2 k5 (2C B cos A)3
m = 2CBsin X
1-hZ!,	 6	 +	 24	 120	
+"'
(14.1-8)
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7^	 t 	 ^11	 y	 ..
	
^	 J	 ,
The nominal value of the coefficie it C B
 is approximately . 01, therefore,
the maximum values of the terms in the series expansion are
[. 5 - . 003 + . 000066 - . 0000003 + ....
and neglecting all but the first term will introduce an error of less than
1/2%. Then the normalized deflection equation becomes
	
m = CB - 2 sin X	 (14.1-9)
,,,The deflection curve is a parabola, the magnitude of m is propor-
tional to the sine of the angle between the sun vector and the nominal posi-
tion of the boom. Consider the maximum deflection which occurs when the
sun vector is normal to the nominal boom position, X = 90 degrees.
	
mo
 = CB kb2	 (14.1-10)
The maximum deflection curve is shown in Figure 14.1-2
It may be seen from Figure 14.1-2 that when k = 1. 0, yB equals L
and the length of the curve, S, is g4y vater than L. The approximate
length of the arc of a parabola is given by
2 4 x  2
S =	 yB + 3
S =
	Z+ 
4 rn2
L	 b	 3
Figure 14.1-2. Normalized Boom Deflection
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L -	 k2 + 3 CB2 k4
Then for k = 1
L } =	 1 + 3 CB2
and for C B = . 01
(s),
 = 1.0001L
Therefore, it is assumed that C B
 is the maximum deflection of the end of
the boom and that the end of the boom deflects normal to the nominal
position. The normalized deflection equation is
M = CB 
--2 sin X	 (14.1-11)
The slope of the deflected boom is given by
d = 2C B kb sin X	 (14. 1-12)
where 2C  sin X is the slope at the end of the boom and C B is the maxi-
mum normalized deflection at the end of the boom„
14.2 THERMAL BENDING DEFLECTIONS
The plane containing the nominal position vector of mass mik' oRik'
and the instantaneous unit sun vector T s is defined as the instantaneous
bending plane for mass mik. It is assumed that the total deflection need
not lie in the instantaneous bending plane and at any instant of time may be
expressed as the sum of an in-plane component in the bending plane and an
out-of-plane component normal to the bending plane. Both components
are taken to be normal to the nominal position vector of the rod, oRik'
Figure 14.2-1.
Then
	
AR ik = (OR ik) + (OR ik)	 (14.2-1)
x	 z
and the instantaneous vector position of mass mik is given by
Out-of-
plane c or
(ARik)z
kt
or
Bik
yBik
ZBik
Figure 14. 2-1 Tip Mass Displacement
Rik _ o  ik + ®R ik	 (14.2 - 2)
and when expressed as components in body i coordinates
IA ik)	 (OR ik ) + (AR ik)	 (14.2-3)
where subscripts denoting the coordinate system are not used Mince the R
vectors will always be defined in the corresponding body i coordinates. It
should also be noted the components bRik) are input constants.
The angle X ik is the angle between the nominal position vector and
the unit sun vector. The vectors pik and pik are normal to the nominal
position vector. 
'n ik is in the instantaneous bending plane with the mag-
rJtude sinkik
 and is, therefore, the component of the unit sun vector
normal to the nominal position vector. Pik is normal to the instantaneous
bending plane and also has the magnitude of sink ik'
From Equation 14. 1-11, the magnitude of the in-plane deflection at
the end of the rod is
(AR ik)
x	 Rik CBik sin X ik.
where R ik is the length of rod ik and kb
 is unity.
Since (AR ik)is the direction of '1 ik which has the magnitude sin A ik,x
the in-plane bending component is given by
(Rik)	 'Rik CBik ik	 (14.2-4)x
The magnitude of the out-of-plane deflection is assumed to be a function of
the relative positions of the instantaneous bending plane and a reference
bending plane fixed in body i. The reference bending plane is defined as
the 'body, fixed bending plane for which the out-of-plane bending deflection
is zero. Since the reference bending plane for mass mik must contain
the nominal position vector, o ik' its position is defined by oRik and any
other vector Fik in the plane, not parallel to oRik* Let pik be a unit
vector along the component of F ik in the p ik	 ik plane normal to oRik'
Figure 12.2-2
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w
yBik
sin Xik
sinZ
kINSTANTANEOUS
 BENDING PLANE
ak
zBik`	 ik	 ^^k
REFERENCE BENDING PLANE"--`,'
rFIXED i.•N BODY i
_
	
I-]ZBik
pik
Figure 14.2-2. Thermal Bending Planes
Let the maximum magnitude of the out-of-plane bending be defined by
Equation 14. 1-11 and let the magi l itude vary as the sine of c- ik' Where
Tik is the relative position of the instantaneous bending plane with respect
to the reference bending plane measured by right-hand rotation about
oR ik'
From Equation 14. 1-11 the magnitude of the out-of - , plane deflection
is
(AR ik) z	 R ik C B ik sin X ik sin Q ik
where CBik is the out-of -plane bending coefficient. The direction of the
out-of-plane component is along p ik which has the magnitude sin Xik, the
out-of -plane bending component is given by
(OR
'ik) - R ik CBik sin a, ik Pik
	
(14.2-5)
z
From Equation 12. 2-1 the total bending deflection may be written as
iAR ik
= Rik (CBik iik + CBik sin a ik Pik)
	
( 14.2-6)
and
{AR ik)Rik (CBik ('1 ik) + CBik sin a-ik (Pik))
	 (14.2-7)
14-9
where CBik and CB ik are in - plane and out - of-plane normalized thermal
deflection coefficients for rod ik. The length of the rod ik is j
J
Aik	 I oRik	 length of rod ik
R k _ {oR ik} {oR ik}	 (14.2-8)
T
where {OR ik} are the input components of oR ik . Therefore, R ik is a
constant computed from input data.
From Figure 14. 2-1
--	 _ oRik
yBik	 Rik
Then in body coordinates
(14.2-9)
{yBik) = "R ik {oR ik}	 ( 14.2-10)
Therefore, {yBik) is a con L. ant matrix computed from input data and
defines the unit vector yBik in the (Q- coordinate system. Define the
input vectr . r F ig which defines the reference bending plane as
Fik = {Fik) {Qi)T
where —F ik is not parallel to oRik and {Fik) are input components of Fik
in the {,i} coordinate system, see Figure 14. 2-3.
o ik - NOMINAL POSITION OF 
mik
Pik
Figure 14. 2-3. Location of Reference Blending Plane
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Let fik component of F ik normal to yBik
Then
f ik = -yBik x (yBik x Fid
and
`	 {fik } _ - [JyBik] [JyBik ] {Fik}	 (14.2-11)
The magnitude of f iK may be found from
	
f ik2 _ {fik}T {f ik}	
(14.2-12)
and then
(Pik} _	 if ik}	
(14.2-13)
ik
{yBik} and {Pik} are constant matrices com*_ stted from input data and
represent the components in the {Q i} coordinate system for -two normal
unit vectors.
The components of the unit sun vector in the {Q i} coordinate system,
{f ,}, have been defined by Equation 10. 1-3. From Figure 14. 2-1
Si
(14.2-14)
~Pik _ bS x yBik
and
(14.2-15)
1lik - yBik x (6 S x yBik)
{Rik} - R ik C Bik [ JyBik] I JyBik] + C'Bik em Q ik [ JyBik] {bSi}
(14.2-18)
The expressions for sin a- ik and cos 
aik 
are obtained from the components
of the unit vectors 
xBik 
and zBik in body i coordinates. From Figure
12. 2-1 and the fact that b s and 
yBik 
are unit vectors
cos Xik - yBik * SS - {yBik)T {6SJ	 (14.2 - 19)
and
sin Xik =	 1 - cos2 Xik
	
(14.2-20)
where the sign of sin 
Aik 
is always positive since 0 < Xik < Tr. Since
^ ik
xBik - sin Xik
and
Pik
zBik - sin Xik
Equations 14. 2-16 and 14. 2-17 give
{n k}	_[ JyBik] [ JyBik] {6Si}
{xBik} - sin % ik - -	 sin X ik
	
(14.2-21)
and
{P ik}	 yBik] {6Si}{z}Bik _	 -sin Xik	 sin 	k (14. 2-22)
where [ JyBik] and [ JyBik] [ JyBik] are constant matrices. Also from
Figure 14.2-2
sin a- ik
	
_ Pik" zBik -	 {Pik}	 {zBik} (14.2-23)T
cos a' ik - yik	 XBik -	 {pikl	 {xBik} (14.2-24)
T
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Let the transformation from the body i axes to the boom axes for
the kth boom of body i be [Tik] such that
(Q-B ik) - [ Tik] CQJ	 (14.2-25)
Thus from Equations 14, 2-21, 14. 2-10, and 14. 2-22
[ Tik] ' [ {XBik) {yBik)
 {zBik)]	 (14. 2-26)
_ [ JyBik] [ TyB_i^k] {6Sil {OR ik) _ [ JyB_ ik^] NJET -	 sin—X
	
sinn
(14. 2-2?)
14.3 ECLIPSE TRANSITION
The in-plane and out-of-plane thermal, bending coefficients C Bik and
CBik
 are nominally constant at their input values, however, they are
assumed to vary linearly with time in Equation 14.2-18 in order to
represent the transition at the entrance to and exit from eclipse.
Normally, in sunlight, boom k of auxiliary 'body i is bent and in motion
with respect to the body i coordinate system, and C Bik and CBik
 are
constant at their nominal values with both C Bik and .CBik
 equal to zero.
When the spacecraft enters eclipse the boom will return to its undeflected
position, o ik' during the short period of time fit., after which the deflec-
tion and motion remains zero until exit from eclipse. At exit the boom
deflects to its normal deflected position in time t E. The boom motion
during these transition periods is represented in the program by allowing
the bending coefficients to reduce linearly to zero during time t  at
entrance to eclipse and to increase linearly from zero to their normal
input values in time t  at exit from eclipse
The time rates of change of the bending coefficients are given by
C Bik ( nominal)
CBik	 60 tE	 in eclipse transition where the positivesign is used for exit and the negative
CB ik (nominal)	 sign for entrance
CBik -' f	 0 t 
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CBik - 0
C^	 = 0	
not in eclipse transition
Bik
The parameter pE
 has been defined in Section 10, 4 such that
PE -	 1	 when in entrance eclipse transition	 60 tE
PE _ + 601tE when in exit eclipse transition
PE = 0	 when not in eclipse transition
Therefore
CBik = PE CBik (nominal) 	 (14.3-1)
C Bik = PE CBik (nominal)	 (14.3-2)
In addition, the parameter k  has also been defined in Section 10. 4 such
that
0"
kr% = 1.0 for no eclipse and no transition
kE
 = 1 - At = (1 	 + pE
 At) for entrance transition
E
kE - 60 t = pE At for exit transitionE
k 	 0 for eclipse and no transition
where At is the time since start of transition.
CBik = k  CBik (nominal)
C Bik	 k  CBik (nominal)
and
T
k  = pE
14-14
(14.3-3)
(14.3-4)
(14.3-5)
The values of pF, and kE
 arse set for each integration step by the
eclipse subroutine and are held constant for the next step. Therefore if
CBik and CB ik
 are multiplied by kE
 in the thermal bending equations the
effects of eclipse and eclipse transition are incorporated. The bending
coefficients are reduced in a stair step manner during transition requiring
the use of small time steps. The thermal bending Equation 12. 2-18,
modified to include eclipse effects, becomes
IJAR ik)_ 	 kER ik [CBik1'TyBik1 [ JyBik] +CBik sin vik[ JyBik]
 {6Si}
(14.3-6)
Let
[a ik] - - Rik [C Bik I JyBik] I JyBik]
 + CBik sin (y ik [ JyBik]
(14.3-7)
where all terms in [ P ik] are constants except sin o- ik
Then
{AR ik)2 kE I Pik] Ni)	 (14.3-8)
14.4 THERMAL BENDING RATES AND ACCELERATIONS
Since kE is pE the rate of change of tARik) with respect to the body i
coordinate system is
{DR ik) = PE [ Rik] NJ + kE I Pik] {6Si) + kE C Pik] {6 So l
From Equation 10. 1-4
{b S )	 Jwill {6Si)
Then
11	 _l^Rik - pEI Pik) + kE[0ik
	
kE [Pik]IJwii  Psi1	 (14.4-1)
Differentiating Equation 14 4-1 and substituting for {6 S i} and {6 .0. from
Equations 10. 1-4 and 10. 1-5 gives
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Figure 14. 4-1. Motion of Bending Plane
(AR ik} = 2pE [[ p ik] -[ P ik] [ wii]] {S Si} - kE l2[ aik] -[ P ik] [ wii]l
 [ wii ]
 (ISOJ
+ k  [I kk]
 -[Pik]  [ Jwiill {6si}	 (14.4-2)
The first term in Equation 12. 4-2 is zero except when in eclipse
transition, the second term is a function of position and velocity, and the
third term is a function of the unknown accelerations of the system. A
portion of the third term must : ,then be placed on the unknown side of the
dynamic equations. Since the terms in [ (i ik] are all constants except
sin P ik' [ P ik] and [ aik] result from the assumed variation in the magni-
tude of the out -o -1 ane bending deflection, and will contain Pik and Pik'
In order to further expand the bending equationsP ik and v k must be
expressed in terms of {c
^ii y and {WJ.
From Figures 14. 2-1 and 14. 2-2 it may be seen that Pik and Pik are
the rotational rate and acceleration ik and, therefore, SS and yBik, as
seen from the {Q i} coordinate system. The components of the velocity
of the tip of the unit sun vector in the {Q i} coordinate system are {bsi} and
the components of this velocity normal to S S are 
_^i ik in the xBik zBik
plane are {SSi}
T 
{zBik}' see Figure 14.4-1.
z  ik
The rotational velocity of ik about yBik is then
{bSi} {ZBik}
•	 T
ik - -	 sin Xik
	
(14.4-3)
From Equation 10. 1-4
•	 {bSi} - - Jwii ]
 {bSi}
a	 and
t`
{ wii ) {bSi}} T, {ZBik}
	
Cr ik
	 sin Aik	 (14.4-4)
From the fact that the cross and dot may be interchanged in a triple vector
product or by direct expansion
1 I J6Sil {ZBik}s 
	 (14.4-5)
	
ik	 :1	 sin Xik
	 IT
Likewise the acceleration of the tip of the unit sun vector is {b Si} and the
components of acceleration normal to 6S and Pik in the xBik ZBik plane
.	 are {bSi} {ZBik} andT
{6 C" {zBik}
	
.`	 T
	
P ik - _ sin Xik
	
(14.4-6)
From Equation 10, 1 -5
{bSi} 	 [ 'T ii Wii ]
 {b Si}	 wii] {bSi}
and
	
(IWii^ wii ] {bSi} {ZBik}	 { JSSil {ZBik}
_ t	 ^TP ik -	 sin Xik	 +	 sin Xik
	
T U.) ( 14.4-7)
In order to simplify the equations, matrix expressions which are not func-
tions of the unknown independent variables will be grouped and assigned
new symbols. Where possible the grouping and symbo
_, s will correspond
to those used in the digital program.
Let
[oYik]	 _ `Rik C IBik (o ik) cos 'ik [JyBik] (14.4-17)
where [oYik] is the same as [Yik] except (0Aik) replaces (^ik) then
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I
liwii j [Jc^ii ] {"^Si } }
T
 {CBik}
	
(scalar)
	 (14.4-9)o^ik = -
	 isin Xk
From Equations 12.4-5 and 12.4-7
Pik = {&ik} {i ii }	 (14.4-10)T
	
iiik - oAik + {®ik}
T 
{Wii}	 (14.4-11)
Returning to Equation 14.3-7
[Pik] _ - Rik [
C Bik [JyBik]
 [JyBik] + CBik sin °rik [JyBik]
Let
[Pik) = [Yik] = -Rik CI	 W.
 *ik 
cos a'ik [JyBik]	 (14.4-12)
then
[ aik]	 -Rik C Bik Pik cos °^il: [JyBik] +Rik CBik (rik sin Pik [JyBik]
(14.4-13)
Let
[Pik] = Rik CBik Pik sin Pik ['JyBik]
	
(14.4-14)
then
[Pik] -Rik C Bik °*ik .cos T. [JyBik]
	
(14.4-15)
Substituting; for Pik from Equation (12.4-11)
[P &I] = [P. ]	 i- R C'	 (O )	 Jcos a'ik	 ik	 k Bik o ik	 ik [ yBik]
	
- Rik CBik cos Pik {4N k}T 
{wii } [JyBik]	 (14.4- 16)
Let
[Aik) = I [' 6Si ] {yBik} I {aik}T (14.4-19)
[ Pik) = [Pik) + [oYik) - Rik CBik co• wik {®ik}fi {wii) [JyBik]
(14.4-18)
Substituting for [Pilo and [,Pik] in Equation 14.4-2
{®Rik} - [2PE [Iyik] - [Pik] [JwJ] + kE [[Pik) + [[Pik )
 [Jwii
2 [Yik ] ] [Jwii + [o yik l] (bSi} - k  [Pik] [Jwii ]
 {bSi}
Rik CBik coo vik (®ik)T {wii} [JyBik ,
 {bSi}
By interchanging cross vector products
[Pilo [Jwii {bSi) _ - [Pik [JbSij {raii}
{Aik} {wii) [JyBik] {bSi} _	 {[JT	 bSil {yBik}} {©ik) T {wii}
Then
{4ik}T
 { ,i } [JyBik) {bSi} = - [&ik] {c'ii}
and
{ARik} = 1?-PE [Iyik ]
 - [Pik] [Jwii1] .f kE [[Pil] + [ [Pik]
 [Jwii]
- 2 [YikI] [Ij wii, + [oYikl] {bSi } + k  [[Pilo 1J65ij
+ Rik CBik cos T. [`oikl] {wii}
From Equation 10. 5-4 the term {R ik}
 
has been defined as
NO + [kikl {ii}
Therefore,
NO = 12 PE [Iyik] - [Pik] [Jwii ]] + k  [ [P ik] + [ [Pil] [JwiiI
- 
2 [Yik]] [Jwii , + [oYikl] {6 Si}(14.4-20)	 x
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CXik, = kE
 [(Pik] [j6Si] + Rik Cbik cos Tik ("6ik)]
	 (14.4-21)
14.5 TIP MASS COORDINATES
In determining disturbances on the spacecraft, the solar radiation.
and aerodynamic forces and torques will be considered for bodies
attached at the end of the booms. As a result it will be necessary to
establish a coordinate system at the end of each bo ,)m and determine its
^	 rotation due to thermal bending. Referring to Figure 12. 2-1. the Xgik'
yBik' and zBik system will be translated to the end of the boom and des-
ignated as the R8ik' yBik' and zBik system. It is assumed that this{QB ik) system is fixed to, and rotates with, " e end o' the boom, see Fig-
ure 14.5-1.
Introducing the eclipse transition factor k E into Equation 14. 1 11
give s
2
xB	kE CB R sin X
	 (14.5-1)
yBi.k
xB ik
ZBik
Figure 14. 5-1. Tip Mass Coordinates
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2
z B = kE
 CB sin o, v
 R sits X	 (14.5-2)
where CB sin (r is the effective out of plane bending coefficient. In the
true bending plane the deflection is w  where
2 1/2 y•wB = kE [CB2 + (CB sin 0-) , 	 R sin A
Let
t 1^2
	
C B eff = IC B + (C B' sin o-) ,	 (14.5-3)
Then
2
y8
""B - kE C B eff	 sin	 ( 14.5-4)
dwB = 2kC
	
yB 
sin XdyB
	E B eff R
Let the slope at the end of the boom equal the sine of the angle of rotation
of the end of the boom in the true bending plane
sin e 
	 = 2C  eff sin X	 (14.5-5)
assume cos OB = 1.0.
The rotation occurs about a unit vector TB normal to the true bend-
ing plane and fixed in body i .
z 	 CB sin
^x = wa = -C----
Y = 0
0 =x  = CBz	 w  .	 CB eff
Then
CB sin
{OBJ	 CB eff	
U	 (14. 5-6)
-CB
From Equations 4-49 of Reference 1, the transformation matrix for fixed
'	 axis rotation gives
[mi] = [ U l + [ JOB o.I [ JOBil (1-cos eB ) - [ 4 OBI sin eB
(14.5-7)
Using 14. 5-5 and 14.5-6 the transformation matrix for the kth boom of
the ith body is
J 
-CBik sink
[aik] = [U] +2kF
	
	o	 sin Aik	 (14.5-8)
CBik
15. MAGNETIC TORQUES
0
I
The magnetic torque or body i is given by the expression
TMi = KM (Ni x BMi )	 (15.0-1)
where BMi is the magnetic field vector at body i. Ni is the magnetic
moment of body i, and K M
 is a constant. Expressing the vectors in body
coordinates the matrix equation for the magnetic torque components is
{TMii} ": KM IaNii ] {Bmi)	 (15.0-2)
In Section 11.3 the magnetic field components at the center of mass of the
spacecraft were expressed in body i coordinates. Equation 11. 3-9 gives
the field components {Bmii) in gauss for 1 '- 1 '- N. The body i magnetic
moment components {Nii} used in this program are in ampere-turn-ft 2,
therefore,
KM = 6.86 x 10 6	 (15.0-3)
and the torque components {T Midare in #-ft.
It will be noted that provisions are made in the digital program to
input four magnetic moments for each body of the spacecraft. In the
present version of the program only the first magnetic moment is used in
the computation of magnetic torques. The additional input was incorpo-
rated for future expansion of the program. Magnetic moments for each
boom will be used in connection , with the tip mass coordinates defined in
Section 14.5 to provide for the simulation of magnetic viscous dampers at
the end of booms.
1 .
16. MAGNETIC HYSTERESIS DAMPER
Provisions have been made to introduce a magnetic hysteresis
damper at each of the auxiliary body gimbal axes, Equation 7.2-1. An
expression will now be derived for the damper torque about the x gimbal
axis between body i and the main body. The torque equation will then be
generalized to apply to the y and z gimbal axes and the results will be
expressed in the desired matrix form.
16.1 BASIC DAMPER TORQUE EQUATION
The three hysteresis damper torques at the gimballed hinge between
body i and body 1 have been defined as {TBi}, Equation 7.2-1, where
TBix
{T Bi }	 TBiy	 (16.1-1)
l TBiz
and TBix is the x axis torque. The corresponding gimbal deflection andg
velocity are Dix and 0ix, Equation 7. 1-1.
The damper torques TBix at any instant of time is a function of the
past history of the motion about the xg gimbal axis. Assume that the
angular velocity about the xg axis, Dix changes sign when the gimbal
deflection is 0ixsc and the damper torque is TBixsc' see Figure 16.1-1.
The change in damper torque during the period after sign change, AT ix,
is a function of the displacement from the point of sign change, O0 i , until
the velocity again changes sign or the damper saturates.
	
Let	 O0i _ (0ixsc - 0ix)l	 (16.1-2)
The value of AT ix is computed from
	
AT 	 = (sign 0 x) H lix (O0ix) + HZ x (A0 x)2 + H3ix (A0ix)3
4
+ H4ix (A0 ix){ 16.1-3
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TBixs
TBiix
TB mi
AT.,ix	 ix.(A POSITIVE)
^ T&T ix (8 ix NEGATIVE)
e.
ix
---TBmix----- ---
	
------
Figure 16. 1-1. Hysteresis Damper Torque Vs Deflection
The damper torque equation for the R  gimbal axis of body i is then
T Bix	 TBixsc + ATix	 I TBix l
	TBmix	 (16.1-4)
where TBmix is the saturation level of the damper. When the magnitude
of TBix is found to be greater than TBmix it is set equal to TBmix and
remains at this value until Six changes sign. Durit.Ig this period the value
of AO ix  and AT need rot be computed;
16-Z
Expanding the damper torque equation to include all three gimbal
axes of body i, let
TBmix
{T Bmi } = TBmiy (16. 1 -5)
TBmiz
TBixsc
{TBisd = TBiysc (16.1-6)
lTBizec
eix
{°ei } = oeiy (16.1-7)
Aeiz
°T.Ix
{°Ti} _ ATiy ( 16.1-8)
°T.iz
Hlix
{H li ) =	 H liy [etc. for {112i}, {H 3i }, and {H4i)]	 ( 16.1-9)
^H liz
Then
fTBi} _ {TBisd + {°Ti }	 (16.1-10)
TBix	 e.,,.,., „_. .
J
e.ix
nix
and the elements of {®6i } and {BTi } are computed from expression corre-
sponding to Equations 16.1-2 and 16.1-3.
16.2 MAJOR LOOP OPERATION
For large angle operation of the hysteresis damper, the damper
saturates for both positive and negative torques. The resulting torque
deflection curve is shown in Figure 16. 2-1.
On the torque-deflection plot the coordinates of a given sign change,
TBixsc and eixsc' define the point at which a given curve segment starts.
This point will be denoted as the anchor point for that curved segment.
Any curved segment with an anchor point on either the upper or lower
saturation level is considered a portion of a major loop. Conversely any
curved segment with an anchor point not at a saturation level is consid-
ered a portion of a minor loop. The saturation levels are considered  as a
portion of a major loop, therefore, the entire loop shown in Figure
16. 2-1 is a major loop. The single exception to the above definitions is
the initial curve at the start of the program which is considered as a por-
tion of a major loop independent of the location of its anchor point.
I
It should be noted that the hysteresis damper torques {TBd are
added to the spring and viscous damper torques in Equation 7.2-1.
Therefore, a positive damper torque is a positive torque transmitted
from body i to the main body and is a retarding torque on body i. The
energy absorbed by the damper during a cycle of operation is equal to the
area inside the loop of Figure 16.2-1. For a more detailed description of
the damper operation see the program user manual Reference 3.
16.3 MINOR LOOP OPERATION
For small angle operator of the damper, the damper does not satu-
rate and the torque deflection curve is as shown in Figure 16.2-2. Con-
sider the minor loop shown ox the right side of the figure, assume that
his is negative and the torque deflection relationship is moving downward
from the upper anchor point. If 6 i changes sign to positive before the
lower saturation level is reached, the lower minor loop anchor point is
created and a new upward curve is created. Then if the sign of 6 i does
not change the upward curve must pass through the original upper anchor
point.
T A.
iy
UPPER SATURATION LEVEL
a	 6iX ANCHOR POINTMAJOR
	 OSI TI V^LOOP	 MINOR LOOP	 r`MINOR LOOP
8.
ix
6iyjNEGA TI V E
p	 ANCHOR POINT
LOWER SAT URATION LE VEL
MAJOR LOOP ANCHOR POINT
Figure 16.2-2. Hysteresis Damper Minor Loop Operation
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Consider the minor loop shown on the left of Figure 16.2-2. assume
that the torque deflection relationship is shown by the major loop with an
anchor point on the lower saturation level. If the sign of 6 i changes to
negative at point a, the relationship is downward along the minor loop
with an anchor point at a. If no sign change is encountered the minor loop
will saturate at the original major loop anchor point, however, if a sign
change in 6 i is encountered at point b the relationship moves upward
from minor loop anchor point b and will again pass through point a. It
has been shown by both experiment and damper theory that the minor loop
returning to point a will not cross the original major loop and the torque
deflection relationship returns to the major loop.
The above discussion is an attempt to explain the following basic
operating principles of the hysteresis damper:
a) any minor loop can cross or return to a previous;
minor loop only at the anchor point of the previous
loop
b) any series of minor loops generated from a major loop
can return to the major loop only at its anchor point or
the original point from which it left the major loop.
Upon returning to the major loop, the relationship
reverts to the major loop as if it had never left the
loop.
16.4 SHAPED HYSTERESIS DAMPERS
It has been shown that a trade off exists between the optimum
damper parameters for steady state operation and the optimum damper
parameters for acquisition. For steady state operation, when the deflec-
tion amplitude is small, a relatively low saturation level is required,
while for large angle acquisition a much higher saturation levelprovides
optimum perfor'nance. In order to ,:liminate this trade off in perform-
ance, hyste- esis dampers are being manufactured with tapered vanes
such that the saturation level is a function of the deflection angle. A typi-
cal shaped saturation curve is shown in Figure 16.4-1. The saturation
level is minimum at Six equal to zero and increase with a value of
approximately 40 times the minimum value at a deflection of one radian.
The operation of the shaped damper is ra:thor complicated, how-
ever, the damper torques `can be arrived at in a relatively simple
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Figure 16.4-1. Shaped Damper Characteristics
manner. The damper coefficients in Equation 16.1-3, Hlix through H4ix
are linear functi ,.)ns of the damper saturation level. As a result the
damper torque, for a given Dix may be computed on the basis of a constant
saturation level, equal to the minimum value, and the resulting torques
multiplied by the corresponding ratio of the actual saturation level to the
minimum saturation level.
HINGE	 t = toDPOINT
o ik
L'Dik-
mik
17. BOOM DEPLOYMENT
In Section 10.5 the parameters variations resulting from changes in
shape of the auxiliary bodies are defined.
	 It was noted that these varia-
tions may result from either thermal boom bending or boom deployment
but not both.	 Expressions for the parameter variations in terms of ther-
mal bending are given in Section 14.0 and corresponding expressions in
terms of boom deployment will be presented in this section.
	
The param-
e,ers required at any instant of time are:
	 {Oftik}' { Rik}, {ilk}, and
[Xik].
It should be remembered that in the derivation of the dynamic equa-
tions the mass of the auxiliary bodies is concentrated in the tip masses
mik, and the distributed mass of the booms has been neglected.
	 As noted
in the User ' s Handbook, Reference 3, the error created by this assump-
tion tan be compensated for in the case of an extended boom.
	 If the mass
of the boom is not small in comparison to the tip mass, the body inertias
,
and the body momentum due to thermal bending is corrected by adding one
third of the boom mass to the tip mass. The mass ratios are then corgi-
rected by placing the remaining two thirds of the b(,k v i mass at the hinge
point on a zero length boom. In the case of boom deployment the boom
mass is changing and the amount of mass added at the tip and at the hinge
is a function of the boom length. Since the program does not provide for
variations in the mass distribution as a function of time, the effects of
boom deployment will be approximated by neglecting the distributed crass
of the boom.
It is assumed that the k^ boom of body i starts at some initial
extension defined by oRik and extends along Rik to a length LDik' Exten-
sion will start at some time interval t oB after the start of the program,
see Figure 17.0-1. The values of m ik and {oRik} are part of the input
Figure 17.0-1. Initial and Final Deployed Positions
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parameters defining auxiliary body i. The direction of deployment is
along the unit vector Bik where the components (yBik) are computed as
in the case of thermal bending using Equation 14.2 -10. It should be noted
that the initial position components (ORik) cannot be zero but must have
some finite value in order to define y'Bik'
It is a m r,.amed that a given boom ik deploys at a constant initial
acceleration for a time tDik until the velocity reaches VDik' The exten-
sion will then occur at a constant velocity of VDik and decelerate at a
constant deceleration for the period tDik reaching the final length LDik'
The additional inputs required for each boom are:
a) t
oDik = deployment time
b) tDik ' acceleration and deceleration time
C) VDik	 maximum deployment velocity
d) LDik = deployed length
The five phases  of deployment together with the acceleration, velocity,
and displacement during each phase are shown in Figure 17.0-2. From
the .figure and simple kinematics it can be s t=en that
A- VDik 	 ( 17.0-1)Dik	 tDik
I3 = f 1 = 12 VD k tD k	 ( 17.0-2)
'^ Z = LDik - Rik '_ 2 f t
	
( 17.0-3)
f
tm k - V. 2	 ( 17.0-4)Dik
where ADik' fit 12' and tmik are constants computed at the start of the
program. The magnitudes of the acceleration, velocity, and change in
displacement frorri Rik during each phase of deployment are g iven in
Table 17.0
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ACCELERATIONS
-ADik
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Figure 17.0=2. Phases of Boom Deployment
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The required parameters in terms of boom deployment are
{&Rik) = (Relative Displacement) {yBik)	 (17.0-5)
Y	 {&Rik) = (Velocity) {yBik)	 (17.0-6)
NO = (Acceleration) {yBik)	 (17.0-7)
[xi) = 0	 (17.0-8)
The total time for boom deployment is relatively short, therefore, a
large number of small integration steps may be taken and still maintain
reasonable length runs. It is proposed that the time of each phase of the
deployment be divided into a large number of constant steps.
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APPENDIX A. PROGRAMMED DYNAMIC EQUATIONS
It was noted in Section 4.0 of the body of this report, that the
dynamic equations presented in Section 12.0 are not in the format desired
for digital programming. The equations presented contain both the gim-
bal deflections as independent variables and the locked gimbal reaction
torques as dependent variables. Although two methods of handling the
elimination of degrees of freedom were discussed, the problem was not
resolved and the reformulation of the equations was left to those respon-
sible for the digital programming (see acknowledgement). The final pro-
grammed dynamic equations as established by the Mathematical Analysis
and Programming Departments are presented in this appendix for refer-
ence. The material presented does not stand alone but refers back to the
body of the report, and is presented as a bridge between the dynamic
equations derived i);i the body of the report and the equations programmed
for the computer.
The final dynamic equations presented in the body of the report,
Equations 12. 3-4 and 12. 3-5,  are
N	 N
[E 11] {5 11 } + I [LJ] {Q^J} _ {ql 1} + I [Di ] [Gi] 1 {Tsgi}
=2
	
i=2	 T	 T
N
	
+ I [Di] {Gi ] -1 {T yi }	 (A-1)
i=2	 T	 T
N
[L ii]{^11 } -	 [i' j ] {r2 'j } -
 {qii } - [G. 1 {T s i } [Gi] 1 {T i }J	 T	 g	 T	 Y
=2
(A- 2)
Equation A-1 is the matrix moment equation for the main spacecraft body,
body 1, and Equation. A-2 is the matrix moment equation for the ith auxil-
iary body. The torque components {Ts gi } are the body i gimbal torques
for gimbals with degrees of freedom while the torque components {TYj}
are the body i gimbal torques for gimbals without degrees of freedom.
Therefore, for a given gimbal axis one of the corresponding elements in
^y^
A-1
either {Tsgi} or {T Yi } must be zero. If the non-zero element occurs in
{Tsgi} it is a driving torque which is a function of position and velocity
and it should be added to {q 11 } or {qii}. If the non-zero element occurs
in {T Yi } it is a dependent variable and should be eliminated between equa-
tions. Premultiplying Equation (A-2) by [Gi]T
N
[GilT [L,ill {011 1+ (Gil T ^ [Lij] {S2jj } o , [Gil T {qii} - {T sgi } - {TYi}j=2
(A- 3)
It should be noted that Equation A-2 is written in terms of torques
about the body i reference axes {Q1 } and since [G i ] T
 is the transformation
matrix transforming body i reference torques to gimbal torques, refer-
ence Equation 7.2-2, Equation (A-3) is the body i moment equation in
terms of body i gimbal torques. From Equation 12.3.9
	
{ S ij } 	 [Gj ] {63} + [Gj ] {8i }	 (A-4)
Substituting Equation A-4 into A -3 the body i equation in terms of gimbal
torques and gimbal accelerations is
N
[Gil [Lil ] {S2 11 } + [Gi ]	 [Li] [G•} W} _ {qi } " {Ts i } - {T i}T	 T	 j J	 g	 g	 Yj=2	 j
(A-, 5)
whe re
N
{qig }	 (Gil
T {qii } - I [Lij ] [G j] {9j }	 (A-6)j=2
Define the matrix [P .Yi ] such that for body i
0	 0	 0
[ PYi] = 0	 0	 0 for no degrees of freedom
0	 0	 0
r	 ^
t
	1	 0	 0
	
[PYi] = 0	 0	 0	 for one degree of freedom
	
0	 0	 0
	
1	 0	 0
	[ PYi ] = 0	 1	 0	 for two degrees of freedom	 (A-7)
	
0	 0	 0i
	
1	 0	 01
	[PYi ] = 0	 1	 0	 for three degrees of freedom
	
0	 0	 1
Note that the restriction has already been made in Section 4.0 that the
first degree of freedom is about the x gimbal axis and the second degree
of freedom is about the y gimbal axis.
Then from Equation A-7
	
1	 0	 (
	[U-P 
Y
i] = 0	 1	 0 for no degrees \-)f freedom
	
0	 0	 1
	
0	 0	 0
	[U-PYi] = 0	 1	 0 for one degree of freedom
	
0	 0	 1
(A-g)
	
0	 0	 0
	[U-PYi] = 0	 0	 0 for two degrees of freedom
	
0	 0	 1
	
0	 0	 0
	[U-PYi] = 0	 0	 0 for three degrees of freedom
	
0	 0	 0
Consider Equation A-5 which represents the torques about the three gim-
bal axes of body- i including those with degrees of freedom and those with-
out degrees of freedom. If Equation^A-5 is premultiplied by [PYi] all of
iI
hthe elements representing gimbal axes without degrees of freedom have
been set to zero. If Equation A-5 is premultiplied by [U-P Yi ] all of the
elements representing gimbal axes with degrees of freedom have been set
to zero. Therefore
(A-5) = [PYi ] (A- 5 ) + [U- Pyi] (A-5)
Premultiplying (A-5) by [Pyi]
N
[P] [Gil [Z'il ] {^ 11 } + [PYi] [Gil	 [Lij] [G'] {e•} _ [PYi ] {qi }Y	 T	 T	 J J	 gj=2
- {Tsgi}
(A- 9)
Premultiplying (A- 5) 'by [U- PYi]
N
[U-PYi] [Gi] [Lil, {Sl11} + [U-PYi] [Gil I [Lij] [Gj6i
T 	 T j
[U-PYi ] {%. g } - {T Yi }	 (A-10)
Note
[PYi] {T sgi } = {Tsgi}
	
[U-Pyi ] {T Yi }	 {TYi}
Equation A-9 is the body i matrix moment equation with the dependent
variables {T Yi } eliminated. Since the elements representing locked gim-
bals are zero, there will be a row oO zeros in the system matrix for each
degree of freedom eliminated. In order to prevent the system matrix
from being singular a value of unity must be placed on the diagonal in
each of the zero rows. This is accomplished by adding the term [U-PYi]
N
obi . {0.} to Equation A- 9. The matrix moment equation for body i may
J	 J
j=2
now be written as
A-4
NT	 [PYiI [Gil [Lil l {611 } +	 IPYi] ILi^] [G^] + [U-Pr) tiJ {eJ)}T	 j=2
	
IPYi I (qig ) - {Tsgi )
	
(A- 11)
Equation A-10 is an auxiliary equation defining the dependent variables
{T Yi }, Premultiplying A-10 by (Di ],I, (Gi l- 1 and summing over all bodies
N
I [Di ] IGi] - 1 [U-P i t [Gil [Lill to; 1)
	i=2	 T	 T	 Y	 T
N	 N
+ I [Di ] [Gi l -1 [U-PYi] [Gi l	 [Li7] [GJ I { ii	 (A-12)
i=2	 T	 T	 T j=2
N	 N
I
	
IDi	 Y] [Gi l - ' [U- P i t {qig ) - I JDi I [Gi l-1 {T Y i}i=2	 T	 T	 i=2	 T	 T• 
If Equation A-12 is added to the main body Equation A- I the dependent
variables {T Yi } are eliminated from all equations. Substituting Equation
A-4 into A-1 and adding A-12 the main body equation becomes
N
ill ] + I [Di ] [Gi l - ' [U-P i ] [Gil [Lil l {1111 }
	
i=2	 T	 T	 Y	 T
N	 N
	
+ I [Li .J ] +	 (Di] (Gil 1 (U-P i] [Gil IL i•	 J] (G.	 JJ] {0..}
	
^	 Yj=2	 i=2	 T	 x	 T	 J (A-,13)
	N 	 N
{ql 1 }	 IL1.] {G.] {0..} +	 ^ [Di ] (Gi l-1 [U-P!i]
 {qi
	I 	 J J JJ	 4"d	 T	 T	 !	 d
	
=2	 i^=2
i
Rewriting the main body Equation A-13 in the form of Lquat ion 4.0-6
N
[M il l Wid + 1 [Ni l .J ] {9J]..} = {b l }	 (A-14)j=2
where
N
[Ml l l = [L11 ] +	 [Di] [Gil-1 [U-P i ] [Gil [Lill
	
(A-15)
i-2	 T	 T	 Y	 T
N
[M lj ] 	 [ L 1 •] + I [Di] [Gil- 1 [U-P i ] [Gil [Li • ] [G•]
i=2
T	 T	 Y	 T J	 ]
(A-16)
N	 N
{b l } = {q ll } -	 [Lij] [Gjj:] {O} +	 [Di] [Gi l -1 [U-P i] {aa rJ	 I	 T	 T	 Y	 gj=?,	 j.=2
N+ I [Di] [Gil-1
T
	 (T s9i}	 (A-17)
i=2	 T
Rewriting the auxiliary body i Equation A-11 in the form of Equation
4.0-6
[Mi 11 mid + [Mi ] {6jj } = {bi }
	 (A-18)
where
[Mil ]	 [PYi] [Gi lT [Lil l	 (A-19)
[Mij]	 [:p 	 [Gi l [L'i • ] [G •] + [U-P i ] bi .	 (A-20)T	 J	 J	 Y	 ]
{bi }	 [ PYi] {qig } - {T sgi}	 (A-21)
E liminating {T s gi } betwe en A-17 and A- 21
N	 N
{b l } _ {q 1 }	 [L1 •] [•]9. •} +	 [Di] [Gil-' {qig } - {bi}J	 ]	 ]]j=2	 i=2	 T	 T (A-22)
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COORDINATE SYSTEMS
3.1	 {^I}
r
3.2
3. 2
3. 3
3.4
3.5
9.2
9.2
9.2
10.2
10.2
14.2
14.5
13.1
13.2
{QM}
{QR}
{Q1 }
{Qni}
{Qi}
{gip}
{Qo}
{QG}
{QM}
{QBik}
{QBik}
{QNik}
{Qe}
LIST OF SYMBOLS
I
Definition
Inertial reference system at center of
mass of the earth
Orbital reference system at center of
mass of spacecraft
Orbital reference system at center of
mass of body 1
Main bodes reference system at center
of mass of main body
Body i reference system fixed in body 1
at body i attach point (2 < i < N) .
Defines nominaA position of bocy i.
Body i reference system at body i
attach point (2 s i <_ N).
Intermediate systems in the transfor -
mation of QI to QM
 by rotations
g, a, and a change in sign
Earth fixed system,yG is polar, and
zG is at the prime meridian
Earth fixed magnetic system„ ym at
magnetic pole
Solar oriented reference system for kth
boom of body i
Reference system for kt1`1 boom of
body i, located at tip of boom and
rotates as boom bends.
Flow oriented system for kth shape
element of Lody i
Flow oriented system for area element
dA
Section Symbol Definition
COORDINATE SYSTEMS (Continued)
13.4 {QS} Reference systerri used in the integration
of forces and moments on a sphere
13.5 {QC } Reference system used in the integration
of forces and moments on an element of
a cylinder
13.8 {Q	 }Be Reference system used in determiningthe forces and moments on a boom
element
COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION MATRICES
3. 3
3.4
3.5
3.5
3. 2
[A] Transforms {QR} to	 {Q 1 } and defines
the position of body 1 with respect to
the orbital reference system
[B i ] Transforms {Q1 } to	 {Qni} and definesthe position of the body i reference
system in body 1 (constant)
[C i ] Transforms
the position
{ Qn• } ..to	 {Qi} and defines
of	 withboy i	 respect to
{ Qni }
[pi]	 _ [C i ] [Bi] Transforms { Q1 } to	 {Qi ) and definesthe position of body i with respect to
body 1
[E] Transforms { QI } to {QM } and {QR }
defines position of orbital reference
systems with respect to the inertial
system
Intermediate transformations in the
transformation [E] representing
rotations P, 4, and o and a change
in signs
Transforms {QR } to {Qi} and defines
the position of body i with respect to
the orbital reference system
9.2
9.2
9.2
9.2
9.2
1;x.3
[E p I]
[Eop]
[E &01
[E Mal
[E Mol
[Fi] = [Di] [A]
{
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COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION MATRICES Continued)
	
7.2 	 [Ki]	 Transforms body i gimbal displacements
to gimbal spring torques
	
7.2	 [Pi]	 Transforms body i gimbal velocities to
gimbal viscous damping torques
	
14.5	 [Uik]	 Transforms the reference system for
the kth boom of body i to the rotated
system at the tip of the boom
	
14.2	 [Tik]	 Transforms the body i system {Q• } to
the boom reference system {QBik
	
10.2	 [O]	 Constant matrix which transforms the
earth fixed axes through the prime
meridian {QG} to the earth fined
magnetic axes { Qn,, } .
	
1012	 Transforms {QI} to _jQG} and defines
the earth fixed axes {Q G} with respect
to the inertial system
	
13.1
	 hNik]	 Transforms the body i axes {Q i} tothe flow oriented axes associated with
the shape of the kth element of body i
{QNik}
INERTIA MATRICES Slug-ft")
	
2.1	 [I1]	 Inertia matrix of body 1 with respect
to the {;5,1  system
	
10.6
	 [Ii]	 Inertia matrix of body i with respect
to the { Qi } system translated to the
center of the mass for body i
	
4.1
	 [IiH]
	
Inertia matrix of body i with respect
to the {Qi} system at the body i hinge
point
	
P". 6	 [Iik]	 Inertia matrix of ti mass m ik with
respect to the {Qif system translated
to the tip of boom k
S-3
f	 ter%' i ^	 s	 ..
§Y—M±ol
.L SQUARE MATRICES
[Gi]
-1
[Gil T
[a ik]
Section
SPEC IFS
7. 1
7.2
14. 3
	
14.4	 Nik]
	
1.4	 [Pik]
	
14.4	 [oYik]
	
14.4	 [A ik ]
	
10.5	 [A ik]
12.1	 [Rill
Definition
Transforms body i gimbal rotational
velocities to body f relative velocities
Transforms body i gimbal torques to
torques about the body axes {Qi }
Transforms components of sun vector
in body i coordinates into tip mass
deflections Niue to thermal bending
[P ik]
Grouping of terms in expression for
Transforms body i inertial accelerations
into components of {A R ik } which are
not independent of accelerations.
N M.
1 J[DM	 ]	 [P i ^, [Di]]
i=2 T	
i T
F
	
10. 6	 [ P ill
	
10.6	 [Wi]
12.0	 [L]
4.0	 [Ml
mik
M. [Xik]
k
Transforms body i inertial accelerations
into components of {HRii) which are
not independent of accelerations.
3N x 3N System matrix for dynamic
equations in terms of torques and
accelerations about body axes.
3N x 3N System matrix for dynamic
equations in terms of torques and
accelerations about gimbal axes.
S-4
Definition
A unit vector defining the orientation of
the kth shape in body i (1 s 2 < N).
The subscript N changes to define the
shape, F for fiat plate, S for sphere,
C for cylinder; and P for paralle.le
Magnetic field vector at center ^-,1; mass
of spacecraft, magnitude in gauss
Aerodynamic force on body (pounds).
Control force on body 1 (pounds)
Net external force on body i at its
reference point ( pounds)
Gravity force on body i (pounds)
Total gravity force on spacecraft
(pounds)
Input vector to define reference bending
plane for out of plane thermal bending
(N. D. )
Component of F ik normal to boom i
Internal reaction force between body* i
and main body (pounds)
Solar force on body i (pounds)
Inertial acceleration of body i center
of mass (ft. per sec. 2)
Inertial acceleration of body i reference
point (ft. per sec. 2)
Inertial acceleration of center , of mass
of total spacecraft (ft. per sec. 2)
Inertial acceleration of center of mass
of main body (ft. per sec. 2)
Inertial acceleration of total center of
mass used to define orbit
Angular momentum of body i due to
internal motion (ft. -lb. -sec.)
Section	 Symbol
VECTORS
13.1	 ANik
	
10.3
	 Bm
	
6.1	 FAi
	
6. 1 	 FC 1
	
6. l
	 F
Ei
	6.1	 F .gi
	6.0	 Fgm
	14.2	 Fik
	
14.2	 fik
	
6.1	 FR i
	
6.1	 FSi
	
5.4
	 G 
	
5.4	 G
ni
	
5.4	 GM
	
5.4	 G 
	
8.0	 GMo
	
5.4
	 Hi
S-5
5.4
12.1
12.1
6.2
f
Hta^^;Ir
AHpi
N Hpi
HR i
Section	 Symbol
VECTORS (Continued.)
5.4	 I-iM
3.4 H
ui
Definition
Acceleration of total center of mass
with respect to main body center of
mass (ft. per sec. 2)
Acceleration of body i center of mass
with respect to main body center of
mass (ft. per secl.2)
That portion of Hpi containing unknown
acceleration of the system
That portion of Hpi not containing
unknown acceleration of the system
Angular momentum of body i due to
thermal bending (ft. -lb. -sec.)
Acceleration of body i reference point
with respect to the main body center
of mass (ft. per sec. 2)
a
d
	Hvi	 Acceleration of body i center of mass
with respect to budy coordinate
(ft. per sec. 2)
	
wi	 Angular momentum of body i due to
reaction wheels (ft. -lb. - sec. )
A
5.4
6.2
13.0
13.3
15.0
5.4
""4N ik	 Gene-al expression for the solartorq; j about the centroid of the kth
shape of body i (1 <_ i <_ N). The
subscript N changes to define the
shape (see ANik)• Torques are in
ft -1b s .
MBik	 Total solar movement due to boom kof body i (2 <_ i s N). Torque in ft -lb s.
about the body i reference point.
Ni	Magneti.0 moment of body i it ampere -
til rn s -ft?-
Pi	Vector position of body i center of
mass with respect to main body center
of mass in feet
14.2 Pik Unit vector along fik
I	
z,
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a
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Definition
VECTORS (Continued)
13.0 PNik General exptession for the solar force
on the kth shape of body i (1 s i s H).
The subscript N changes to define the
shape ( see ANik).
	
Forcci are in pounds.
13.3 PBik Total solar force on boom k of body
(2<isN)
2.1 Rik Vector position of mass m3k in body
coordinates.	 Magnitude in feet.
10.5 0Rik Nominal input value of Rik before
changes in shape, magnitude in, feet
'	 5.4 R M Vector position of totals pacecraftp	 P
center of mass with respect to the main
body center of mass (feet).
11.1 RMi Vector position of body i center of mass
with respect to total spacecraft center
of mass (feet)
.4 Si Vector position of the center of mass of
body i with respect to the center of mass
of the earth (nautical miles)
:- 3.2 S Vector position of the center of mass oftotal spacecraft with respect to the
center of mass of the earth (nautical
miles)
5.4
ni Vector position of the body i referencepoint with respect to the center of mass
of the earth (nautical miles)
5.4 S Vector position of the main body center 
a
R
of mass with respect to the center of
mass of the earth (nautical miles)
6.1 TAi Aerodynamic torque on body i about thebody i reference point (lb. -ft.)
6. 1 TC 1 Control torque on body 1 about the
center of mass of body 1 (1b. -ft.)
6. 1 TE i Net external torque about the body i
reference point (lb. -ft.
S-7
S^
w
Section	 Symbol
VE(,TORS (Continued)
6.1	 T .
gi
6.1
6.1
6.1
10.6
THi
Tkfl
TSi
TTi
Definition
Gravity torque on body i about the body i
center of mass (lb. -ft.)
Torque transmitted from body i to
body 1 (lb. -ft. )
Magnetic couple on body i (lb. -ft.)
Solar torque on body i about the body i
reference point (1b. -ft. )
That portion of the thermal bending
torque which is due to the accelerations
of mass mik and is independent of
unknown accelerations of the system.
Vector position of body i reference
point with respect to body 1 center of
mass (feet)
Vector position of bode i center of mass
with respect to body i reference point
(feet)
Nominal value of vi for no change in
shape of body i
Unit vector along S 
Unit vector in direction of particle flow
Unit sun vector
Unit vector along negative velocity
vector
Vector position of mass element dm
with respect to body i center of mass
(feet)
Component of sun vector along xBik
Vector along zBik with magnitude of
'l ik
Axis of rotation due to thermal bending
Inertial rotational velocity of body 1 in
radians per sec
	
2. 1	 U.
1
	3.5	 V.4.	
I
	10.6	 V.
o 1
	10.3	 a
	
13.1	 bF
	
10.1	 SS
	
13.1	 SA
11. 1
	
14.2	
'lik
	
14.2	 Pik
	
14.5	
OB
	3. 3	 W1
.
S-8
wR
w .
ni
w,
i
GIMBAL AXES PARAMETERS
7.3	 {TBi}
16.1	 {TBMi)
Net gimbal torques at body i gimbal
axes (lb. -ft.)
7.2
	 {Tgi}
Motor torques on body i gimbal axes
due to drive motors (lb. -ft.).
7.3
	
{TLO
r
Sectio,'i	 Symbol	 Definition
VECTORS (Continued)
3.1	 wM	 Inertial rotational velocity of orbital
refere-nce system in radians per sec.
Equal to w 
Inertial rotational velocity of body i
reference system equal to wl
Inertial rotational velocity of body i in
radians per sec.
0R Relative rotational velocity of orbital
,reference system with respect to the
inertial system, equal to w R .
l Relative rotational velocity of body 1
with respect to the orbital reference
system in radians per sec.
i	 Relative rotational velocity of body i
with respect to body 1 in radians
per sec.
3.2
3.4
3.5
3.2
5.2
5.2
Hysteresis damper torques at body i
gimbal axes in lb. -ft.
Hysteresis damper saturation torque
for body i gimbal axes in lb. -ft.
16.1 {TBiSd Hysteresis damper torques at last
corresponding sign change in {eA}
(lb. -ft. ).
Stop torques at body i gimbal axes
(lb. -ft.)
Reaction torques at body i gimbal
axes with deg ees of freedom (lb. -ft.)
	
7.3
	
{TNil
	
7.2
	 {TSgJ
1Suction	 Symbol	 Definition
GIMBAL AXES PARAMETERS (Continued)
	
7.3	 {TYi}	 Reaction torques at body i gimbal axes
without degrees of freedom
	
16.1	 {O6i}	 Relative gimbal displacements since
last sign change in corresponding
gimbal velocities (radians)
16.1 {ATd Change in hysteresis damper torques
since change in corresponding gimbal
velocities (lb. -ft.)
	
7.1	 { 6i }	 Body i gimbal displacements from
nominal axes (radians)
	
16.1	 {6isc }	 Gimbal displacements at last sign
change in corresponding gimbal
velocities (radians)
SCALARS AND CONSTANTS
n
8.0 a Semi-,major axis of orbit in nautical
miles
10.4
a Distance from center of mass ofspacecraft to earth's shadow in
nautical miles
13.3 AFik Area of flat plate k of body i (ft?,)
17.0 ABik Acceleration magnitude due to boom
deployment for boo; ik (ft per sect)
14.1 CBik Non-dimensional in-plane thermalbending coefficient
14.1 CBik Non-dimensional out-of-plane thermalbending coefficient
13, 6 DC ik Diameter of cylindrical shape k ofbody i (feet)
13. ^ DBik
R
Diameter of kth boom of body i (feet)
10.1 DAE Number of days after autumnal equinox	 v
13.7 Dplk Depth of kth parallelipiped of body i(feet)
S-10
,J tJ z^,.ayP _'.r^,^7aT.^t9^^.e„d t+;w r t	 ; .	 . t	 t ;
3
16.1
2.1
2.1
9.0
1F.0
10.4
17.0
13.6
13.7
10.3
2.1
2.1
5.4
1.0
8.0
10.4
{Hid
{H 2d
{H30
{H4iI
i
k
K 
KM
k 
LBilk,
LC ik
Lpik
Me
M.
1
mik
MT
N
Y
PE
I
I 
Section	 Symbol	 Definition
SCAI:ARS AND CONSTANTS (Continued)
9. 3	 g^	 Acceleration of gravity at cente • J
mass of spacecraft (ft per sect)
Hysteresis damper coefficients for
body i
General subscript denoting body i.
General subscript denoting the kth
boom or the kth shape of body i
Number,' of feet in a nautical, mile
Conversion factor from ampere -turns -
ft 2 -gauss to foot-pount.s
Ratio of instantaneous thermal bending
coefficient to the nominal value
Deployed length of boom ik (feet)
Length of cylindrical shape k of body i(feet)
Length of parallelipiped k of body i(feet)
Magnetic field constant
Mass of body i (slugs)
Mass of element k of body i (slugs)
Total mass of spacecraft (slugs)
Number of bodies
Orbital period in hours
Time rate of change of parameter kE
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SCALARS AND CONSTANTS (Continued)
13.6 RCik Radius of cylindrical shape k of body i(feet)
13.4 RSik Radius of spherical shape k of body i
(feet)
9.0 R Radius of Earth in nautical milese
10.4 t Time of eclipse transition in minutes
10.2 GMTtg
17.0 tDBik Initial time of deployrr.cnt for boom ik(minutes)
17.0 tDik Acceleration time during deployment
of boom ik (minutes)
17.0 VDik Deployment velocity of boom ik (feetper sec)
E
13.7 Wpik Width of kth parallelipiped of body i
(feet)
9.2 M Orbit angle from line of nodes (radius)
8.0
a 
Orbit angle from perigee (radians)
10.4
a Orbit angle for closest approach to
e?:th's shadow
10.4 cle Orbit angle at which eclipse computations
are started
9.2 (i Angk between autumnal equinox and
ascending line of node measured in the
equatorial plane
8.0 y Gravitational constant
8.0 e Eccentricity of orbit
13.1
nik Angle between flow vector and the
orientation vector for the kth shape
of body i
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Section	 Symbol Definition
Section Symbol Definition
SCALARS AND CONSTANTS (Continued)
13.2 VT Tangential reflectivity c-efficient or
momentum exchange coefficient
13. 2 r.AN Normal reflectivity coefficient or
momentum exchange coefficient
9.2 Orbit inclination with respect to
equatorial plane
10.1 0S Position of sun measured from
autumnal equinox in the ecliptic
plane
10.1 % Position of sun measured from
autumnal equinox in the equatorial
plane
14.5 eBik Rotation of tip of boom ik due tothermal expansion
10.4 OE Angle between orbital radius vectorand sun vector
14.4 Tik Angle between bending plane and
reference bending plane of boom ik
10.2 ^G Angle between prune meridian and
autumnal equinox
8.0 41 Orbit angle from perigee
8.0 W Equivalent circular orbit rate
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